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In distributional semantics, the unsupervised learning approach has been widely
used for a large number of tasks. On the other hand, supervised learning has less
coverage.
In this dissertation, we investigate the supervised learning approach for semantic
relatedness tasks in distributional semantics. The investigation considers mainly se-
mantic similarity and semantic classification tasks. Existing and newly-constructed
datasets are used as an input for the experiments. The new datasets are constructed
from thesauruses like Eurovoc. The Eurovoc thesaurus is a multilingual thesaurus
maintained by the Publications Office of the European Union. The meaning of the
words in the dataset is represented by using a distributional semantic approach.
The distributional semantic approach collects co-occurrence information from
large texts and represents the words in high-dimensional vectors. The English words
are represented by using UkWaK corpus while German words are represented by us-
ing DeWaC corpus. After representing each word by the high dimensional vector,
different supervised machine learning methods are used on the selected tasks. The
outputs from the supervised machine learning methods are evaluated by comparing
the tasks performance and accuracy with the state of the art unsupervised machine
learning methods’ results. In addition, multi-relational matrix factorization is intro-
duced as one supervised learning method in distributional semantics. This disser-
tation shows the multi-relational matrix factorization method as a good alternative
method to integrate different sources of information of words in distributional se-
mantics.
In the dissertation, some new applications are also introduced. One of the appli-
cations is an application which analyzes a German company’s website text, and pro-
vides information about the company with a concept cloud visualization. The other
applications are automatic recognition/disambiguation of the library of congress
subject headings and automatic identification of synonym relations in the Dutch Par-
liament thesaurus applications.
Keywords: Distributional semantics, Supervised machine learning, Unsupervised
machine learning, natural language processing, multi-relational matrix factorization
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In der distrbutionelle Semantik werden abstrakte Merkmale für die Darstellung
von Wörtern in einem hochdimensionalem Raum im Allgemeinen mit unüberwachten
Verfahren gelernt. Die Idee ist hierbei oft, dass es eine allgemeine Darstellung für
jedes Wort geben soll, die für verschiedene Zwecke im Bereich der Semantik ver-
wendet werden kann. Die Merkmalsvektoren werden vorallem zur Berechnung der
semantischen Ähnlichkeit zwischen Wörtern benutzt, wofür im allgemeinen eine
einfache Kosinusähnlichkeit benutzt wird. Überwachte Lernverfahren werden hier-
für nur selten benutzt.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchen wir die Möglichkeiten von überwachten
Lernverfahren für verschiedene Aufgaben in der distributionellen Semantik. Die
Untersuchungen beziehen sich hauptsächlich auf Aufgaben im Bereich der seman-
tischen Ähnlichkeit und semantischen Klassifikation. Für die Experimente werden
sowohl bekannte, standardisierte, wie auch neu aufgebaute Datensätze verwendet.
Die neue Datensätze wurden aus Thesauri, wie dem Eurovoc Thesaurus und dem
STW, abgeleitet. Eurovoc ist ein mehrsprachiger Thesaurus der vom Amt für Veröf-
fentlichungen der Europäischen Union gepflegt wird. STW ist ein Thesaurus mit
Schlagwörtern zum indexieren von Publikation aus den Wirtschaftswissenschaften,
der vom Leibniz-Informationszentrum Wirtschaft gepflegt wird.
In der distributionellen Semantik werden in sehr großen Textmengen Informatio-
nen über Kontexte, in denen ein Wort vorkommt aggregiert und werden die Wörter
letztendlich durch hochdimensionalen Merkmalsvektoren, die hieraus abgeleitet wer-
den, dargestellt. Für die englischen Wörter nutzen wir den UKWaC Corpus als
Datenbasis, für das Deutsch den DeWaC Corpus. Für einige Experimente werden
zusätzlich Informationen aus WordNet benutzt.
Als Kontextinformation werden ausschließlich lokale Kookkurrenzwerte zu einer
ausgewählten Wortmenge benutzt. Aus den rohen Kookkurrenzwerten werden in
überwachten Lernverfahren abstrakte Merkmalsvektoren, die für eine bestimmte
Aufgabe optimiert sind, abgeleitet. Die technische Umsetzung dieser Idee erfolgt
mit Multirelationaler Matrixfaktorisierung (MRMF). Die Ergebnisse für verschiedene
Aufgaben werden mit state-of-the-art Verfahren verglichen und es wird gezeigt, dass
MRMF ein geeignetes Verfahren zur Integration von lexikalisch-semantischen Infor-
mationen aus verschiedenen Quellen ist.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden auch einige neue Anwendungen eingeführt.
Eine ist eine Anwendung, die Unternehmenswebseiten analysiert und Informatio-
nen über eine Firma als Konzeptwolke darstellt. Eine weitere Anwendung ist die
automatische Anreicherung eines Thesaurus mit Synonymen, die hier exemplarisch
mit dem Thesaurus des niederländischen Parlaments durchgeführt wird.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Semantics
Semantics is the branch of linguistics which studies the meaning of words, phrases,
sentences and larger units of discourse. Meaning can be conceptual meaning and as-
sociative meaning. Semantics studies the conceptual meaning, which is the objective
and conventional meaning of words. The study of meaning within linguistics can
be done on a number of different levels, which are lexical semantics, phrasal seman-
tics, sentence semantics, and discourse semantics. Lexical semantics is one of the
levels that the dissertation focuses on mainly. Lexical semantics is concerned with
the identification and representation of the semantics of lexical items or individual
words. In addition, phrasal semantics has also been studied in the dissertation to
investigate one of our lexical semantics methods’ performance.
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries, Ogden and Richards studied the rela-
tionship between thoughts and things. For the relationship, they set up a triangle
model which is called Triangle of Meaning. They published the triangle model in
their book which is called The Meaning of Meaning: A Study of the Influence of Lan-
guage upon Thought and of the Science of Symbolism. In their study, they identified
that understanding comes from within the people rather than from the words they just in-
terpret. As Ogden and Richards (1989) stated, a proper understanding of a word or
a sign requires some sort of references being linked to it. The process of getting ac-
quainted with a word or sign via references is called meaning of meaning (Ogden and
Richards, 1989). The Triangle in their study shows the relationship between words
and thoughts, and thoughts and things. Figure 1.1 illustrates the triangle model with
the car parking example. In the figure, symbol represents words, reference represents
thoughts and referent represents things. The dotted line in the figure between sym-
bol and referent shows that words and things do not have a direct relation. Based on
this perspective, the word is not a thing, but the word stands for the referent. The re-
lationship between words and thoughts is more likely talking or listening, while the
relationship between thoughts and things is perceiving or thinking. In Figure 1.1,
the car parking example shows that the icon of no parking is a sign/symbol. The
subject thinks or references the symbol as Don’t park here, when it sees the symbol.
The reference or the thinking of the subject refers to No parking. The sign/symbol of
"no parking" does not have a direct relationship with the No Parking referent. The
referent No Parking simply shows what the sign/symbol "no parking" stands for. We
can see one more example to clear the idea of the triangle. For example, we have the
word Eiffel Tower. Based on the triangle definition, Eiffel Tower, the building itself is
a symbol. The subject references the symbol as the mental idea of the Eiffel Tower. The
reference or the thinking of the subject refers to the referent Eiffel Tower. The referent
Eiffel Tower shows what the sign/symbol stands for.
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FIGURE 1.1: The Meaning of Meaning of Model by Charles Kay Ogden
and Ivor Armstrong Richards
The study of semantics is mainly related to the subject of representation of words
by reference and denotation. However, it is hard to describe the meaning of a word
by the triangle model. Instead, we can use other words to describe the meaning of a
word by defining their relations. This may not give the direct meaning of the word;
yet it is possible to get some grip of the meaning by building semantic relations.
Therefore, semantics studies the relationships between different linguistic units. The
main concern in lexical semantics is how to model the meaning of a word. Some of
the different linguistic units relations are as follow:
• Homonymy - words with the same spelling and/or pronunciation but differ-
ent meanings. Example: root and route;
• Synonymy - words with different forms but similar meanings. Example: intel-
ligent and smart;
• Antonymy - words with opposite meanings. Example: hot and cold;
• Hypernymy - a more broad term. Its the semantic association of being part of
a higher class. Example: Animal is a hypernym of Tiger, lion and elephant;
• Hyponymy - It is the relation of inclusion. It describes a more specific term.
Example: Tiger, lion, and elephant are hyponyms of the word animal;
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• Co-hyponym - When separate hyponyms share the same hypernym but are
not hyponyms of one another. Example: Tiger, lion and elephant are all co-
hyponyms of one another and hyponyms of an animal.
• Meronymy - a word that denotes a constituent part or a member of something.
Example: finger is meronym of hand;
• Metonymy - a word that is used to stand in for another word. Example: Cup,
a substitute for a mug, Dish, a substitute for an entire plate of food;
• Holonymy - the relationship between a word denoting the whole and a word
denoting a part of, or a member of, the whole. Example: forest is a holonym of
tree (forests contain trees);
• Paronyms - words that are pronounced or written in a similar way but which
have different meanings. Example: collision and collusion.
Traditionally, semantics includes the study of sense and denotative reference,
truth conditions, argument structure, thematic roles, discourse analysis and the link-
age of all of these to syntax. In the late 1960s, Richard Montague proposed an ap-
proach to formulating a syntax and a semantics for natural languages using formal
logic, especially via higher-order predicate logic and lambda calculus. The basic aim
of the approach is to characterize the notion of a true sentence (under a given interpre-
tation) and of entailment (Montague, 1970). For example: John loves Mary. She hates
him. The simple logical form of this example is: love(j,m) ∧ hate(m,j). The example
shows what formal logic looks like. For more examples and explanations of Mon-
tague semantics, the following resources and more can be referred to (Montague,
1970; Muskens, 1996).
In around 1982, frame semantics was proposed by Charles J. Fillmore. Frame
semantics defines the meaning of a word as a coherent structure of related concepts
(Fillmore, 1982). The main idea of frame semantics is finding the meaning of a word
by having all essential knowledge related to the word. This means, to understand
the concept of a word or to find the meaning of a word, it is necessary to understand
all the related words or concepts. One of the well-known (Fillmore, 1982) frame
semantic examples is the commercial transaction frame. The commercial transaction
frame involves frame elements such as a seller, a buyer, goods, and money. A specific
element reveals from which particular perspective the commercial transaction frame
is viewed.
The distributional view of semantics is that words’ meanings can be found from
the context words which have appeared together with the word in texts; this is a
distributional hypothesis, or distributional semantics. The underlying idea of this
hypothesis is words which are similar in meaning occur in similar contexts. This idea
is familiarized by Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965a). Distributional semantics
is the area where the dissertation has focused on. Distributional semantics finds
the meaning of words by counting the co-occurrence of the word and the context
word together in a large text. Then it constructs a high dimensional context vector
to represent the word.
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1.2 Motivation
Unsupervised machine learning has been widely used in Distributional Semantics.
Distributional semantics is, basically, building an unsupervised framework for com-
putational semantics. Computational semantics is finding a technique which com-
putes meaning in human language and constructs a semantic representation for ex-
pressions of the language (Eijck and Unger, 2010). Besides building an unsupervised
framework, unsupervised learning has also been a common approach for tasks in
distributional semantics to build a model; Some examples are: to discover semantic
similarity by similarity distance measures, to classify semantically related words by
k-means method, etc.
In order to make further progress in the field of distributional semantics (espe-
cially, on building models for semantic relatedness tasks), extending the current un-
supervised machine learning approaches to supervised learning approach needs to
be investigated. The investigation is, specifically, to train a model on the supervised
learning approach for semantic relatedness tasks such as semantic similarity, and
compare the performance of the model with the unsupervised learning approach
model. Supervised learning methods can play an important role in solving tasks
in distributional semantics with better performance. Because, supervised learning
uses label information of the training data to train the model, unlike unsupervised
learning. Basically, the label information can improve the performance of the model
for a specific task. For example, a model which classifies types of animals, such as
wild and pet animals, will soon learn to identify animals after being trained on a
dataset of animals that are properly labeled with their type. The first supervised
learning approach study on semantic relatedness task is by Hagiwara (2008). Hagi-
wara (2008) has introduced the novel approach that is automatic synonym identifica-
tion based on supervised machine learning and distributional features. We have also
investigated this approach further with more task and different supervised learning
methods.
In addition, the dissertation has introduced multi-relation matrix factorization
(MRMF) as a supervised learning method in the distributional semantics field. MRMF
provides an easy and effective way to integrate different sources of information. The
performance of some tasks can be improved by integrating additional sources of in-
formation, especially when the words in the task are represented with additional
sources of information. Since it is not easy and straightforward to integrate different
sources of information in unsupervised learning, supervised learning is considered
the right choice to be explored and to investigate MRMF performance in the field.
Multi-relation matrix factorization is basically a method for relation prediction
in multi-relational domains using matrix factorization (Lippert et al., 2008). Matrix
factorization is factorizing a matrix in two or more matrices. Matrix factorization is
often applied for relation prediction and dimension reduction. Relation prediction
is concerned with predicting unknown values of a relation from the given matrix of
entities and observed relation values among entities. Dimension reduction is, basi-
cally, representing matrices by lower dimension. The well-known matrix factoriza-
tion method is a singular value decomposition (SVD). The mathematical explanation
of SVD can show us the intuition behind matrix factorization. Let’s take matrix M
which has size m x n. Then, M can be factorized in the form of UΣVT, where U is m
× r right singular matrix, Σ is r × r rectangular diagonal matrix with non-negative
real numbers, and V is n × r left singular matrix. r is the latent features size of the
matrices. Latent reduces the dimension of a large number of directly observable fea-
tures into a smaller set of features. When we multiply the decomposed matrices U
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and V, it gives the original matrix; X = UVT
Matrix factorization focuses on one relation type of two entities. However en-
tities can have multiple relations. For example, students and classes have multiple
relations such as grades, class dates. To model relation predictor of student and class,
matrix factorization considers only one of their relation. However, it is possible to
consider multiple relation domains to build a relation predictor using multi-relation
matrix factorization. Multi-relation matrix factorization considers the multiple rela-
tions of entities. Multi-relation matrix factorization is the extension of single relation
type of two entities to multi relation domain (Lippert et al., 2008). The aim of MRMF
started on the performance improvement of relation prediction (Lippert et al., 2008).
This method integrates multiple relation types from different sources of information
easily and effectively using matrix factorization. It has been used intensively on so-
cial networks data, especially on recommended systems. Originally, MRMF studied
user-movie recommendations and gene function prediction by Lippert et al. (2008).
In the study, MovieLens1 and yeast gene2 datasets have used for user-movie recom-
mendations and gene function prediction respectively. The datasets entity classes
and their feature entities have been shown via the ER diagram in Figure 1.2. Figure
1.2 (a) shows entity classes user and movie and their feature entities gender, age, oc-
cupation and genre. Figure 1.2 (b) shows the simplified version of the gene data. As
Lippert et al. (2008) stated, because of some logical constraints the sample of the gene
is used from the whole dataset. The method MRMF tested against Matrix Factoriza-
tion (MF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) (only for gene function prediction).
Then, MRMF outperformed MF and SVM.
FIGURE 1.2: ER-diagrams showing (a) the MovieLens data and (b)
an extract of the relations contained in the yeast gene data. Source:
Lippert et al. (2008)
As a conclusion, the main motivation of this dissertation is attributed to the lim-
ited coverage and use of supervised machine learning approach to build a model
1https://movielens.org/
2http://mips.gsf.de/genre/proj/yeast/
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for tasks in the distributional semantic field, unlike unsupervised machine learning.
In addition, the dissertation studies MRMF performance in distributional semantic,
and introduce the method in the field.
1.3 Research Problem
Applications and models of various tasks in distributional semantics such as predict-
ing the semantic relation of a pair of words, categorizing semantically related words
etc. have not fully reached their optimal level of accuracy yet. The performance and
accuracy improvement in such applications and models is still very much possible.
The unsupervised learning approach is one of the approaches that many tasks use
intensively to build a model. However, these tasks are still far from reaching the
maximum accuracy and performance level. Generally, in distributional semantics,
many tasks have been tackled by an unsupervised learning approach. Thus, this dis-
sertation is investigating a supervised learning approach to build a model for task,
and study the model performance and accuracy improvement. Additionally, it ex-
plores the multi-relational matrix factorization on tasks in distributional semantics
by considering different relations from different sources of information to build a
model for a better performance.
This dissertation answers two general questions which are: 1. does supervised
learning approach outperform the unsupervised learning approach to build a model
for tasks in distributional semantics? 2. Can we use the multi-relational matrix fac-
torization idea in distributional semantics to build a model which performs better
for tasks? To answer these general questions, the following specific research ques-
tions on the specific tasks have been raised and answered.
• Which approach builds a model that improves the semantically related pair of
words classification task, supervised or unsupervised learning?
• Which approach builds a model that improves the semantically related words
categorization task, supervised or unsupervised learning?
• How is the performance of the tasks in distributional semantics using a model
which is trained by multi-relational matrix factorization method?
• Which tasks’ model in distributional semantics has improved the performance
using multi-relational matrix factorization method?
1.4 Hypothesis
The dissertation has two main hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that models which
have trained using supervised learning approach to solve tasks in distributional se-
mantic outperform the unsupervised learning approach. For this hypothesis, the
supervised machine learning approach performance has been investigated by con-
ducting different tasks such as semantic similarity and semantic classification. The
two tasks have explained briefly as follow: 1. The semantic similarity task is basi-
cally predicting whether pairs of words are semantically related or not. For example,
semantically-related pairs of words are as follows: car - automobile, moon - sun, noon
- midday and gem - jewel. 2. The semantic classification task is categorizing words to
their semantic category. For example, the word fruit can be one semantic category,
and the words which can be categorized under this category are fruits such as orange,
banana and apple.
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The second hypothesis is that the multi-relation matrix factorization method out-
performs the tasks model in distributional semantics which have been trained by the
well-known methods such as support vector machine (SVM) and logistic regression
(LG). Like the first hypothesis, semantic similarity and semantic classification tasks
have been considered in this hypothesis as well. In addition, evaluating a phrasal
semantics task has also been included in this hypothesis. Evaluation of phrasal se-
mantics task is evaluating the semantic similarity of a word and a short sequence of
two words. For example, the word girl is similar with the sequence young woman.
The aim of the second hypothesis is to introduce the MRMF method which is mainly
known on social network analysis and recommender systems as an effective method,
in distributional semantics.
There are large number of tasks that can be used to study the performance of su-
pervised learning and multi-relation matrix factorization methods on distributional
semantics. From the large number of tasks, semantic similarity and semantic classi-
fication tasks have been considered in this dissertation. Semantic similarity and se-
mantic classification are some of the tasks that have been studied extensively in dis-
tributional semantics. Often, they have been using models which have been trained
by an unsupervised learning approach.Thus, we can make a clear comparison of the
supervised learning approach models performance with the unsupervised learning
approach models performance. For this reason, these two tasks have been selected
as the right candidates to use them in our studies. Apart from the two tasks, eval-
uating phrasal semantics task has included in our study for further investigation of
multi-relation matrix factorization method.
Some studies like (Hagiwara, 2008; Shimizu et al., 2008; Turney, 2013a) have been
recommending supervised leaning methods for semantic similarity tasks. Neverthe-
less, in this dissertation, their results have been used as a baseline to show the per-
formance of the supervised learning methods that have been proposed in this study;
Besides the unsupervised learning method result. For semantic classification task,
the unsupervised learning approach method result is used as a baseline. As far as
we know, the latest state of the art model of semantic classification task has trained
on unsupervised learning approach method. Each of our study state of the art has
explained in detail in Chapter 2.
1.5 Contribution and Structure
This section presents the contribution of this dissertation and its structure.
Chapter 2: Distributional Semantics
This chapter presents what distributional semantics is. It explains the distribu-
tional semantics word representation and which procedures the dissertation
followed to represent the words from the experiment dataset by the high di-
mensional vector. It also explains briefly each contribution of the dissertation
or project with their related works.
Chapter 3: Semantic Similarity
In this chapter, one of the dissertation contributions which is published as
Learning Thesaurus Relations from Distributional Features ( Aga et al. (2016b)) is
presented. This study presents a supervised method which outperforms the
state of the art method. Then, the method is proposed for applications like
maintaining and constructing thesaurus.
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Chapter 4: Semantic Classification
The work which is published as Integrating Distributional and Lexical Informa-
tion for Semantic Classification using MRMF (Aga et al. (2016a)) is presented in
this chapter. The study introduces a supervised learning method for the first
time as accurate method for categorizing semantically-related words by out-
performing the state of the art unsupervised learning methods. Additionally,
it introduces multi-relation matrix factorization for the first time in distribu-
tional semantics by outperforming the selected supervised learning methods
for the task which outperformed the unsupervised learning methods.
Chapter 5: Identification of Semantic Relation
This chapter explains the work that is published as CogALex-V Shared Task:
HsH-Supervised – Supervised Similarity Learning using entry wise product of context
vectors (Tsegaye and Wartena (2016)) . This study is basically a shared task
challenge. The task is to recommend a method which semantically classifies
related pairs of words. For this challenge, the method which is proposed in
Chapter 3 has been studied on the given shared task. In addition, the multi-
relational matrix factorization method performance has also been investigated.
Chapter 6: Evaluating Phrasal Semantics
This chapter explains the multi-relation matrix factorization method perfor-
mance study on SemVal-2013 shared Task 5a challenge. The challenge is eval-
uating phrasal words. For this challenge, the state of the art proposes a su-
pervised learning method. However, the multi-relation matrix factorization
method positive performance on other tasks (like semantic classification) has
been motivated this study.
Chapter 7: Applications
This chapter discusses the three applications that are published as Constructing
concept clouds from company websites (Aga and Wartena (2015)), Automatic Recog-
nition and Disambiguation of Library of Congress Subject Headings (Aga, Wartena,
and Franke-Maier (2016)) and Automatic Identification of Synonym Relations in
the Dutch Parliament Thesaurus (Aga et al. (2017)).
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Distributional Semantics
2.1 Introduction
The meaning of a word can be determined by using context. Context refers to the
words in sentences around the target word. Target word is the unfamiliar or un-
known word that we are trying to find the meaning using the words in a sentence
as a clue. The meaning of a word can often be found from clues in the surrounding
context. Often, what comes before and after the target word can reveal the mean-
ing of the word. The surrounding words can give helpful context clues about the
meaning and structure of the target word.
There are several methods or context clue types for using contexts to figure out
the meaning of a word. We can see some of them briefly with an example. One of
the clue types is to see if the definition of the word is in the sentence. This method
is more like restating the target word. The target word may have been defined suf-
ficiently within the sentence. For example, The manager wanted a weekly inspection,
which is a methodical examination of all the equipment. The other type is using listed
examples in the sentence where the target word is mentioned. Words like including,
such as, and for example, point out example clues. For example: Piscatorial creatures,
such as flounder, salmon, and trout, live in the coldest parts of the ocean. Autonomy or
contrast is the other clue type. This clue type contrasts the meaning of the target
word with the meaning of a familiar or known term. For example: The picture of the
landscape is picturesque but the one of the old houses is ugly. As we have seen some of
the context clue types, we can say that the meaning of a word is the set of contexts
that occur in texts. Context clue is a source of information about a word that helps
to understand the word. The clue offers insight, either directly or indirectly, into the
word’s meaning. Besides written texts, the context of a word can be found within
audios and videos.
Distributional semantics is mainly about finding the meaning of a word using
the context information from the texts where the word has appeared. Distributional
semantics studies theories and methods, that extract semantic meaning/information
from the way words behave in a large and structured set of texts which is called
text corpora. Then, it quantifies and categorizes semantic similarities between the
words based on their distributional properties in large samples of language data.
Distributional semantics follows the idea of words with similar meanings that will
tend to occur in similar contexts.
In distributional semantics, words are represented by context features, and usu-
ally it is the co-occurrence numbers or the point-wise mutual information between
each word and context word. The point-wise mutual information (PMI) is a mea-
sure of association between words. It measures how often two events x and y occur,
compared with what we would expect if they were independent. Mathematically it
has shown in Equation 2.1:
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PMI(x, y) = log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
(2.1)
When we apply the point-wise mutual information on the co-occurrence of target
and context words, event x becomes the target word w and event y becomes context
word c. The target and context words point-wise mutual information has shown in
Equation 2.2.
PMI(w, c) = log
p(w, c)
p(w)p(c)
(2.2)
Distributional semantics favors the use of linear algebra as a computational tool
and representational framework. The basic approach is to collect distributional in-
formation in high-dimensional vector space. The structure of this space is provided
by considering the contexts in which words occur in large corpora of text. Word co-
occurrence statistics can provide a natural basis for words semantic representation.
A number of quotes have been given for distributional semantics; some exam-
ples from the very common sayings are, You shall know a word by the company it keeps
by Firth (1957), Difference of meaning correlates with difference of distribution by Harris
(1954) and Words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings by Tur-
ney and Pantel (2010). However, the main question is on how to operationalize this
idea and use it in different tasks such as semantic classification and semantic sim-
ilarity. Specifically, the question is how do we represent words by a vector space
and use the representation for tasks in distributional semantics. Distributional mod-
els of meaning or the vector space of word representation are generally based on a
co-occurrence matrix. The matrix has the information of how often the word and
context word co-occur. Let’s see one of the very common distributional semantic
co-occurrence matrix examples to clear up the idea of word representation. In Table
2.1, the first row contains the context words, and the first column contains target
words. The contextual words are the distributional information which has been ex-
tracted from the corpus which contains the target words as well. The cells in the
table contain the number of times that the target word and context words co-occur
in the corpus. The context words are get, see, use hear, eat and kill. If we see the
word cat row as an example, it contains [52, 58, 6, 26]. This row is the context words
vector representation of the word cat. This vector shows that the word cat and get
co-occur in the corpus 52 times, the word cat and see co-occur in the corpus 58 times,
the word cat and use co-occur in the corpus 4 times, and so on. This matrix has con-
structed with a simple frequency of the co-occurrence of two words (target word and
context word). Thus, to have the best vector representation, more parameters have
to be analyzed and investigated. The distributed representation of words has to be
learned primarily with respect to the parameters such as context type, context win-
dows, frequency weighting and dimension reduction. For instance, frequency is not
the best measure of the two words’ relation. As Jurafsky and Martin (2000) stated in
their book, one of the problems is that raw frequency is very skewed and not very
discriminative. In addition, some researchers (Bullinaria and Levy, 2012; Kiela and
Clark, 2014) showed that applying weighting measures like point-wise mutual in-
formation is recommended, instead of raw frequency for a better representation of
words with respect to other parameters. Each parameter has explained in detail in
Section 2.5.1.
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get see use hear eat kill
knife 51 20 84 0 3 0
cat 52 58 4 4 6 26
dog 115 83 10 42 33 17
boat 59 39 23 4 0 0
cup 98 14 6 2 1 0
pig 12 17 3 2 9 27
banana 11 2 2 0 18 0
TABLE 2.1: Co-occurrence matrix
Words with a similar meaning have similar vectors of context features. In other
words, semantically similar words occur in similar contexts. Rubenstein and Good-
enough (1965b) showed this idea via their semantic similarity study pair of words
using the context vector of the words of the pair. In Rubenstein and Goodenough
(1965b) study, a pair of words with common context words showed a positive rela-
tion. Especially, a pair of words with a large amount of context words overlapping
showed high relation in their study. Thus, words can easily be compared for simi-
larity in the vector space using any distance similarity measures such as the cosine
of the angle between two vectors. The cosine measure is computed as the normal-
ized dot product of two vectors. For example, let us see the semantic similarity of
the words cat and dog using cosine distance measure. We can take the vector space
representation of the two words from Table 2.1. The cat vector representation is
[52,58,4,4,6,26], and the dog vector representation is [115,83,10,42,33,17]. Then, we
can use Equation 2.3 to compute their similarity distance cosine. In Equation 2.3, A
and B are variables for the cat and dog vector representation respectively. Ai and Bi
are components of vector A and B respectively. In cosine, when two words are the
same or related, the cosine result is 1 or close to 1; otherwise 0 or close to 0. The
relatedness of the example words has been computed using the cosine Equation 2.3.
Then it gave 0.07. This means that the words cat and dog are not semantically related.
. Basically, cat and dog are related or not related depending on the context. As Table
2.1 shows, the context words of the two words are get, see, use, hear, eat and kill. Based
on this context, cat and dog are not related. Because this context focuses more on the
behavior of the two animals. Obviously, the behavior of dog and cat are not that
related. However, we can not conclude that they are related or not with the given
vector representation. This is because the vector representation of these words is not
the best vector representation which has been constructed with different parameters
and parameter values selection.
cosine(A, B) =
A.B
‖ A ‖‖ B ‖ =
∑ni=1 AiBi√
∑ni=1 A2i
√
∑ni=1 B2i
(2.3)
In the dissertation, the first and main part is to represent each word of the disser-
tation projects’ datasets by semantic vector representation. The vector representation
of each word has been computed with respect to different parameters and parameter
values selection to get the best representation. Each word vector representation has
been used on different supervised machine learning techniques to solve different
tasks in distributional semantics. The parameters and parameter values selections
have been explained in Section 2.5.1. The main tasks that we have covered in this
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dissertation are semantics similarities and semantic classification. In addition, some
distributional semantic applications which use the words’ representation have also
been introduced. These tasks and applications have explained briefly in the follow-
ing sections.
2.2 Distributional Similarity
Distributional similarity has been widely studied to solve many different tasks re-
lated to the meaning of words. Some of the tasks are:
• Word sense disambiguation which is identifying what sense or meaning that a
word has in a sentence, when a word has multiple meanings
• Paraphrasing, which is expressing the meaning of something written or spo-
ken using different words
• Spelling correction
• Query expansion, which is reformulating a given query to improve retrieval
performance in information retrieval operations like search engines (e.g. Google).
Later, distributional similarity became an established method to find similar words.
As Harris (1954) explained in his distributional hypothesis, the degree of semantic
similarity between two linguistic expressions A and B is a function of the similarity
of the linguistic contexts in which A and B can appear. This means that two words
will have high distributional similarity if their surrounding contexts are similar.
The similarity of words can be computed by comparing their feature vectors.
Thus, it is possible to predict whether two words are semantically related or not with
respect to their semantic relation (Synonym, antonym, hyponym, etc.). In distribu-
tional similarity, similarity measures like Cosine, Euclidean distance and Jaccard’s
coefficient are well-known methods to find semantic similarity between words (like
a pair of words). Some of the similarity measure mathematical equations are:
• Euclidean distance measures the geometric distance. The metric is established
in one dimension by fixing two points on a line between the two vectors
Eculidean(A, B) =
√
n
∑
i=1
(Ai − Bi)2 (2.4)
• Jaccard assesses the amount of weighted overlap between features.
Jaccard(A, B) = ∑
n
i=1 min(Ai, Bi)
∑ni=1 max(Ai, Bi)
(2.5)
In Equation 2.4 and 2.5, A and B are the two words of the pair vector representa-
tion variables. Ai and Bi are components of vector A and B respectively. The cosine
measure has explained in the previous section with Equation 2.3.
Many research pieces have been comparing these and many more semantic sim-
ilarity measures for different reasons. For example, Lee (2000) compared different
semantic similarity measures for the purpose of automatic extraction of semantic
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similarity measures from corpora. These similarity distance measures are unsuper-
vised methods to classify semantically-related pair of words.
In this dissertation, a supervised method has been introduced to classify semantically-
related pair of words. The supervised method performance has been compared with
the unsupervised semantic similarity measures. In our study, the cosine has been
shown a better performance from the list of unsupervised semantic similarity mea-
sures such as Euclidean distance and Jaccard. Thus, the cosine has been selected
as one of the unsupervised semantic similarity measures to be used as a baseline
for our supervised method. The supervised method relies on a support vector ma-
chine algorithm and the distributional vector representation of the pair of words.
The pair of words has been using simple mathematical equations like addition and
multiplication in order to construct the vector representation.
Meaning representation using addition and multiplication operations has intro-
duced by Mitchell and Lapata (2008). Mitchell and Lapata (2008) proposed this
framework to represent phrases and sentences meaning by vector space. In their
study, they have introduced models based on addition and multiplication which
evaluate sentences similarity task. They used Noun and Verb as target words from
a sentence to apply the addition and multiplication operations. For example, a sen-
tence like Horse runs. The models estimate the similarity of the sentences by follow-
ing unsupervised methods such as the cosine similarity distance measure. They
have represented each word by a context vector from a British National Corpus
(BNC)1. They have experimented variety of dimensions (ranging from 50 to 500,000)
to represent each word. Mitchell and Lapata (2008) best result obtained with a model
using a context window of five words on either side of the target word, the cosine
measure, and 2,000 vectors. Let us see one of (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008)’s exam-
ples which show us how the two operations have been used to represent sentences’
meaning. In the example, each word has represented by five context words (animal,
stable, village, gallop, jokey). Horse is represented by [0, 6, 2, 10, 4], and run by [1, 8,
4, 4, 0]. The vectors value is the co-occurrence of the target words (horse and run)
with the context words. Since they have used, lemmatized version of the corpus, the
example word runs becomes run. The addition operation represents the sentence by
house + run = [1,14,6,14,4] vector space, and the multiplication operation represents
by house · run = [0,48,8,40,0] vector space.
Besides the distributional information, a pair of words can be represented by a
small number of features which have the distributional proprieties of the pair of
words. Turney (2013a) proposed an approach which aggregates different types of
features to represent the pair of words and predicts their semantic relation. These
different types of features are a combination of different functions and are also based
on frequencies in a large corpus. These features either represent properties of one or
both of words of the pair, or a property of the pair, for instance, the point-wise mu-
tual information of these words. Since the Turney (2013a) study related with ours,
their study approach has also been considered in our study to construct the pair of
words vector representation. Then, a model has been trained on SVM by taking the
pair of words vector representation as an input. We called this model SuperSim, as
the study has shown that our model outperformed the SuperSim model as well. The
use of such a set of features to represent a pair of words is followed by Santus et al.
(2016) as well. Santus et al. (2016) presented a ROOT9 supervised system for the
classification of hypernyms, co-hyponyms, and a random pair of words. The system
1http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/corpus/index.xml
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relies on unsupervised corpus base features to represent the pair of words. The fea-
ture set designed to identify the distributional properties of the pair of words like
the co-occurrence of the pair of words and frequency of each word of the pair.
The mathematical equations simply take the context vector of each word of the
pair and apply the equation element-wise in order to represent the pairs. SuperSim,
as well, aggregates different functions to represent the meaning of pairs. In our
study, these pairs vector representation has been used as an input, directly, for the
SVM algorithm to train a model which can classify semantically-related pairs of
words. The model has been outperformed the cosine similarity measure. This re-
sult has been shown on six different semantically related and not a related pair of
words datasets which have constructed from thesauri and state of the art dataset.
The datasets, the pair of words vector representation and training the model have
explained in detail in Chapter 3.
One of the studies which is closely related to our work is the Weeds et al. (2014)
study. Weeds et al. (2014) have also studied a supervised approach on the tasks to
predict hypernyms and co-hyponyms semantic relations between a pair of words
given their distributional vector. In Weeds et al. (2014)’s study, they have also used
the mathematical operations such as addition and multiplication in order to rep-
resent a pair of words and use the vector representation as an input for SVM to
build a classifier. They have compared their results with unsupervised approach
methods such as cosine. Then, for hypernyms relation prediction task, the SVM
methods, generally, outperformed the unsupervised methods outperform the un-
supervised methods. However, for the co-hyponyms semantic relation, the unsu-
pervised method cosine has outperformed the supervised methods. In our study,
as well, we use the mathematical operations to represent the pairs, and use repre-
sentation as an input to SVM to train a classifier which classifies pairs that have a
co-hyponyms semantic relation. However, the procedure that they have followed to
represent each word by context vector before the pair’s representation is quite dif-
ferent. They have collected the distributional information from Wikipedia. Words
which have occurred 100 or more times have collected as features. Then, PPMI has
applied on the feature values after tagging and lemmatising the words. The way that
we have been representing words meaning have explained in detail in Section 2.5.
In addition, we use unit vector on the context vector before applying the mathemat-
ical operations on the context vectors to represent the pairs. Finally, our supervised
approach has outperformed the unsupervised approach to classify pairs which have
co-hypernym relation. In our study, further, we have investigated different types of
pairs by their co-hypernym relations distance such as broad co-hypernym relation
and tight co-hypernym relation. These different types of pair datasets have been
constructed from thesauri. This and more have been explained in detail in Chapter
3.
The other work which is closely related to our work is the research on metric
learning for distributional similarity from Shimizu et al. (2008) and Hagiwara (2008).
Shimizu et al. (2008) used a learned Mahalanobis distance to rank pairs of related
and unrelated words. In order to make the learning computationally feasible they
reduced the number of context features massively by selecting the most promising
features. Then,they formalized the Mahalanobis method as follows. Given points
xi, xj ∈ Rd. Rd is a sparse vector which represents the contexts of the target word.
The (squared) Mahalanobis distance parameterized between the points by a positive
definite matrix Q as follows: dQ(xi, xj) = (xi − xj)TQ(xi − xj). Then, they have
stated that the Mahalanobis distance between the vectors of two synonymous words
must be smaller than a given upper bound, i.e., dQ(xi, xj) ≤ u for a relatively small
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value of u; and two words are dissimilar if dQ(xi, xj) ≥ l for sufficiently large l.
Their main objective is to obtain the positive definite matrix Q that parameterizes
the Mahalanobis distance. In their study they use the Euclidean distance to obtain
synonyms quite well. Therefore, they defined the positive definite matrix Q of the
Mahalanobis distance to be close to the identity matrix I. To do this, they started to
use a simple bijection (up to a scaling function) from the set of Mahalanobis distances
to the set of equal mean multivariate Gaussian distributions. Gaussian is a very
common continuous probability distribution. Normal distributions are important in
statistics and more to represent real-valued random variables whose distributions
are not known. The corresponding Gaussian is shown in Equation 2.6; Where Z is
the normalizing factor. Then they measured the distance between two Mahalanobis
distances using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of two Gaussians as shown in
Equation 2.8. Their study optimization problem is shown in Equation 2.7 with the
given pairs of similar points S and pairs of dissimilar points D. They applied metric
learning to automatic synonym acquisition. Here as well, we followed a different
approach to train a model which classifies the pairs’ relation.
p(x; Q) =
1
Z
exp(−1
2
dQ(x, µ)) (2.6)
KL(p(x; I) ‖ p(x; Q)) =
∫
p(x, I)log(
p(x; I)
p(x; Q)
)dx (2.7)
minimizeQ KL(p(x; I) ‖ p(x; Q))
subject to dQ(xi, xj) ≤ u(i, j) ∈ S
dQ(xi, xj) ≥ u(i, j) ∈ D
(2.8)
In the approach of Hagiwara (2008), feature selection is not necessary as one of
the constructed features to represent each pair of words. For the pair of words, they
defined distributional features f D j(A, B) using the co-occurrence as shown in Equa-
tion 2.9. The feature value is determined to represents the degree of commonality of
the context shared by the word pair. Then they adopted pointwise total correlation
as shown in Equation 2.10. The PMI formula is shown in Equation 2.2. Subsequently,
SVM is used to learn that which pairs are pairs of synonyms and which are not. We
have followed a similar approach to classify the pairs, but we use a different ap-
proach to construct the single words features and the pairs vector representation.
f D j(A, B) = log
P(A, B, cj)
P(A)P(B)P(cj)
(2.9)
f D j(A, B) = PMI(A, cj) + PMI(B, cj) (2.10)
One of the practical applications of distributional similarity that is often men-
tioned, is automatic updating and extension of a thesaurus with new terminology
(Crouch, 1990; Curran and Moens, 2002). Crouch (1990) compared the early and
current approaches to automatic thesaurus construction. Then, Crouch (1990) de-
scribed an approach to the automatic generation of global thesauri. Curran and
Moens (2002) evaluated existing and new similarity metrics for thesaurus extraction.
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Then, they proposed an approximation algorithm which reduces the time complex-
ity and execution time of thesaurus extraction. However, we are not aware of any
attempt to extend large existing thesauri with new terms or concepts based on dis-
tributional similarity. The semantic relation, that we have considered, is relatedness
of terms in thesauri for intellectual document classification. Thus our findings can
directly be applied for the maintenance and extension of such thesauri. To the best
of our knowledge this relation was not considered before in the field of distribu-
tional semantics. Our distributional similarity project has been explained in detail
in Chapter 3.
2.3 Distributional Semantic Classification
Semantic classification is one of the distributional semantics tasks. The definition of
semantic classification in the context of this dissertation is a task which categorizes
words by their semantic category. For example, let us take a list of words: chair, table,
banana and apple; and, two categories: furniture and fruits. Then when we categorize
the list of words to their semantic category using semantic classification method,
the words banana and apple can be categorized under fruits, while the words chair
and table can be categorized under the furniture category. There is some number
of unsupervised learning methods such as k-means, to categorize words to their
semantic category. Thus, this has motivated our study on semantic classification
task to find a better method which categorizes semantically-related words to their
right semantic category by following a supervised learning approach.
Semantic classification of words using distributional features is usually based on
the semantic similarity of the words. Basically, the semantic similarity measures the
similarity distance between the list of words. Then, the words can be clustered based
on their similarity distance. Words with small distances can be categorized under the
same category. This is the unsupervised approach of the semantic classification task.
In this dissertation, we have been showing that classifiers which have been trained
on supervised methods outperform the unsupervised learning approach. These clas-
sifiers have been trained by using the distributional features directly as an input to
the supervised learning methods. In order to train the classifiers, three different su-
pervised learning algorithms have been used. These are Logistic regression (LR),
SVM, and Multi-Relational Matrix factorization (MRMF). The classifiers which have
been trained on these three algorithms have outperformed the unsupervised learn-
ing classifiers. However, to improve their performance for higher accuracy, lexical
information has been integrated with the distributional features information. The
direct definition of lexical is the meaning of the term in common usage, this also
known as dictionary or vocabulary. The classifier which has been trained on MRMF
has improved the performance after integrating the lexical information. However,
the classifiers which have been trained on LR and SVM have not shown performance
improvement. But still, their performance is better than the unsupervised learning
classifiers.
In distributional semantics, MRMF is a novel approach for semantic classifica-
tion task. MRMF has a nature of being easily extended with more matrices which
contain more information from different sources on the same problem. In addition
to introducing supervised classifiers for the semantic classification task, the disser-
tation demonstrates the effectiveness of the novel approach on two ways: 1. by
using only distributional information as an input 2. by integrating lexical informa-
tion with distributional information, and use the integration as an input to train a
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classifier. Thus, we have shown that MRMF provides an interesting approach for
building semantic classifiers that (1) gives better results when compared to unsuper-
vised learning approach which is based on semantic similarity, (2) gives the same
results as SVM and better than LR when the input data is only distributional in-
formation (3) can naturally be extended with more sources of information in order
to improve the results. The lexical information that has been integrated with the
distributional information has been taken from WordNet2.
Matrix factorization has been used in distributional semantics, e.g. by Giesbrecht
(2010) and Cruys, Poibeau, and Korhonen (2013) in order to reduce the size of the
feature space, but not directly for predicting missing values or for classification. We
are not aware of any work using matrix factorization for arranging the classification
of words into semantic categories.
The integration of distributional and lexical information is an obvious way to go
and is also used in a large number of studies like (Finkelstein et al., 2001) and (Yih
and Qazvinian, 2012). Usually, a weighted average of similarities based on different
types of information is used. E.g. Finkelstein et al. (2001) used distributional features
(occurrence frequencies of words in various domains) and the cosine of these feature
vectors as a distributional similarity measure. This measure is combined linearly
with a WordNet-based similarity measure. Yih and Qazvinian, 2012 use different
similarity methods, like corpus-based and web-based distributional similarity for
binary classification tasks (synonymous or not-synonymous). They also used Word-
Net similarity. For this, they represent a word as a vector in a Synset-space. Thus,
the vector indicates which synsets a word belongs. Finally, they aggregated the vari-
ous similarities by taking the average cosine similarity. Camacho-Collados, Pilehvar,
and Navigli (2015) combined distributional similarity of words based on their occur-
rence in Wikipedia with a WordNet based similarity measure. They also combined
the similarities from both sources by computing the average. Pennacchiotti et al.
(2008) furthermore investigate the contribution of distributional models and their
combination with Wordnet. They use the simple back-off model to combine distri-
butional similarity and WordNet-based similarity.
Classification of words into different semantic categories has studied by Pekar,
Krkoska, and Staab (2004), who use a k-Nearest Neighbor classifier and investigate
different feature weighting schemes and distance measures. They studied several
feature weighting methods in application to automatic word classification. Their fo-
cus was on the differences between those weighting methods. The methods are odds
ratio, gain ratio and mutual information. For the study, they investigated some dis-
tance measures like Jensen Shannon, Jaccard and Cosine. Then they selected Jensen
Shannon as the best distance measure for the task. In their study, they found that
discriminative and characteristic weighting procedures are able to identify different
kinds of features which are useful for learning a classifier. This enhances the classi-
fication’s accuracy. Both Bullinaria and Levy (2012) and Keith, Westbury, and Gold-
man (2015) used the nearest centroid classifier for the word classification task on the
dataset, that we have also used this in our study. In their study, first, they computed
the average context vector of each category by excluding the test set word context
vector from the category. Then the test set word distance computed with the average
context vector of each category. The smallest distance defines the category of the test
word. Bullinaria and Levy (2012) used this procedure on ten-cross-validation. How-
ever, Keith, Westbury, and Goldman (2015) reported only the result for one arbitrary
split into test and training sets. Thus, their results cannot be compared directly to
2https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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our results and to Bullinaria and Levy (2012)’s results as well. The dissertation distri-
butional semantic classification project has been explained in more detail in Chapter
4.
2.4 Distributional Semantic Application
Distributional semantic models were successfully applied for a number of tasks like:
finding semantic similarity between words and multi-word expression, word clus-
tering based on semantic similarity, automatic creation of thesauri and bilingual dic-
tionaries, lexical ambiguity resolution, expanding search requests using synonyms
and associations, defining the topic of a document, document clustering for informa-
tion retrieval, data mining and named entities recognition, creating semantic maps
of different subject domains, and many more. The dissertation presents three appli-
cations which have been constructed using distributional information. These are: 1.
Concept clouds from German company websites, 2. Automatic Recognition/ Dis-
ambiguation of Library of Congress Subject Headings, 3. Automatic Identification
of Synonym Relations in the Dutch Parliament Thesaurus.
The first application is related to word cloud based on semantic similarity. Word
clouds are used for the visual representation of texts. The font size and color of the
word demonstrate the importance of the word. The position of the word in the cloud
can be arbitrary or reflect. This shows the relation of the word with the other words.
In this dissertation, a tool has been presented which generates concept clouds from
German company websites. The main idea of the visualization is to show the overall
work and main interests of companies in a detailed cloud information based using
their own web page.
The second application is assigning Library of Congress Subject Headings3 (LCSH)
terms automatically for indexing. LCSH is a thesaurus of subject headings which
is maintained by the United States Library of Congress, for use in bibliographic
records. The terms have been assigned automatically by extracting them from the
abstract of records which have been manually annotated with LCSH. The third ap-
plication is to find synonyms term for the Dutch parliament thesaurus automatically.
The three applications have explained in detail with their related work in Chap-
ter 7.
2.5 Word Representations
Most tasks in natural language processing have been solved by representing words
with a contextual information vector. Words have ambiguous meanings, finding
the good vector representation is one of the natural language processing challenge
and main work. One of the known and usual ways of finding the meaning of a
word is reading the words which have appeared next to the target word. As Firth
(1957) said You shall know a word by the company it keeps. The words that appear
next to the main word can tell the context of the target word as it has explained
at the beginning of this chapter. For example, let us see the word beat which has
ambiguous meanings. When we use the word beat in a sentence, we have to see the
context words to find what the word beat means in the sentence because beat has
multiple meanings. Some of the meanings of the word beat can be musical rhythms,
3http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html
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hitting someone, a heartbeat, etc. Therefore, we have to see the contextual words of
the target word to understand what meaning it has in the sentence.
To represent a word by a context vector, the context words and the target word
co-occurrence is counted from a large number of sentences (corpus). The context
words of the target word are considered as features, and the co-occurrence of the
target word and the context word in a corpus creates context vector for the target
word. Then, the context vector represents the target word. This way of representing
a word is a simple word-word co-occurrence. Table 2.1 is one example of word-word
co-occurrence.
The quality of word representation is dependent on the parameters and param-
eter values that we select in order to construct the context vector. Some of the pa-
rameters that have to be examined for a good word representation, are: the win-
dow size which defines the range of neighboring words that we need to consider as
context words, the frequency range of words in a corpus which guarantee a good
context words selection, the size of the corpus to have large enough context words,
the type of normalization method to adjust the context vector values to a notionally
common scale, and many more. Bullinaria and Levy (2007) studied word repre-
sentation and set out a general framework for generating the semantic vectors that
represent words. They presented the framework from a systematic series of compu-
tational experiments. They examined the framework for a range of semantic tasks
such as semantic classification and TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) to
estimate the semantic validity of their representation. The framework has been de-
signed to examine how different statistical collection details affect the performance
of the resultant co-occurrence vectors as semantic representations. Some of the main
statistical computation that they studied are the corpus size, context window size,
and the vector normalization method. Each test ran on similarity distance measures
(such as Euclidean and Cosine distance) on the space of semantic vectors.
In the Bullinaria and Levy (2012) study, they considered two corpora, BNC and
ukWaC corpora. BNC4 is a 100 million word collection of samples of written and
spoken British English language from a wide range of sources from the later 20th
century part. ukWaC is also a British English corpus. ukWaC5 contains 2 billion
words from the .uk domain using medium-frequency words from the BNC as seeds
words. For a better performance, they cleaned stop words from the corpora. Exam-
ple of stop words: is, are, he, she, they. In addition, they lemmatized and stemmed
the words in the corpora. To study, the corpus size effect on semantic representation,
they split each corpus into N equally sized disjoint subsets (N = 1, 2, 4, 8 for the BNC,
N = 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24 for the ukWaC) (Bullinaria and Levy, 2012). Then, they showed
results improvement with the corpus size increasing. In addition, they showed that
using the small window sizes, which are one word each side of the target word,
gives the best results. For the semantic vectors, they considered PMI as an alterna-
tive to the raw probability. PMI can have negative or positive values. If it is zero,
the target t and context words c are independent. PMI maximizes when t and c are
perfectly associated. In Bullinaria and Levy (2012) study, they set all the negative
PMI values to zero. They compared vectors of Positive Point-wise Mutual Infor-
mation (PPMI) with PMI and raw probabilities of the co-occurrence. Then, PPMI
gave the best performing semantic representations in all their semantic tasks with
respect to very small context windows, cosine distance measure and large corpus
size. Equation 2.11 shows PPMI.
4http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/corpus/index.xml
5https://www.sketchengine.eu/ukwac-british-english-corpus/
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<s>
Hooligans NNS hooligan
, ,
unbridled JJ unbridled
passion NN passion
- : -
and CC and
no DT no
executive JJ executive
boxes NNS box
. SENT .
</s>
TABLE 2.2: ukWaC sample data. 1st column: The original text; 2nd
column: part-of-speech tag of the text; 3rd column: lemma of the text
ppmi(c, t) = max
(
log
p(c|t)
p(c)
, 0
)
. (2.11)
In this dissertation, words have been represented by distributional representa-
tion. The distribution representation has been structured by following Bullinaria
and Levy (2007) and Bullinaria and Levy (2012) framework. This representation
has been used as an input for many of the projects in the dissertation. Bullinaria
and Levy (2007) have started the study on the parameters window size, similarity
distance measures, frequency range of context words, corpus size and the vector
normalization methods. Then, they have extended their study and investigated the
use of three further factors which are stop-lists, word stemming, and dimensionality
reduction using SVD (Bullinaria and Levy, 2012). In our study, we have investigated
dimensionality reduction using SVD for our PPMI matrix. However, the dimention
reduction parameter did not help us to improve the quality of the vector representa-
tion. Therefore, we have excluded this parameter from the framework. The follow-
ing Subsection 2.5.1 explains how the distributional features have been constructed
in the dissertation.
The recent word representation is word embedding. Word embedding and dis-
tributional representation share the same goal, that of representing words. However,
they both have their own differences. The following Subsection 2.5.2 explains word
embedding and its difference with distributional representation.
2.5.1 Distributional Representation
This section explains the distributional vector representation of each word in this
dissertation. To construct the vector representation for each word, two corpora (one
for English and one for German words) have been used. For the English words,
ukWaC, the British English corpus from the .uk domain has been used. ukWaC is
one of the biggest corpora which is used for the success of good results in a number
of different tasks in Bullinaria and Levy (2012) study. Therefore, this corpus has been
considered in our studies as well. The words in the corpus tagged and lemmatized
using TreeTagger. TreeTagger6 is a tool for tagging text with their part-of-speech and
lemma words. The commonly listed English parts-of-speech are noun, verb, adjective,
adverb, pronoun, preposition. This tool has been successfully used for many more
languages such as German, French, Italian, Danish, Dutch and Spanish. Sample data
6http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
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<s>
Mit APPR mit
dem ART d
vorliegenden ADJA vorliegend
Buch NN Buch
wird VAFIN werden
, , ,
zwei CARD zwei
Jahre NN Jahr
nach APPR nach
dem ART d
Erscheinen NN Erscheinen
von APPR von
Werner NE Werner
Arnolds NE Arnold
Lehrbuch NN Lehrbuch
des AR T d
Neuwestaramäischen NN Neuwestaramäischen
, , ,
Unter-richtsmaterial NN Unter-richtsmaterial
für APPR für
eine ART ein
weitere ADJA weit
neuaramäische ADJA neuaramäische
Sprache NN Sprache
bereitgestellt VVPP bereitstellen
. . .
</s>
TABLE 2.3: deWaC sample data.1st column:The original text; 2nd col-
umn: part-of-speech tag of the text; 3rd column: lemma of the text
of ukWaC corpus with the part-of-speech and lemma words has shown in Table 2.2.
The corpus saved the data in the xml format. Table 2.2 shows <s> and </s> which
indicate the start of a sentence and the closing of a sentence, respectively. For the
German words, deWaC corpus has been used. The DeWaC corpus 7 made up of
texts collected from the internet in .de domain. The corpus structured (like ukWaC)
with part-of-speech tagging and lemma using TreeTagger and stored in xml format.
The sample data of the corpus has shown in Table 2.3.
Before the context vectors’ construction, the corpora structured by cleaning the
stop words, extracting only the lemma words, and changing the format to a docu-
ment (.txt file) from xml. Structuring the corpora helps to decrease the size of the
data by half, this helps to decrease the computation time. For example, Table 2.2
sample data has structured as follow hooligan unbridled passion executive box. The
idea of cleaning stop words and considering only lemma words has taken from Bul-
linaria and Levy (2012) vector representation framework. When we construct the
vector representation, some number of parameters and parameter values have been
evaluated. This evaluation has been done on parameters and parameter values that
turned out to yield the best results in a number of different tasks in studies by Bulli-
naria and Levy (2007) and Bullinaria and Levy (2012).
The parameters which have been evaluated for the vector representation are win-
dow size, features size, and the vectors normalization methods. First, we have deter-
mined which words have to be used as context words, i.e. with which context words
7https://www.sketchengine.eu/dewac-german-corpus/
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that the target word co-occurrence statistics have to be computed. Thus, the window
size of two words has been determined to consider one word from the right and one
word from left as context words, while respecting sentence boundaries. Bullinaria
and Levy (2007) and Bullinaria and Levy (2012) showed that smaller windows yield
better results if the training corpus is large enough. Before the co-occurrence compu-
tation, all stop words have been removed when structuring the corpus. Therefore,
syntactic relations have not been used in our studies.
Next, the right frequency range of words from the corpus has been used to se-
lect context features. As per the Bullinaria and Levy (2007) and Bullinaria and Levy
(2012) findings, mid-frequency words are most effective. After some preliminary ex-
periments, we have also found that including all words in the mid-frequency range,
especially from 4 · 103 to 1 · 106 in the ukWaC Corpus as a context feature, is a good
compromise between optimal results and acceptable storage and computing efforts.
Each word that has been used in this dissertation is now represented by a vector of
17 400 features. In other words, there are 17 400 different words that occur at least
4 · 103 times and at most 1 · 106 times in the corpus. We have been running some ex-
periments between different frequency ranges such as in between the range of 1000
and 1 000 000. Finally, we have reached to the range in between 4 · 103 and 1 · 106 as
the best range to construct the vector representation .
Finally, positive point-wise mutual information (PPMI) has been used as a de-
gree of co-occurrence or normalization method to weight the vector values. PPMI
is known by giving better results than raw co-occurrence probabilities in different
studies (e.g. (Bullinaria and Levy, 2007; Bullinaria and Levy, 2012), as it has been
explained in the previous section). The PPMI formula is shown in Equation 2.11. In
the equation, a context word is defined as c and a target word as t.
This vector representation framework has been followed for both German and
English words in our studies. This framework has taken from Bullinaria and Levy
(2007) and Bullinaria and Levy (2012) as it has explained in the previous section.
2.5.2 Word Embedding
Word embedding is used for word representation like distributional features. How-
ever, word embedding has dense word representation features regarding distribu-
tional features representation. Word embedding can be called the latest version of
distributional word representation. Simply, word embedding is a words-dense vec-
tor representation.
The neural network is one of the methods that the word embedding uses to com-
pute words representation. The neural network is a computing system that mimics
the way in which the human brain operates. It works based on layers of intercon-
nected nodes which are called neurons. In a neural network, a neuron is a simple
mathematical function capturing and transmitting a information from one neuron
to another. The neural network interconnected group of nodes have shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. In the figure, the arrow represents an information flow from the output of
one neuron to the input of another.
Word2Vec is an example of a well-known algorithm which uses the neural net-
work architecture for word embedding. Word2vec has a number of models that are
used in order to produce word embedding. These models follow two-layer neural
networks that are trained to reconstruct the context or features of a word (Mikolov
et al., 2013b). Two of the most successful and acknowledged recent models are the
Skipgram and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) models which are included in the
word2vec library. Skipgram uses the current word w(t) to predict the surrounding
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FIGURE 2.1: Neural network - interconnected group of nodes. Source:
Wikipedia
FIGURE 2.2: Source: (Mikolov et al., 2013b).
window of context words w(t-2), w(t-1), w(t+1),w(t+2). CBOW predicts the target
word w(t) from a window of surrounding context words w(t-2), w(t-1), w(t+1),w(t+2).
The Skipgram and CBOW approaches can be seen clearly in Figure 2.2. These mod-
els can be called shallow neural networks. Shallow neural networks are neural net-
works that usually have only one hidden layer as opposed to deep neural network
which has multiple hidden layers.
The other well-known word-embedding algorithm is GloVe, which works slightly
differently. GloVe is an unsupervised learning algorithm. The GloVe model training
is performed on aggregated global word-word co-occurrence from a corpus (Pen-
nington, Socher, and Manning, 2014). In general, there is no need for deep neural
networks in order to build good word embedding.
The two common differences of word embedding and distributional representa-
tions are the context vector size and the computation that they follow to construct
the vector for the word representation. Word embedding has shorter context fea-
tures regarding distributional features representation. While the word embedding
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vector size is in between the range of 200-500, the distributional representation vec-
tor size is in between the range 5000 - 30000 features on average. For this reason, the
computation time of word embedding is faster than the distributional vector repre-
sentation.
There is no qualitative difference between the current predictive neural network
models and count-based distributional semantics models which is the distributional
representation. Rather, they are different computational means to arrive at the same
type of semantic model.
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Chapter 3
Semantic Similarity
3.1 Introduction
For a large number of applications, where distributional semantic models were suc-
cessfully applied on (such as question answering, document clustering, paraphras-
ing), finding semantic similarity between words is the base task. Semantic similarity
is the metric of distributional similarity. The main idea of distributional similarity
is that words that appear in similar contexts are likely to have a similar meaning,
as it has explained in the previous chapter. In distributional semantics, words are
represented by a vector which has been constructed by aggregated context features.
Then, the similarity of words can be computed by comparing their context features.
Thus, it is possible to predict whether two words are synonymous or similar with
respect to their semantic relations.
This chapter explains our supervised learning approach study on semantic simi-
larity. Semantic similarity is one of the central tasks in computational lexical seman-
tics. The task is to make a decision on whether two words are semantically related or
not. A simple approach is to compute a similarity distance between the words using
their vector representation and learn a threshold. The threshold considers that the
words are semantically related when their similarity distance is above the thresh-
old, otherwise, unrelated. The similarity distance measure can be the unsupervised
methods such as the Cosine or the Euclidean distance. In our study, a supervised
learning approach has been proposed for the task. The approach is to train a classi-
fier on the pair of words examples using supervised learning algorithms. To do so,
each pair of words has to be represented by a distributional vector. The pairs vec-
tor representation can be constructed by methods such as mathematical operations.
Then, the supervised learning algorithms use the pair of words vector representa-
tion as an input, directly, to train the classifier. Finding the right method also plays
a big role in representing the pairs with a good distributional vector and training a
well-performing classifier.
Different methods have been studied to construct a vector representation for the
pair of words. Some of the main methods are the simple mathematical operations
such as addition and multiplication. These methods have been used to construct a
vector representation for the pair of words. These methods have found better com-
paring the approach which combines different types of features to represent pairs.
The approach, which constructs the pair of words vector representation by com-
bining different types of functions, proposed by Turney (2013b). This approach has
explained in detail in the following sections. All these pair of words vector represen-
tation methods performance has been evaluated by the performance of the trained
classifiers. The classifiers have been trained by using the pair of words vectors as
an input. Then, the classifier which has trained by the pair of words vectors which
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have constructed by the pairwise multiplication and addition outperformed the Tur-
ney (2013b) approach and also the unsupervised similarity distance measures.
In distributional similarity, studies have been done on very small datasets; For
example, the TOEFL data, presumably the most often used dataset in distributional
similarity. This dataset has only 80 questions. Therefore, constructing large datasets
which simulate the real problem have been part of this study. Thus, using large
thesauri like Eurovoc Office for Official Publications of the European Communities
(1995) is one of our choices to construct the large datasets. Eurovoc is a multilin-
gual thesaurus maintained by the Publications Office of the European Union. It is
available in 24 official languages of the European Union such as German, Swedish,
Romanian, Polish. It focuses on the law and legislation of the European Union1. It
is developed by the cooperation of the European Parliament, the European Union
Committee and the Publication Office. The other thesaurus that we chose for our
study, is Standard-Thesaurus Wirtschaft (STW) thesaurus2. It contains vocabulary
for all economic topics (ZBW - Leibniz Information Centre for Economics, 2014). In
addition, it includes technical words from law, sociology or politics areas. It con-
tains keywords under 6,000 and more than 20,000 additional synonyms. Construct-
ing datasets from thesauri has two advantages: 1. It is easy to sample large amounts
of related (and unrelated) words, and 2. They are constructed independently of any
specific semantic task.
This study has been done on six different datasets which have constructed from
the above thesauri (Eurovoc and STW) and another source (Bullinaria and Levy,
2007). These datasets contain English and German pairs of semantically related and
unrelated pair of words. The four datasets contain the English pair of words. From
these four datasets, three of them have constructed from a Eurovoc thesaurus. The
other one has been constructed from Bullinaria and Levy (2007) dataset. The dataset
from Bullinaria and Levy (2007) is called semantic category 53 (SC53). It contains 530
semantically categorized words under 53 categories. The remaining two datasets
contain German pairs of related and unrelated words which have constructed from
the STW thesaurus. These six datasets’ construction have been explained in Data
description Section 3.3.1 in detail.
Since thesauri are also used for automatic indexing and for full-text retrieval, it
is important to know all possible terms that refer to a certain concept. Therefore, the
extension of thesauri with more labels for each concept is an important task in the
maintenance of these vocabularies. The semantic relation, that has been considered
in our study, is relatedness of terms in thesauri for intellectual document classifica-
tion. Thus our findings can directly be applied for the maintenance and extension of
such thesauri.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 explains the pairwise
feature construction. We discuss the experiment data, supervised method and eval-
uation in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 and 3.5, we discuss the result and conclusion
respectively.
3.2 Methods
The task that has been considered, is deciding whether a pair of words are seman-
tically related or not. In this study, each word of the pair has been represented by
context vectors first. The context vector construction of each word has been carried
1http://www.psp.cz/en/sqw/hp.sqw?k=2035
2http://zbw.eu/stw/version/9.02/about.de.html
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out by following the procedure or framework which has been explained in Chapter
2 Section 2.5 in detail. Then each word has been represented by 17 400 context vector
size.
One of the well-known approaches that can be used to identify the semantic re-
latedness of pairs is computing the distance between the two words’ context vectors
by using distance measures such as the cosine. For the cosine similarity method,
training a classifier is nothing more than finding an optimal value with which to
split the pairs which are related and not related. This approach learns the optimal
value (or can be called a splitter) to classify the pairs. Then, we can have a system
which computes the semantic similarity distance between the context vectors of the
pair and classifies if the distance is above the splitter or not. If the pairs distance is
above or equal to the splitter, they are semantically related; otherwise, they are not
related.
In our study, we have been proposed to represent each pair by a vector, and train
a classifier on the vector. Two different types of approaches have been investigated
to represent the pair of words by a vector. These vector representation approaches
are: 1. simple mathematical operations such as addition and multiplication which
can be applied to the context vectors of the words of the pair, 2. SuperSim method
from Turney (2013b) which aggregate different types of features using different func-
tions. Both approaches have been explained in detail in the following sub Section
3.2.1. After representing each pair by two different types of vector representations
using the two approaches, two types of classifiers have been trained on the super-
vised learning algorithm which is the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm us-
ing the pairs’ vector representation as an input. The two types of classifiers are with
respect to the type of the vectors that the pairs have constructed. The classifiers
decide whether the pair of words are semantically related or not.
The two types of classifiers (from the mathematical operations and from aggre-
gate features vector representation) performance has been compared between each
other and with cosine method classifier as well. Cosine has been used as a baseline
to evaluate the performance of our supervised method.
3.2.1 Pair of Words Vector Representation
One of the first proposed approaches that represents the pair of words by distri-
butional vector is using simple mathematical operations. For this approach, four
mathematical operations have been proposed. These are Addition, Subtraction, Mul-
tiplication, and Binary. These operations have explained below with their equations.
The equations include the following annotations:
−→
A and
−→
B represent each word of
the pair context vectors;
−→
A = 〈a1, a2, a3, ...., an〉 and −→B = 〈b1, b2, b3, ...., bn〉. −→V repre-
sents the pairs vector representation.
• Addition: compute the sum of the two words context vector element wise and
consider the sum as a vector representation of the pair.
−→
V =
−→
A +
−→
B
= (a1 + b1, a2 + b2, a3 + b3, ...., an + bn)
(3.1)
• Subtraction : compute the difference between the two words context vector
element wise and consider the difference as a vector representation of the pair.
The subtraction equation is an absolute value to remove the negative sign be-
cause the negative sign may lead the representation in a different unknown
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direction.
−→
V =
−→
A −−→B
= (|a1 − b1|, |a2 − b2|, |a3 − b3|, ...., |an − bn|)
(3.2)
• Multiplication(Point-wise or Hadamard product): closely related to cosine if
the length of the vectors is normalized. Cosine is the sum of the elements of
their Hadamard product.
−→
V =
−→
A −→B
= (a1 · b1, a2 · b2, a3 · b3, ...., an · bn)
(3.3)
• Binary: The binary vector −→V of two vectors −→A and −→B is defined by setting
vi = 1 if ai > 0 and bi > 0, otherwise vi = 0.
vi =
{
1 if ai > 0 and bi > 0
0 otherwise
(3.4)
These mathematical equations have been applied to the context vector of the
words of the pair. These vectors have been normalized or weighted by positive
point-wise mutual information (PPMI) method, as it has explained in Chapter 2 Sec-
tion 2.5. For further investigation, the equations have been applied on the vectors
which are the unit vector of the words context vectors. A unit vector is any vector
with a magnitude length of one. The vector can point in any direction, as shown in
the following Figure 3.1. To find a unit vector of a vector, it is simply dividing the
FIGURE 3.1: Unit Vector
vector by the magnitude of the vector as shown in the following Equation 3.5.
uˆ =
−→v
|v| (3.5)
In mathematics, magnitude represents the size of a mathematical object. The
magnitude equation has shown as follow in Equation 3.6; Where a1, a2 ... an are the
n number of components of a vector.
|v| =
√
n
∑
i=0
ai2 (3.6)
In our study, the other type of vector that has been used on the mathematical
equations as an input to represent the pairs, besides the context vector, is unit vec-
tor. Unit vector of each context vector has been computed before applying the math-
ematical equations to construct the pair of words vector representation. The unit
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vector has been considered on the first three equations (Addition, Subtraction and
Multiplication); Because the fourth equation (Binary) output vector is boolean. Usu-
ally, we use a unit vector to compute the angle between vectors3. In general, seven
different types of a pair of words vector representations which have constructed
by the simple mathematical operations have been considered to train a classifier on
SVM by taking the vector representations as an input directly. In other words, seven
different classifiers have been trained by giving the seven different vector represen-
tations as an input to SVM. This explanation has cleared in Table 3.1.
Types of vectors
Mathematical Operation
Addition Subtraction Multiplication Binary
Context vector X X X X
Context vector + Unit vector X X X -
TABLE 3.1: The seven different pair of words vector representations
that the SVM has been using as an input to train the seven different
classifiers.
The second approach that has been considered to construct a pair of words vector
representation is the Turney (2013a) approach. This approach is called SuperSim.
The approach constructs vector representation for a pair of words which identifies
related pairs. The approach represents a pair of words by aggregating four different
types of features, which are all based on frequencies in a large corpus. The type of
features is logarithm frequency LF, which computes each word of the pair logarithm
frequency, PPMI between the two words of the pair, the similarities of the two words
in domain space Dom, and the similarity of the two words in function space Fun. In
Turney (2013a) study, SuperSim studied on n size of the tuple (such as word pairs,
phrases, or sentences), and the four different types of features vector represent the
tuples. In our study, the approach has been used only for the word pairs. Therefore,
the approach explanation focuses only on the word pairs tuple.
To explain the four types of features, let us use the variables which have used
to explain the mathematical operations above. In addition, we have defined more
variables. w, A, and B represent a word and each word of the pair respectively.
The first type of features is represented as LF. LF features are the logarithm log
frequency f req of each word of the pairs. Let f req(w) be the frequency in a corpus.
If the word is not available in the corpus, then the frequency of the word will become
zero. Therefore, the equation adds one to the frequency of the word before the log
computation. Because, log(0) is undefined. The equation is shown as follow in
Equation 3.7:
LF(w) = log( f req(w) + 1) (3.7)
Equation 3.7 has been applied on each word of the pair LF(A) and LF(B). Then,
the pairs have represented by the two features LF(A) and LF(B) from LF.
The second set of features are PPMI. The PPMI features are the PPMI of each
word of the pair. For this set, simply, the PPMI matrix that we have constructed for
this project and others have been used. The PPMI matrix construction has explained
in detail in Chapter 2 Section 2.5. This type takes the PPMI of each word of the pair
by considering one of the words as a target word (A or B) and the other word as
a context word (A or B) which occurred on the right or left side of the target word
3https://www.vcalc.com/wiki/vCalc/V3+-+Angle+between+vectors
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in the corpus. To find the PPMI of each word in the matrix, the target word corre-
sponds to the row, and the context word corresponds to the column. The original
SuperSim method considers the position (right and left) of the context word with
the target word in a corpus to compute the PPMI features type. However, in our
case, the context word position of each word is not separated by left and right. The
words ppmi have been constructed by considering the left/right contexts, but, with-
out considering the position. For example, x, y, z, b and b, z, y, h are two phrases
in a corpus. Let us consider (y, z) as a pair. The original SuperSim method counts
the co-occurrence of target word y with context word z on the left as one PPMI and
the target word y with the context word z on the right side as another PPMI. The
same procedure applies again by considering z as a target word, and y as a context
word. At the end, the pair is represented by four PPMI features set. In our case, both
the right and left co-occurrence of y with z are summed up together. Then, we have
applied the same procedure again by considering the context word as a target word
and the target word as a context word. Finally, we have two PPMI values for each
pair on this features set. The mathematical operation has been shown as follows:
PPMI(A, B, le f t/right); where A is target word and B is context word
PPMI(B, A, le f t/right); where B is target word and A is context word
(3.8)
The third set of features are referred to as Dom. Dom is the domain space which
finds the similarities of two words by following the idea that the domain or topic
of a word is characterized by the nouns that occur near to it. For Dom type, one
matrix has been construed which has only noun contexts as a feature for each word
instance from the previous PPMI matrix. The previous PPMI matrix is the matrix
that has been used for the whole experiments, and which has been constructed to
represent each word by the framework that has explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.
The noun features have been extracted from the contexts which have frequency be-
tween 4000 and 1M in the corpus. Since the previous PPMI matrix already have the
words with the noun contexts, we have collected the word-noun context from this
matrix. SVD has been applied on the original PPMI matrix during the construction
of the matrix; But, SVD did not help to improve the vector representation when the
performance has been evaluated on TOFEL and semantic classification tasks. There-
fore, SVD has not been applied to the newly-generated word-noun context matrix as
well. The similarity of words in domain space is Dom(A, B , k, p) that is computed
by extracting the row vectors in word-noun context matrix that correspond to the
words A and B , and then calculating their cosine cos(A, B). The initial value of k =
100 and p = 0.0 ; where, k is the number of latent factors in the word-noun context
vector representation of words (or latent feature size), and p raises the vector values
in ∑k to the power p. Then, the following loop has been applied to calculate each k
and p parameters value and compute the cosine of the pair:
for k=100:1000:+100 and p=0:1:+0.1 (together 110 features).
The fourth set is the function space type features Fun. Fun have also been aggre-
gated with the other three types of features to add the function or role of a word from
the syntactic context that relates the word to the verbs that occur near to it (Turney,
2013a). This type is exactly the same as the third set. However, unlike Domain space,
function space type considers verbs only instead of nouns to construct the PPMI ma-
trix. The word-verb context matrix has been constructed just like word-noun context
matrix, but verb has been used instead of noun in the function space. Then, the Do-
main space type formulas have been applied for the function space type Fun(A, B
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, k, p) as well. However, the formulas have applied to word-verb context matrix
(ppmi matrix). Finally, the four sets of features have been aggregated together as
one vector to represent the pair of words. The total size of the vector that represents
the pair is 224. Each type of feature’s size is shown in Table 3.2.
Feature set Size of set
LF (w) 2
PPMI(A, B, handedness) 2
Dom(A,B,k,p) 110
Fun(A,B,k,p) 110
TABLE 3.2: Each type of features size of SuperSim approach
In general, the above two approaches (mathematical operations and SuperSim)
have been used to represent pairs by a vector. Then, SVM has been using the vec-
tors as an input to train the pair of words’ classifier. The accuracy of the two pairs
vector representation approaches have been investigated by the performance of the
classifier which has been trained on the pair vectors. The accuracy results have been
compared between each other. In addition, the performance of the classifier has been
compared with the baseline cosine method as well in order to find the best vector
representation and classifier which identify the semantically-related pair of words.
The complete results are explained in the result Section 3.4.
3.3 Experiment
In this section, the datasets and the experimental setup are described.
3.3.1 Data description
In this study, all words of the training and test set have been represented by context
vectors. The context vector of each word has been constructed using two different
corpora: 1. ukWaC for English words, and 2. deWaC for German words. The cor-
pora and also the vector representation have been explained in detail in Chapter 2
Section 2.5.1. Therefore, this section focuses only on the explanation of the experi-
ment datasets construction. The six training and test datasets are constructed from
two large thesauri and from a dataset which has introduced in Bullinaria and Levy
(2007) study.
First, we have constructed three datasets from a Eurovoc thesaurus and two
datasets from STW thesaurus by considering their tree structure. Then, by using
these datasets, we have constructed the experiment datasets which contain a pair
of words. In total, we have constructed five datasets which contain a pair of words
from thesauri. The sixth pair of words dataset has constructed from the Bullinaria
and Levy (2007) dataset (SC53). These pairs of words (from the six datasets) have co-
hyponym semantic relation, because they have constructed from the datasets which
contain words with hypernym relation information. The first two columns of Table
3.3 can be an example of the datasets which contain the words with hypernym se-
mantic relation. Column one contains a category called color. Color is a hypernym
of blue, black, yellow..... Or we can say blue, black, yellow.... is a hyponym of color,
as the definition of semantic relations explained in Chapter 1. The third column of
Table 3.3 can be an example of the pair of words datasets which have a co-hyponym
semantic relation. For example, mile - centimeter, inch - mile, red - pink... have been
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constructed from column one and two. The word mile is a co-hyponym of centimeter,
inch is a co-hyponym of mile, and red is a co-hyponym of pink. The last column of Table
3.3 shows example of unrelated pair of words. These datasets’ construction has been
explained below.
The Bullinaria and Levy (2007) dataset (SC53) is prepared for a semantic clas-
sification task. It contains 530 words which are taken from 53 semantic categories
(10 words for each category). From the SC53 dataset, 3504 semantically-related and
unrelated pairs of words have been constructed. 1752 pairs of words belong to the
same category, while 1752 randomly chosen pairs of words belong to two different
categories. The pair of words which belong to the same category have been consid-
ered as positive examples or semantically-related pairs of words since they share the
same semantic category. The pairs which have reconstructed from different seman-
tic categories, have been considered as negative examples. This is because the words
of the pair have different semantic categories. Table 3.3 shows examples of the pairs,
how they have constructed from the SC53 dataset. The constructed pair of words
dataset is also referred to as SC53, since they are constructed from the SC53 dataset.
Semantic Categories (SC53) Examples
Colors Measures Related Pairs Unrelated pairs
blue mile mile - centimeter meter - green
black foot inch - mile blue - acre
yellow inch meter- centimeter blue - mile
red yard millimeter - acre inch - yellow
green meter furlong - acre millimeter - brown
brown centimeter red - pink brown - furlong
white millimeter blue - green purple - centimeter
pink acre blue - purple red - kilometer
purple furlong white - yellow inch - pink
orange kilometer black - brown meter - red
TABLE 3.3: SC53 pair of words construction example
The remaining five training and test datasets are constructed from thesauri Eu-
rovoc and STW. These thesauri are explained in the introduction section of this chap-
ter. Since thesauri are organized hierarchically, similarity at different levels can be
defined. Both very fine-grained level and broad level similarity can be used, and
all terms belonging to the same branch of the hierarchy can be considered as simi-
lar. However, since each thesaurus has some focus domain that is worked out very
detailed and other areas that are modeled much more coarse-grained, in the core of
the thesaurus two terms denoting the same concept will be real synonyms, while
in other areas quite different words can refer to the same concept. Keeping this in
mind, it is understandable that an automatic approach will never be able to decide
whether two terms denote the same concept without errors.
Three datasets have compiled from the Eurovoc Thesaurus. Eurovoc is a multi-
lingual thesaurus developed by the European Commissions Publications Office as a
controlled vocabulary for the intellectual indexation of documents Office for Official
Publications of the European Communities (1995). The Eurovoc thesaurus is divided
into 127 micro-thesauri. From each of these micro-thesauri, 528 in total, top-level
concepts have been taken as semantic categories. For each category, all narrower
concepts have been collected and their preferred and alternative labels have been
considered as terms for that category. Then all terms that belong to more than one
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FIGURE 3.2: Eurovoc Thesaurus datasets construction tree
category or that consist of more than two words have been removed. Finally, all cat-
egories which contain less than 10 terms, have been removed. Now, 190 categories
with a total of 2386 terms are left. The largest category consists of 44 terms. From this
dataset two set of pairs have been constructed. The first set has 10 000 pairs of words
belonging to the same category, and the second set has 10 000 randomly chosen pairs
from two different categories. We refer this set of pairs as Eurovoc-1, since the terms
are equivalent by going up one level in the Eurovoc concept hierarchy. Furthermore
a collection of pairs have been built by selecting 10 000 pairs of words from the same
data set where both words are taken from the same micro-thesaurus and 10 000 pairs
taken from two different micro-thesauri. This set is referred as Eurovoc-2. Figure 3.2
shows the two datasets pair of words construction hierarchy.
Finally, pairs of words from the original Eurovoc thesaurus (before applying the
modification for Eurovoc-1 and Eurovoc-2) have been sampled by taking preferred
and alternative labels for the same concept as synonymous terms, and pairs that are
used as labels for different concepts as non-synonym pairs. For the negative exam-
ples, an equal distribution of easy and difficult pairs have been considered. Thus,
20% pairs which are words from concepts with a distance of 1 step have taken by us-
ing any specified thesaurus relation. Further 20% has been taken from concepts with
a distance of 2 steps, and so on. For the last 20%, pairs of concepts with a distance of
at least 5 steps have been used. In all cases it has been ensured that no shorter path
exists. For this set, 2175 synonymous and 2335 non-synonymous words have been
taken. This set of pairs are referred as Eurovoc-0. The hierarchical tree of this dataset
is same with the dataset STW-0 which has constructed from STW thesaurus. There-
fore, we can simply refer STW-0 in Figure 3.3 to show the hierarchical tree structure
of Eurovoc-0 dataset. STW-0 is explained in the following paragraphs. In the figure,
descriptor means concept in Eurovoc-0 case.
The three datasets (Eurovoc-0, Eurovoc-1 and Eurovoc-2) are consisting of only
two single words pair. Moreover, a word which occurred at least once in the ukWaC
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FIGURE 3.3: STW Thesaurus datasets construction tree
corpus has been selected.
The German thesaurus on business and economics Standard-Thesaurus Wirtschaft
(STW) are used to derive the German word pairs. The STW is divided into 7 sub-
thesauri (Economics, Business Administration, Economic Sectors, Products, Neigh-
boring Sciences, Geographical Terms, General Words). Each part consists of a hier-
archy of notations and descriptors. Descriptors have broader, narrower, and more
related terms. We have been taking all terms (i.e. labels from descriptors) from the 6
sub-thesauri (leaving out the sub-thesaurus with general terms) that belong to only
one notation and consist of at most 2 words. Subsequently, all words belonging to a
notation with less than 5 terms in the sample have been removed. This gives us 419
concepts (one concept for a notation) with a total of 11 599 terms. There are 5 con-
cepts with over 100 terms. The largest concept has 233 terms. From this set, a set of
a random pair of words have been selected, 10 000 from the same concept and 10 000
from different concepts. We restricted the selection of words to words occurring at
least once in deWaC. This set is referred to as STW-1.
Finally, pairs of words where the terms are labeled for the same or different de-
scriptors have been selected. This dataset has 10 000 positive and 10 000 negative
pairs. This set is referred to as STW-0. The distribution of negative pairs of this
dataset has been collected in the same way that the Eurovoc-0 dataset has been con-
trolled. The hierarchical tree structure of these two datasets is shown in Figure 3.3.
The pair of words datasets size is shown in Table 3.4 with their positive and
negative classes.
3.3.2 Supervised Similarity Learning
The supervised learning method has been used to train the classifiers by taking the
pairs distributional features representation as an input, and classify the semantically
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TABLE 3.4: Pair of words datasets size
XXXXXXXXXXXClasses
Datasets
SC53 Eurovoc-2 Eurovoc-1 Eurovoc-0 STW-1 STW-0
Positive 1 752 10 000 10 000 2 175 10 000 10 000
Negative 1 752 10 000 10 000 2 335 10 000 10 000
related and unrelated pair of words. As a supervised learning method, Linear SVM
has been used from the liblinear package. Linear SVM takes the pair of words vector
representation as an input directly and train a classifier (build a model). Liblinear
is very efficient and fast for training large-scale problems (Fan et al., 2008). In our
study, the number of features is 17,400. Therefore, it is reasonable to use liblinear.
When we use liblinear, the main parameter that we need to tune is parameter C. Be-
fore building the model, the hyper-parameters of the model have been tuned using
grid search python script (grid.py) from LIBSVM.
The grid search script has been used to find the best C parameter value. A num-
ber between the range 0 and 20 in step 0.05 have been tuned to find the best C pa-
rameter value. Then, the C parameter value which has been found as the best value,
has been used in Linear SVM in order to build the model. For example, the follow-
ing command has used to tune the C parameter:
./grid.py -v 10 -log2c 0,20,0.05 -log2g null -svmtrain ./train Eurovoc.train.
Since liblinear does not tune gamma, it becomes null as shown in the command
-log2g null. The grid search script uses cross validation technique to estimate the
accuracy of each parameter combination in the specified range and helps to decide
the best parameters. Therefore, the C parameter value has been tuned by applying
cross-validation to the training set with argument −v. Then, the best C parameter
has been applied to the training set to build the model.
Finally, the model has been evaluated on the test set. For evaluation, ten-fold
cross-validation has been utilized. The entire dataset has been split into 90% training
and 10% test sets. With the given split percentage, ten training and ten test sets have
been prepared. Then the model has been trained and evaluated on each ten training
and test set. This is explained in detail in the following section.
3.3.3 Experiment Setup
For all experiments, ten-fold cross-validation has been used on the datasets in order
to build the classifier models. Cross-validation is a technique that we use to evaluate
predictive models by partitioning the dataset into a training set to train the models,
and a test set to evaluate them. By using a cross-validation technique, the dataset
can be partitioned into k folds (parts). In our study, the 10-fold partition has been
applied to the datasets. Our dataset’s class examples size is not the same. There-
fore, stratified sampling methods have been followed to partition the experimental
datasets. 10% were considered for the test while 90% was considered for the train-
ing set. Thus, ten training and ten test datasets have been generated. As an example
of stratified sampling, let us take a dataset which has three classes and each class
has different sample/examples size (150, 200 and 250). If we want to partition this
dataset to 50% training and 50% test set, we take the following sample from each
class: 150*0.5= 75, 200*0.5=100 and 250*0.5= 125. In our study, we have followed the
same procedure when splitting the experimental datasets.
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3.4 Results
This section shows our study experiments final result. Table 3.5 shows the exper-
iment’s result. The overall idea of the study is to investigate the supervised and
unsupervised learning approaches performance on classifying semantically related
pair of words task. This idea has studied by Weeds et al. (2014), as well, on hyponym
and the co-hyponym semantic relation of a pair of word prediction tasks. However,
their approach has shown good performance on the hyponym semantic relation pre-
diction task as explained in the related works of distributional similarity in Chapter
2 Section 2.2. Our study, specifically, focuses on the co-hyponym semantic relation
of pairs task. For this study, six datasets have been considered; four English and two
German pairs of words datasets. In total 48 classification experiments have been
done on both English and German pairs, and four more classification experiments
on only English pairs which are the experiments on SuperSim vector representation
approach. The average accuracy results from ten-fold cross-validation are given
in Table 3.5. The results confirm the outcome of the experiment from Hagiwara
(2008). Hagiwara (2008) proposed an approach to automatic synonym identification
based on supervised machine learning and distributional features. In our study, we
have also shown that using distribution features directly in the supervised learning
method such as SVM can train a good classifier which classifies semantically-related
pair of words. However, Hagiwara (2008) distribution feature construction for the
pair of words is totally different from our vector representations. For the pair of
words, Hagiwara (2008) defined distributional features using the co-occurrence as
explained in detail in Chapter 2 Section 2.2. The feature value is determined to rep-
resent the degree of commonality of the context shared by the word pair.
As unsupervised learning approach, cosine distance measure has been consid-
ered and a splitter or threshold has been trained to classify the pairs on the six datasets.
As the result table shows, the cosine method results are the lowest results compar-
ing many of the rest supervised classifiers. The results, which have been obtained
by cosine similarity method, have been considered as a baseline. Because cosine is
usually considered as the best similarity measure for classification of context vectors
(Bullinaria and Levy, 2007; Bullinaria and Levy, 2012; Kiela and Clark, 2014). In
addition, we have also investigated other similarity distance measures such as Eu-
clidean and Jaccard with the cosine method on the SC53 dataset. Then, the cosine
has been found as the best similarity distance measure from the rest unsupervised
methods.
From the total 52 classification experiments, the 46 classifiers which have been
trained on SVM using a pair of words vector representation yields better results
comparing cosine distance similarity measure. The pair of words representation that
the 46 classifiers have been using as an input, is constructed by the two approaches
(mathematical operations and SuperSim). From these two types of vector represen-
tation, the pairs representation which have been constructed using the simple math-
ematical operations have been performed better than the SuperSim approach when
we evaluate the classifiers which have been trained using them. SuperSim approach
is another baseline that gave good results for a pair of words and phrase similarity in
the (Turney, 2013b) study. When we compare the SuperSim performance with cosine,
it has the same performance on the SC53 dataset. However, it performs better than
cosine for the pairs which have broad similarity relation like the Eurovoc-2 dataset
pairs, as shown in the result table. But, cosine performs better than SuperSim for the
pairs with the tight similarity relation like Eurovoc-1 and Eurovoc-0.
From the four simple mathematical operations, in general, the experiments have
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shown that addition and multiplication are the best choices to construct vector for
the pair of words representation, and use the representation to train a classifier using
SVM. As the result table shows, the classifiers which have been trained on the vector
that has been constructed using addition and multiplication which has been outper-
formed the other classifiers. These operations compute better vector representation
when the feature vectors are normalized (by unit vector) before the operations com-
putation on the context vectors of the words of the pair. As the result table shows
that some classifiers perform better on one dataset, but not on the others. There-
fore, the classifiers’ average performance has been calculated on the six datasets so
as to find the best overall classifier. The average computation of all classifiers has
shown in the last column of the result table. When we see the overall average re-
sults, the classifier which has trained on SVM by taking the pair of words vector
representation as an input (which has been constructed by multiplication operation
with the unit vector normalization) has outperformed all other classifiers to classify
the semantically-related pairs well.
Method Datasets
Methods SC53 Eurovoc-2 Eurovoc-1 Eurovoc-0 STW-1 STW-0 Average
Sp
lit Cosine 0, 87 0,71 0,77 0,75 0,65 0,65 0,73
SuperSim 0,87 0,77 0, 69 0,73 0,77
Li
ne
ar
SV
M
Binary 0,96 0,99 0,85 0,71 0,80 0,63 0,82
Addition 0,94 1,00 0,92 0,65 0,81 0,53 0,81
Subtraction 0,99 1,00 0,94 0,73 0,81 0,55 0,84
Multiplication 0,96 0,99 0,86 0,72 0,82 0,66 0,84
Addition 0,99 0,99 0,95 0,74 0,81 0,55 0,84
(unit vectors)
Subtraction 0,99 1,00 0,94 0,73 0,81 0,55 0,84
(unit vectors)
Multiplication 0,97 0,92 0,88 0,84 0,80 0,71 0,85
(unit vectors)
TABLE 3.5: Accuracy of synonymous and non synonymous word pair
classifiers
3.5 Conclusion
The study has suggested learning a SVM model on a pair of words’ vector repre-
sentation to classify a semantically-related pair of words. The pair of words’ vector
representation needs to be constructed by simple mathematical operations. Learning
SVM models on the features which have been constructed by simple mathematical
operations, have outperformed comparing similarity distance measures like cosine
and also learning a model on the pair of words vector representation which has been
constructed by aggregating different types of features. In the experiment, multipli-
cation and addition have been performing as the best methods to construct pairwise
features, and learn a model for the pairs relation on SVM. Furthermore, the exper-
iment has shown that the vector should be normalized before the words context
vectors are combined by one of the mathematical operations to represent the pair of
words.
In general, from the overall results, the classifiers which have trained on the vec-
tors that have constructed by the multiplication method on the normalized vectors,
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have outperformed the rest classifiers. Specifically, we can conclude that the clas-
sifier with normalized multiplication method can be recommended for the pair of
words with tight semantic relation such as the Eurovoc-0 and STW-0 dataset pairs.
This research can be applied to the maintenance and extension of thesauri.
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Chapter 4
Semantic Classification
4.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the semantic classification of words study in the cases where
supervised learning methods are used. Semantic classification of words is, basically,
classifying semantically related words into the same category. It is usually based on
the semantic similarity of the words using their distributional features information.
For example, words which are semantically related can be classified using similar-
ity distance measures such as cosine. Similarity distance measures are commonly
used in the nearest neighbor or a nearest centroid (or nearest prototype) classifiers
for the semantic classification of words. This approach is an unsupervised learning
approach to classify semantically-related words.
In this study, a supervised learning approach is proposed in order to build a
classifier which classifies semantically-related words. The classifier is trained on
supervised learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine using the distribu-
tional features of the words as an input directly. Moreover, Multi-Relational Matrix
Factorization (MRMF) is introduced in distributional semantics to train a classifier
for semantic classification of words by following a supervised learning approach.
MRMF is a novel approach in distributional semantics.
The study, specifically, is considering a task which classify semantically related
words into a large number of semantic categories to investigate and compare the su-
pervised and unsupervised learning approach methods performance. In the study,
the classifiers which have been trained on supervised learning algorithms using the
distributional features directly as an input have been giving better results compar-
ing the unsupervised learning approaches (i.e. similarity distance measures). The
performance of the classifiers which have been trained on SVM and MRMF have
related results when they both use only dis- tributional features information as an
input. The classifiers from LR algorithm has less performance comparing SVM and
MRMF.
In the study, we have considered to integrate the distributional features informa-
tion with other sources of information for the classifiers better performance. MRMF
can easily be extended with more matrices which contain more information from
different sources on the same problem. For SVM, we have been using ensemble
learning to integrate the different sources of information. Ensemble helps to inte-
grate a set of models which have obtained by learning process on a given problem
and build one general predictive model in order to improve predictions. When the
SVM use the ensemble method, first, a model is trained on each source of informa-
tion and integrated by the ensemble method. Then the ensemble method builds one
general classification model. When the classifiers train on the integrated multiple
sources of information, the performance of MRMF outperforms SVM.
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The effectiveness of the novel approach has been demonstrated by using infor-
mation from WordNet as additional source of information to be integrated with
distributional information. WordNet1 is a large lexical database of English. Thus
the study shows, that MRMF provides an interesting approach for building seman-
tic classifiers. The MRMF classifiers (1) gives better results than unsupervised ap-
proaches which are based on vector similarity such as nearest neighbor or a nearest
centroid, (2) gives related results as other supervised methods such as SVM when
only distributional information is used to train the classifier, and (3) can naturally
be extended with other sources of information in order to improve the classification
results.
This study’s findings have shown on two different datasets. These datasets are:
1. A dataset which is used in the literature (Bullinaria and Levy, 2007) to enable
compare our results with the results reported in the literature, 2. A larger dataset
that is derived from a large thesaurus. The second dataset comes close to practical
applications for semantic word classification. Organizing and maintaining thesauri
are usually done by trying to keep their thesaurus up to date and frequently adding
new terminology to the thesaurus. For each new term, they have to decide at what
point it has to be inserted. Automatic semantic classification supports tasks like
this. However, the classifier should not only be able to choose from only dozens but
rather hundreds or even thousands of semantic classes.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 explains the methodology of the
work in detail. Section 4.3 explains the multi-relational matrix factorization method
in detail. Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 explain briefly the evaluation of the models and
explain the results respectively. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Methodology
This section explains in further detail the datasets which have been used for the
experiments, the feature construction to represent each word of the datasets, and the
classification methods.
4.2.1 Data Description
In this study, two datasets have been used as mentioned briefly in the introduction
section. The first dataset is the Bullinaria and Levy (2007) dataset which is used in
their semantic classification study. This dataset has 53 semantic categories out of the
56 basic semantic categories which are introduced by Battig and Montague (1969).
The dataset contains 530 words in total. The words are taken from the 53 semantic
categories. Each category has 10 words. This dataset is referred to as SC53.
The second dataset is derived from Eurovoc Thesaurus (Office for Official Publi-
cations of the European Communities, 1995). It is referred to as Eurovoc. This dataset
is much bigger than the SC53 dataset. The dataset construction has explained in de-
tail in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1. This dataset is used to construct the Eurovoc-1 dataset
which contains semantically related and unrelated pair of words for our semantic
similarity task study in Chapter 3. As a reminder, Eurovoc Thesaurus is a multi-
lingual thesaurus developed by the European Commissions Publications Office as
a controlled vocabulary for the manual indexation of documents. The Eurovoc the-
saurus is divided into 127 micro-thesauri. From each of these micro-thesauri we
took the top-level concepts as semantic categories. In total, they are 528 semantic
1https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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categories. For each category, we have collected all narrower concepts and consid-
ered their preferred and alternative labels as terms for that category. Then all terms
that belong to more than one category have removed. Finally, we have removed all
categories which contain less than 10 terms. Now, 190 semantic categories with a
total of 2386 terms are left. Further, the dataset is cleaned by removing the words
that have very high or low frequencies or those which are not available in the uk-
WaK corpus. This is because the removed words may not have context words in the
corpus during the context vector representation. ukWaK corpus is a corpus which
has been used to construct the word representation vectors. Finally, 1447 words with
95 semantic categories are left. Now, each category contains 10 to 44 terms.
These two datasets’ sample data are shown in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 shows what
the datasets look alike by some examples.
Dataset Category Words
SC53
Fruits Orange, Strawberry, Banana
Furniture Chair, Table, Bed
Eurovoc
ACP countries Bahamas, Barbados,Cameroon
Health policy Dispensary, Hospitalization
TABLE 4.1: Some examples of semantic categories with their words
from the experiment datasets SC53 and Eurovoc
4.2.2 Representation of words
Two types of representations have been considered to represent each word of the
datasets by a vector. The first representation is using the distributional features in-
formation which is based on word co-occurrences. This representation have been ex-
plained in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1. Each word has been represented by distributional
features as explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1. The second representation is using
the lexical information. WordNet2 has been used to construct this representation
for each word. The following subsection explains that how the lexical information
has extracted from the WordNet and how the words have represented by the lexical
information.
4.2.3 Lexical Information Representation
One of the well known English language databases for lexical information is Word-
Net. WordNet groups English words into sets of synonyms. The set of synonyms
is called synsets. The main relation among words in WordNet is synonymy. For
example, the relationship between the following words is that of synonyms: shut
and close, car and automobile. Synonyms are words that have similar meanings or
concepts. Synsets are connected with other synsets to form a hierarchy of concepts,
ranging from very general to very specific. Some of the relations are:
• hypernyms are the synsets that are more general.
E.g. canine is a hypernym of dog.
• hyponyms are the synsets that are more specific.
E.g. dog is a hyponym of canine.
2https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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Hyponyms have an "is-a" relationship to their hypernyms. Hypernyms is one the
relation that has been considered in our study to represent each word.
In order to classify words into semantic categories, we could directly use the
semantic categories of the words from WordNet. However, we do not know the
relationship between the WordNet categories and the target categories. The target
category is the semantic category that the word has from the Eurovoc thesaurus
or from the SC53 dataset. As a result, each word has been represented by the set
of all WordNet hypernyms, i.e. the transitive closure of the hypernym relation ap-
plied to each possible meaning of the word. E.g. the word mansion is represented
by the set {artifact.n.01, building.n.01, dwelling.n.01, entity.n.01, house.n.01, hous-
ing.n.01, location.n.01, mansion.n.02, object.n.01, physical_entity.n.01, region.n.01,
sign_of_the_zodiac.n.01, structure.n.01, whole.n.02b}. The python script of the ex-
ample is as follows:
from nltk.corpus import wordnet as wn
word = wn.synsets('mansion')[1] '''[1] selected to use the 'mansion' \
synset which has large number of hypernyms'''
mansion_word = [i.lemmas().name() for i in \
list(set(word.closure(lambda s:s.hypernyms())))]
After collecting hypernyms of each word, all hypernyms of each word have been
aggregated and became features n size to represent the words. The n size features
are free from duplicated hypernyms from the aggregation. Then, each word has
been represented by a vector
−→
V which contains boolean values. For example, if
hypernyms feature ci is a hypernym of word w, the value of the vector becomes 1,
otherwise 0. The vector construction is shown in the following equation:
Vw(i) =
{
1 if hypernyms feature ci is a hypernyme of w
0 otherwise
(4.1)
Moreover, the experiment datasets contain words that are not found in WordNet.
Therefore, in the SC53 dataset, 520 words have been represented by WordNet vectors
out of 530 words. In Eurovoc dataset, 1198 out of 1447 words have been represented
by the WordNet vectors. The average number of hypernyms for each word which
has been found in the WordNet is 66. The total number of distinct hypernyms that
have used to represent words in the SC53 dataset are 2896 and 4938 hypernyms for
words in the Eurovoc dataset.
4.2.4 Classification Methods
In this study, three main different methods have been investigated for the semantic
classification task. These are the nearest centroid method (unsupervised learning),
SVM, and MRMF. LR has also considered as an additional method for further inves-
tigation of the well-known supervised learning algorithms.
The nearest centroid is used in Bullinaria and Levy (2012) study as well for the
same task. Bullinaria and Levy (2012) used the nearest centroid classifier for clas-
sifying words based on distributional features. In this approach, a feature vector
(centroid) is constructed for each semantic category by averaging the feature values
of all words in the training set which belongs to that category. Then, the cosine dis-
tance is computed between the feature vector of the word and each centroid vector
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of the semantic categories. Finally, the word is assigned to the category with the
closest centroid (smallest cosine distance).
The supervised learning algorithms have been used from a package called liblinear.
Liblinear is a software package for performing linear-classifier learning (binary, multi-
class, and regression) (Fan et al., 2008). Liblinear supports various training methods
and objectives, such as SVM and LR. From the liblinear package, linear SVM and
LR have been used to train a classifier which classifies the words into their semantic
category, by using the words vector representation as an input directly. To use LR
and SVM in liblinear library, it is a matter of changing −s parameter value. If −s is
0, we are using L2-regularized logistic regression. The default value of −s is 1 which
is L2-regularized L2-loss support vector classification (dual). The default value is the one
that we have been using to train the classifiers on SVM. Every step and procedure
that have been followed for both SVM and LR, are the same in the liblinear library.
The hyperparameters of the models have been tuned using a grid search script
from LIBSVM. LIBSVM is another library for SVM which contains gird search script
to search the value of the right parameter to build a classifier (Chang and Lin, 2011).
However, LIBSVM is not as efficient as Liblinear when it comes to large-scale prob-
lems. Liblinear is efficient for training, large-scale problems (Fan et al., 2008). In our
study, the number of features is 17,400. Therefore, it is efficient to use liblinear when
the number of features is very large (Hsu, Chang, and Lin, 2003).
The LIBSVM grid search script has been used to find the best C parameter value.
A number in between the range 0 and 20 in step 0.05 have been tuned. The following
command has been used to tune the C parameter value:
./grid.py -log2c 0,20,0.05 -log2g null -v 10 -svmtrain ./train Eurovoc.train.
In the command, -log2g null shows that liblinear does not support the gamma pa-
rameter. -v 10 shows that ten-fold cross-validation has applied to tune the parameter.
The grid search script uses the cross-validation technique to estimate the accuracy
of each parameter’s combination in the specified range and helps to decide the best
parameters value. Therefore, ten-fold cross-validation has been conducted in order
to select the best parameter C. Then we train a classifier on the training set using the
best C parameter value and predict the test set. For all experiments, ten-fold strat-
ified cross-validation has been used on the datasets to train the classifier models.
Thus, ten training and ten test datasets have generated. Stratified cross-validation is
explained in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.3. In our study, 10% of the data has considered
for the test and 90% of the data for the training set. These training and test sets have
been scaled in between the range [0; 1] before tuning, training, and testing. The main
advantage of scaling is to avoid features in greater numeric ranges dominating those
in smaller numeric ranges (Hsu, Chang, and Lin, 2003).
The other main classification method is a multi-relational matrix factorization
(MRMF). Basically, matrix factorization focuses on only one relation of entities. How-
ever, entities may have more than one relationship which can be used for deep analy-
sis and training of entities. Thus, the main idea of MRMF is to use the multi relations
of entities. In our study, we have considered multiple relationship types to build a
model which classify semantically related words in their right semantic category
using MRMF. These relations are the target word with distributional information,
lexical information and semantic categories information. In our case, semantic cat-
egories information is the class/label information of the words from their dataset
(SC53 and Eurovoc). MRMF can thus easily integrate these sources of information
and train a classifier. Once MRMF integrates the different information, it generates
matrices. Then, the generated matrices can be folded in with the test matrix in order
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to classify the unknown words with a given formula. The technical detail explana-
tion of MRMF is in Section 4.3.
The idea of integrating different sources of information has been applied to SVM
and LR as well. Lexical and distributional information are the main sources of infor-
mation which have been considered to be integrated by SVM, LR and MRMF meth-
ods. Integrating the two sources of information using MRMF method is straight-
forward and easy. However, the ensemble classifier is the obvious alternative to
integrating the two sources of information using the SVM method. An ensemble
classifier uses the results of the classifiers using only one type of information. As a
result, the ensemble classifier has been trained on the results of the SVM using Word-
Net and distributional features. In addition, the LR classifier has also been used to
integrate the sources of information via the ensemble method. LR gives probabili-
ties for each class and selects the class with the highest probability to classify a word.
The ensemble classifier can use the probabilities for each class. Though we expect
that LR to be inferior to SVM because it might have an advantage to use the class’s
probabilities in an ensemble classifier.
4.3 Multi-Relational Matrix Factorization
MRMF is introduced by Lippert et al. (2008) for relation prediction in multi-relational
domains using matrix factorization. The novel idea came to be able to deal with an
arbitrary number of relation types and entity types in a domain of interaction to
build a generalized model. Instead of using a model with a single relation type be-
tween two entity types (Lippert et al., 2008). The approach prediction performance
investigated on user-movie, and gene function datasets as explained in introduction
Chapter 1 Section 1.2. Weighted MRMF which has been used in this study as well, is
defined by Drumond et al. (2014). The idea of weighted MRMF is to build a model
which optimize each target relation individually, instead of using the same set of
parameters to make predictions for all target relations. Drumond et al. (2014) in-
troduced specific parameters for each target by coupling them with a set of shared
auxiliary parameters, which has a regularizing effect on the target specific ones. The
state of the art approaches did not differentiate the target and auxiliary relations.
Therefore, they use the same parameters for predicting all the targets. This means
that the learned parameters are a compromise for the performance overall targets,
but not for each specific one (Drumond et al., 2014). To clear the idea of the tar-
get and auxiliary relations in our case, we have used Figure 4.1. We have used the
same approach that Drumond et al. (2014) have also used on social network data to
explain the meaning of target and auxiliary relations.
In our study, three different matrices which represent the relations of the words
have been used. These are: 1. the matrix of words and semantic category features,
2. the matrix of words and context features, and 3. the matrix of words and Word-
Net features. The following subsections explain how MRMF uses and integrates the
relations to build a model which classify semantically-related words. Section 4.3.1
explains how MRMF use only the semantic categories and distributional features
information of a word and build a model without the lexical information. Section
4.3.2 explains the learning algorithms which are used to optimize the objective func-
tion and build the classifier using the above two relations. In addition, the section
explains the prediction equations that have been used to classify new words. Sec-
tion 4.3.3 explains how MRMF integrates the three relations to build a classifier. In
addition, this section discusses the algorithm which is used to optimize the objective
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FIGURE 4.1: There are three relations: distributional information D,
lexical information L and the words given semantic categories C, be-
tween two entities words and semantic categories. This example shows
the corresponding three cases for which each relation is acting as a
target and the rest ones as an auxiliary.
function, and the prediction equations. Finally, section 4.3.4 discusses the parame-
ters which have been tuned to build a classifier.
4.3.1 MRMF on two Matrices
The MRMF method has been studied by the first two matrices/relations, which are
word and context features matrix X and words and semantic category features ma-
trix Y. Let’s assume the following problem to elaborate the method study on these
relations. We have:
• m words;
• n features for each word (e.g. positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI)
values based on the co-occurrence data);
• c semantic categories;
The first matrix is, X ∈ Rm×n where each row of X represents the feature vector of a
word. The second matrix is, Y ∈ {0, 1}m×c. Yi,j has value 1 if the word i belongs to
the category c, otherwise, it has value 0. The MRMF method with the two matrices
is referred to as MRMF_2M.
The idea of matrix factorization is that X can be approximated by the product
of two smaller matrices U and V, where U ∈ Rm×k is a matrix of words and latent
features and V ∈ Rn×k is a matrix of context features (context words) and the same
latent features. The latent features size k can be chosen freely with in k << n. The
second matrix, Y, can be decomposed in the same way. Y can be approximated by
the product of two smaller matrices U and C, where U ∈ Rm×k is a matrix of words
and latent features, and C ∈ Rc×k is a matrix of semantic categories and the same
latent features.
The idea of MRMF is that both decompositions of X and Y use the same factor
matrix U of words and latent features size, thus the latent features form the link
between the context features (context words) and the categories in this case. The
matrices U, V and C are constructed using the training data.
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More formally, X and Y can be factorized as follows:
X ≈ UVT (4.2)
Y ≈ UCT (4.3)
The overall decomposition of the two matrices for MRMF method is visualized in
Figure 4.2.
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FIGURE 4.2: Visual overview of the matrix decomposition used for
semantic categorization on two matrices
The problem is now to minimize an objective function with respect to L2 loss
function. The objective function is shown in Equation 4.4.
arg min
U,V,C
αX
1
2
||X−UVT||2F + αY
1
2
||Y−UCT||2F (4.4)
+
λU
2
||U||2F +
λV
2
||V||2F +
λC
2
||C||2F
The L2 loss function is basically minimizing the sum of the square of the differ-
ences between the target value and the estimated values.
4.3.2 Learning Algorithm and Predictions
One of the optimization algorithms that most often used is block coordinate de-
scent. This algorithm optimizes the objective function through a sequence of one-
dimensional optimization. This means that it solves the optimization problems by
minimizing it along one direction at a time in a loop (Wright, 2015). The python
script of MRMF on the coordinate descent algorithm that we used for our study, is
given in Appendix A.
When we use the algorithm in our study, first U, V, and C are initialized with
random values. Then, the minimization problem is solved for each one of the matri-
ces. This is repeated until convergence. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm optimizes the objective function which is shown in Equation 4.4.
Finally, Equation 4.5 is used for a set of new words Xtest to predict their semantic
categories.
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Ytest ≈ UtestCT (4.5)
However, Utest is unknown. The standard way to estimate Utest is through a
fold-in:
Utest = arg min
Uˆ
||Xtest − UˆVT||2F (4.6)
Utest = XtestV(VTV)−1 (4.7)
Algorithm 1 Block coordinate descent optimization algorithm for L2-MRMF_2M
1: procedure MRMF-COORDINATE DESCENT
input: X, Y, k, weight constants αX, αY, regularization constants λU , λV , λC
2: U ∼ N (0, σI)
3: V ∼ N (0, σI)
4: C ∼ N (0, σI)
5: repeat
6: U ← (αXXV + αYYC)
(
αXVTV + αYCTC + λUI
)−1
7: V ←
((
αXUTU + λVI
)−1
αXUTX
)T
8: C ←
((
αYUTU + λCI
)−1
αYUTY
)T
9: until convergence
10: return U, V, C
11: end procedure
4.3.3 MRMF on three Matrices
The MRMF method allows one to elegantly integrate many different sources of in-
formation. In this experiment, the lexical and distributional information has been
integrated by extending the MRMF method that has described in Section 4.3.1.
Matrices X and Y that we use in this section, are the same matrices that we have
seen in section 4.3.1. Matrix Z is newly-added matrix. It contains lexical information
of the words which has extracted from WordNet by considering hypernym relation.
X, Y, and Z can be factorized more formally as follows:
X ≈ UVT (4.8)
Y ≈ UCT (4.9)
Z ≈ UBT (4.10)
The overall decomposition of the three matrices is visualized in Figure 4.3. This
MRMF method is referred to as MRMF_3M. This method uses the same algorithm,
the coordinate decent algorithm. However, it has modified to fit the third matrix Z
information in the algorithm. The modified coordinate descent algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 2. This algorithm also optimizes the objective function with respects
to L2 loss function. The objective function and the fold-in equations have also been
modified to include the Z matrix information as shown in Equation 4.11 and 4.12
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FIGURE 4.3: Visual overview of the matrix decomposition used for
semantic categorization on three matrices.
respectively. But, we can still use Equation 4.5 to predict new words, once we have
the Utest using Equation 4.12.
arg min
U,V,B,C
αX
1
2
||X−UVT||2F + αZ
1
2
||Z−UBT||2F + αY
1
2
||Y−UCT||2F (4.11)
+
λU
2
||U||2F +
λV
2
||V||2F +
λC
2
||B||2F +
λC
2
||C||2F
Utest = XtestV(VTV)−1 + ZtestB(BTB)−1 (4.12)
4.3.4 Parameter Selection
A combination of parameters has been trained with a wide range of values to find the
best parameters value setting. The parameters are the learning rate, latent features,
and regularization parameters.
For MRMF_2M method, the parameters that have been trained, are the learning
rate αx and the regularization parameters λu, λv and λc . For SC53 dataset, a range
between 1#_SC53_instances and 1 · 10−7 has been considered to find the best learning rate
αx the parameter value, and a range between 1#_Eurovoc_instances and 1 · 10−7 for the
Eurovoc dataset. The learning rate of αy has been set to 1; Because we are building
the model to classify the words to the Y matrix semantic categories. Therefore, all
information on Y training data is needed to train the model. The regularization
constants λu, λv and λc have used the same range of value which relies on a range
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Algorithm 2 Block coordinate descent optimization algorithm for L2-MRMF_3M
1: procedure MRMF-COORDINATE DESCENT
input: X, Z, Y, k, weight constants αX, αY, αZ, regularization constants λU , λV ,λB, λC
2: U ∼ N (0, σI)
3: V ∼ N (0, σI)
4: B ∼ N (0, σI)
5: C ∼ N (0, σI)
6: repeat
7: U ← (αXXV + αYYC + αZZB)
(
αXVTV + αYCTC + αZBTB + λUI
)−1
8: V ←
((
αXUTU + λVI
)−1
αXUTX
)T
9: B←
((
αZUTU + λBI
)−1
αZUTZ
)T
10: C ←
((
αYUTU + λCI
)−1
αYUTY
)T
11: until convergence
12: return U, V, B, C
13: end procedure
between 1 · 10−2 and 1 · 10−10. For the latent features k, we have considered a range
between 50 and 200.
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the parameters αx and k value training to find the
best value for the SC53 and Eurovoc datasets respectively. As both figures show, the
k parameter gives a high accuracy on value 200 and goes flat after that. In method
MRMF_2, the k parameter has been performed better with the αx parameter value
around 0.002 for SC53 dataset and parameter values in between 0.0003 and 0.0001
for the Eurovoc dataset.
FIGURE 4.4: Accuracy of MRMF_2M with different k and αx parame-
ter values on the SC53 dataset
The parameters that have been trained for MRMF_3M method, are learning rate
αx and αz, and regularization parameters λu, λv and λb. For SC53 dataset, a range
between 1#_SC53_instances and 1 · 10−7 has been considered to find the best learning
rate αx and αz parameters value, and a range between 1#_Eurovoc_instances and 1 · 10−7
for the Eurovoc dataset. Here again, the learning rate of αy has been set to 1 for
the same reason which is given above in MRMF_2M method parameter selection.
The regularization constants λu, λv, λc and λb and latent features size k have also
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FIGURE 4.5: Accuracy of MRMF_2M with different k and αx parame-
ter values on the Eurovoc dataset
used the same range of value as explained above in MRMF_2M method parameter
selection. Figure 4.6 shows the parameters αx, αz and k value training to find the
best value for Eurovoc dataset as an example. As the figure shows, the k parameter
gives high accuracy at value 200 and plateaus after that. For the SC53 dataset, the k
parameter has performed better when αx is 0.001 and αz is 0.0004. For the Eurovoc
dataset, when αx is 1 · 10−6 and αz is 1 · 10−8, MRMF_3 gives optimal results with k
value 200 as Figure 4.6 shows.
FIGURE 4.6: Accuracy of MRMF_3M with different k, αx and αz pa-
rameter values of the Eurovoc dataset
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4.4 Evaluation
For the purposes of evaluation, ten-fold cross-validation has been used. For all ex-
periments, the same stratified split has been applied. This is basically the same as
the leave–one–out setup that is used by Bullinaria and Levy (2012) when the num-
ber of items in the categories is the same. Leave–one–out setup is used in one of
our method nearest centroid as well which is explained in Section 4.2.4. However,
in a leave–one–out experiment, an intelligent classifier eventually might learn that
always an element to be classified to the smallest class when the dataset does not
has equal size classes. This problem is avoided by using stratified cross-validation.
Stratified cross-validation has explained with an example in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.3.
In ten-cross-validation, 10% of the data is test set and 90% of the data is the training
set. In this study, all methods have been using ten-fold cross-validation to train and
evaluate classifiers.
4.5 Result
The performance of each classifier on each dataset has summarized in the result Ta-
ble 4.2 with their standard error (Stand. Err.). In the result table, the sources of
information which have used to represent the words have abbreviated. DF and WN
represent distributional features and WordNet (hypernym) information respectively.
The best accuracy, that Bullinaria and Levy (2012) reached for the SC53 dataset (us-
ing the nearest centroid classifier), is 0, 86. This result is reproduced in our study us-
ing roughly the same parameter choices and settings with Bullinaria and Levy (2012)
to construct the context vector word representation. Applying the same method
(nearest centroid) on the Eurovoc dataset gives an accuracy of 0,58. The hypernym
features (WN) have only been used in the supervised learning methods.
As the result table shows that the supervised learning classifiers (LR, SVM, and
MRMF) are superior to the unsupervised learning (nearest centroid classifier) on
both datasets, except the classifiers which have been trained only using WN in-
formation. All classifiers which have been trained on WN stayed behind from the
whole classifiers. This shows that WN cannot represent words as much as DF repre-
sents. The WN representation has added in the study just to be integrated with DF
and improve the performance of the classifiers. As expected, the classifiers which
have been trained by the integrated information of WN and DF have improved their
performance.
The supervised classifiers which have been using only DF, have shown the same
performance between each other, except the LR classifier on the Eurovoc dataset
which has stayed behind. For the SC53 dataset, both the supervised classifiers using
only DF and the classifiers using a combination of DF and WN have outperformed
the best results which have been reported up to now. Keith, Westbury, and Gold-
man (2015) reported an accuracy of 0, 96 when they reproduced the experiment of
Bullinaria and Levy. However, their result is not comparable to ours, since they used
only a part of the data for evaluation. In other words, they did not test all instance
as training and test sets by using an evaluation method such as cross-validation.
We can see that the integration of lexical and distributional information using
MRMF clearly improves the result for both datasets. The ensemble methods have
also improved the results, but they have stayed behind comparing the result of
MRMF. Since the LR results for the Eurovoc dataset have stayed much behind the
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SVM and MRMF results, we did not test the ensemble method on this dataset. As an
additional reason, the ensemble method did not perform well in the SC53 dataset.
If we investigate the SC53 dataset words which have been predicted by the MRMF_3M
classifier, there is still a small number of real errors. E.g. the word mixer has been
classified as a non-alcoholic beverage and nun as a relative. However, most errors
are not real errors, for instance, the word foot that has been classified as a body part
by MRMF and is a unit of distance in the dataset. A knife has classified as a weapon
instead of a kitchen utensil; shoes as a type of footwear instead of clothing; and a bass
as a musical instrument instead of a fish.
Given the type of errors that are made, we can conclude that the SC53 dataset has
reached the highest possible level of accuracy. The Eurovoc dataset clearly is much
harder and has still room for improvement.
Methods Eurovoc Stand. Err. SC53 Stand. Err.
Nearest Centroid (reported) - - 0,86 3 -
Nearest Centroid (reproduced) 0,58 0,14 0,86 0,04
WN LR 0,45 0,17 0,74 0,11
SVM 0,50 0,16 0,73 0,10
MRMF_2M 0,48 0,17 0,79 0,07
DF LR 0,56 0,16 0,90 0,04
SVM 0,69 0,10 0,90 0,03
MRMF_2M 0,69 0,10 0,90 0,03
DF + WN MRMF_3M 0,71 0,10 0,93 0,02
2xLR + SVM - - 0,89 0,03
2xSVM+ SVM - - 0,92 0,02
TABLE 4.2: Accuracy of classification on Eurovoc and SC53 datasets.
Results are averages from ten-fold cross-validation. The ensemble
method on Eurovoc dataset did not compute, because, the LR results
for the Eurovoc dataset have stayed far behind the SVM and MRMF
results. In addition, the ensemble method did not perform well in the
SC53 dataset.
4.6 Conclusion
This work has investigated the supervised learning approach for semantic classifica-
tion of words task in distributional semantics. In the study, the classification which
has trained on a supervised approach has outperformed the unsupervised learning
approach (i.e. a distance based classifier [nearest centroid]). This study has been
shown in two different datasets SC53 and Eurovoc. SC53 is commonly used for the
semantic classification task. In both datasets, the classifiers which have trained on
SVM and MRMF using distributional features information as an input, have per-
formed better than the rest of the classifiers. For SC53 dataset, we have obtained
results that are beyond the state of the art.
We have compiled the Eurovoc dataset to make the classification task closer to
real applications with more semantic categories. This data set is clearly much harder,
but experiments on this dataset confirm all conclusions from the experiment on the
smaller dataset of SC53.
In order to improve the results, we finally have investigated the possibility to
include information from WordNet. While an ensemble classifier was not very suc-
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cessful in combining the two sources of information, MRMF has been able to inte-
grate the two types of information and improve the results significantly.
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Chapter 5
Identification of Semantic
Relations
5.1 Introduction
In distributional semantics, words are represented by large number of context fea-
tures as explained in Chapter 2. In most cases, context features are based on co-
occurrence numbers or probabilities with other words. Words are semantically re-
lated when they have similar or related co-occurrence vectors. The relatedness of the
co-occurrence vectors can be found by computing their distance using distance mea-
sures such as the cosine and Euclidean distance. A simple approach which decides
whether two words are semantically related or not, can be based on using the simi-
larity of their associated vectors, directly, as an input. This approach trains a model
on supervised learning algorithms using the words associated vector directly. We
use the model to predict the relatedness of the words. In our study (Chapter 3), we
have shown the performance of this approach. In this chapter, we call this approach
HsH-Supervised system. Then, the system has used on a shared task challenge that
we have participated. This chapter explains the shared task challenge and discusses
the proposed solutions.
This study was initiated by CogALex-V 20161. CogALex-V 2016 has proposed
a shared task on the corpus-based identification of semantic relations in a pair of
words.The objective of the task is to find a better method which classifies semantically-
related pairs of words. This shared task is more related to one of our previous work
which has presented in Chapter 3. However, our previous study, main objective is to
investigate the supervised learning methods over the unsupervised learning meth-
ods on classifying semantically related and not related pair of words task. Then, su-
pervised learning methods have proposed for this task. Specifically, HsH-Supervised
system was proposed. For the shared task, this system has been considered as one
of the methods.
The shared task has two sub-tasks. The first sub-task is to decide whether a pair
of words are semantically related or not. The second sub-task is to decide which
kind of semantic relation that the pair of words holds. Four semantic relations have
been proposed for the second sub-task. The relations are Synonymy, Antonymy,
Hypernymy and Meronymy. The remaining pairs which are not under the category
of these four relations have been labeled as random.
The shared task has carried out on two phases of study. The first phase is to study
whether or not HsH-Supervised can be the one for the given shared task. The sec-
ond phase is to investigate the performance of multi-relational matrix factorization
(MRMF) method on the given shared task. The MRMF method has found as a novel
1 https://sites.google.com/site/cogalex2016/home/shared-task
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method (in distributional semantics) in our semantic classification study (Chapter
4). The second phase came after the publication of the first phase. MRMF method is
motivated on this phase, because of its positive performance on semantic classifica-
tion task. Therefore, it has been studied on classifying semantically-related pair of
words tasks as well.
Basically, in the first phase, the supervised learning method that has been pro-
posed in our semantic similarity study Chapter (3) has been used for the challenge as
well. This method has shown a better performance when classifying semantically-
related pair of words compared to the state of the art methods in our previous study.
The main idea of the method is, first, to represent the pair of words by a vector, and
train a classifier on a supervised learning algorithm. The vector which represents
the pair of words is constructed by using simple mathematical operations. Specif-
ically, in our previous study, we have proposed the use of pairwise multiplication
operations on the context vectors of each word of the pair to construct the vector
representation. Then a model is learned by using the pairs vector representation as
an input for supervised algorithms such as SVM. Now, the similarity between two
words can be learned via a supervised classification method. Besides our study, a
number of papers have also been proposed to use derived distributional features to
represent each pair of words by a large distributional feature vector, e.g. (Hagiwara,
2008). These research pieces have explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.
The second phase has initiated mainly because of the rank which is given for the
first phase method. After the submission of all systems, they have ranked. HsH-
Supervised is the system which has proposed in the first phase for the shared task.
This system has ranked 5th from the number of six participants on the challenge.
Therefore, the second phase study came for two main reasons. These are: 1. to study
another better method for the given shared task, 2. to investigate the performance
of MRMF on semantic similarity task. In general, the approach of the second phase
is to use MRMF method on the given semantic similarity shared task. MRMF has
shown good performance on semantic classification task as explained in Chapter 4.
This method has even outperformed the state of the art methods and other proposed
supervised learning methods such as SVM to classify semantically related words.
Therefore, it was expected to perform better than HsH-Supervised and also the other
top-ranked systems by the participants in the challenge. MRMF has the capacity to
integrate different sources of information and relations easily with a better quality
comparing other methods such as ensemble method as explained in Chapter 4. As
Chapter 4 explains that integrating different relations of entities is better than single
relation in order to train a model.
The general overview of this chapter is studying the HsH-Supervised and MRMF
method on semantic similarity task. Basically, HsH-Supervised is already studied on
semantic similarity task in Chapter 3. Here, it simply has proposed for the shared
task challenge participation. MRMF has studied on semantic similarity task for the
first time. The chapter focuses on investigating the performance of MRMF method
on semantic similarity task, after explaining the HsH-Supervised system perfor-
mance on the given shared task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the CogALex-
V shared task with the given datasets. Section 5.3 explains the two phases methods.
Finally, results and conclusion have been discussed in Section 5.4 and in Section 5.5
respectively.
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5.2 CogALex-V task
The CogALex-V shared task has provided two datasets that contain a pair of words
along with a classification of their semantic relation. Each sub-task of the challenge
has their own datasets. The pair of words that the two datasets contain is the same
but their semantic relation label is different. The first given dataset for the first sub-
task distinguishes the pair of words only between related and unrelated relation,
while the second dataset distinguishes in four types of semantic relations for the
second sub-task. The four types of relations between the related pair of words are;
synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy, and meronymy. In the second task, the not-related
pairs labeled as random. The definition of each relation has shown below: Notations:
Pairs (A: word 1, B: word 2):
• Synonymy (SYN): B can be used with the same meaning as A
• Antonymy (ANT): B can be used as the opposite of A
• Hypernymy (HYPER): A is a kind of B
• Meronymy (PART_OF): A is a part of B
• RANDOM (if there is no semantic relation between A and B)
The sample data of the first and second sub-tasks datasets have shown in Figure 5.1
and Figure 5.2 respectively.
A B Relation
coach teach TRUE
coach teacher TRUE
coach coat FALSE
dance move TRUE
dance human FALSE
dance idea FALSE
follow lead TRUE
follow understand TRUE
follow exchange FALSE
father parent TRUE
TABLE 5.1: Sample data of the first Sub-task dataset
Both sub-tasks training and test data contain 3054 and 4260 pairs of words, re-
spectively. From the 3054 training pairs, 826 pairs are semantically related, the re-
maining 2228 pairs are not related. From the 4260 test pairs, 1201 of them are related
and 3059 are not related. In contrast to many other related datasets such as Eurovoc-0,
Eurovoc-1, Eurovoc-2, the words in these set are very heterogeneous. The sets contain
nouns, adjectives, verbs and even pronouns. For example, pairs like arm–leg or vegetable-
meat are considered as antonyms and hence related words, while other pairs that are
related somewhat more indirectly, such as breast-leg, vegetable-apple or run-athlete are
classified as unrelated. The breast-leg and vegetable-apple pars have a co-meronyms
relation. Athletics could be considered as a hypernym of running, therefore, run-
athlete pair could have been labeled as related. Thus it becomes clear that the dataset
is far from trivial and is a real challenge for automatic classification.
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A B Relation
coach teach HYPER
dance move HYPER
everything all SYN
division split SYN
coach coat RANDOM
dance human RANDOM
follow lead ANT
woman male ANT
father family PART_OF
string kite PART_OF
TABLE 5.2: Sample data of the second sub-task dataset
5.3 Methodology
This section explains the methods which have been proposed for the given shared
task. The first method is a system which is called HsH-Supervised that has proposed
for the semantic similarity task in our previous study. HsH-Supervised learns a
model on SVM by using the pair of words vector representation as an input. The
pair of words vector representation has been constructed by applying pairwise mul-
tiplication (Hadamard-Product) on the context vectors of the words. The second
method is MRMF. MRMF also uses the context vectors of each word of the pair to
train a model.
In order to study the methods, first, each word has been represented by context
vectors, since both methods use context vectors of each word. These context vectors
have been constructed by following the exact procedure which has been explained
in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1. Then point-wise mutual information (PPMI) matrix has
constructed which contains each word context vector representation. PPMI is a vec-
tor weighting which has applied on the context vectors after constructing them from
the ukWaC corpus by learning some parameter values. Then each word has been
represented by distributed features with 17,400 vector size. The complete explana-
tion of the PPMI matrix construction has been explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1.
The following subsections will explain the two methods of study in detail.
5.3.1 HsH-Supervised System
HsH-Supervised uses a pair of words vector representation as an input to train a
classifier on classification algorithms. Thus, first, it represents a pair of words by a
vector which has been computed by applying mathematical operations on the pair
of words’ context vectors. Specifically, HsH-Supervised uses pairwise multiplica-
tion operation to construct the pairs vector representation. Pairwise multiplication
has shown to give good results in our previous study (Chapter 3). As an additional
method, the addition method has also included to constructed the pairs vector rep-
resentation. The addition method is one of the methods which has a comparable
performance with multiplication methods in our semantic similarity study (Chapter
3). Thus, it has been considered in this study to compare it with a HsH-Supervised
system which uses the multiplication method to represent pairs by a vector. The
mathematical operation of pairwise multiplication and addition are shown in Equa-
tion 5.1 and Equation 5.2. The equation includes the following annotations:
−→
A and
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−→
B represent each context vector of the words of the pair;
−→
A = 〈a1, a2, a3, ...., an〉 and−→
B = 〈b1, b2, b3, ...., bn〉.
−→
V =
−→
A −→B
= (a1 · b1, a2 · b2, a3 · b3, ...., an · bn)
(5.1)
−→
V =
−→
A +
−→
B
= (a1 + b1, a2 + b2, a3 + b3, ...., an + bn)
(5.2)
The above equations have been applied on the vectors which are the unit vector
of the context vectors. A unit vector is any vector with a magnitude length of one. As
it has been explained in Chapter 3, the unit vector has improved the accuracy of the
classifier when it is applied to the context vectors before computing the mathemati-
cal operations. Thus, here, it has applied on the context vectors before the addition
and multiplication operations as well. To find a unit vector of a vector, it is simply
dividing the vector by the magnitude of the vector as shown in Equation 5.3.
uˆ =
−→v
|v| (5.3)
In mathematics, magnitude represents the size of a mathematical object. The magni-
tude equation has been shown as follows in Equation 5.4.
|v| =
√
n
∑
i=0
ai2 (5.4)
After the pair of words vector representation, linear SVM from the liblinear package
has been used to learn a model and classify the pair of words which have been
represented by a single vector. The hyperparameters of the models have been tuned
using grid search from LIBSVM on the training data. The gird search script has
been used to find the best C parameter value. To find the best C parameter value,
the numbers in between the range -5 ≤ log2C ≤ 15 have been tested in step 0.05.
The optimal values have been found using ten-fold cross-validation on the training
data. The gird search script uses cross-validation technique to tune the parameter
values. The right selection of the hyper-parameter values should minimize the risk
of overfitting.
Besides the given baseline by the shared task, we have been considering the clas-
sical cosine similarity output results as well as a baseline. Cosine computes the dis-
tance between the context vectors of the two words. The cosine distance measure
needs an optimal split value to split or classify semantically related and unrelated
pairs. Then, the optimal split value has learned on the training data. Then, opti-
mal value 0.0842 has found for classification or split. Thus for test data, the optimal
value considers pairs with context vectors that have a cosine distance above or equal
0.0842 to be semantically-related, otherwise unrelated.
As a further simple baseline for the first sub-task, a classifier that considers each
pair as semantically related has been used. In fact, this is a type of majority classifier
which always assigns the largest evaluated category. For the second sub-task, the
largest evaluated category in the training data is the hypernym relation (255 pairs).
Thus, this classifier assigns a hypernym to each pair.
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5.3.2 MRMF Method
The MRMF method has shown good performance on semantic classification task as
it has been explained in detail in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, the idea of matrix fac-
torization and MRMF method has been explained in detail. Therefore, this chapter
focuses only on how this method has been applied to the given shared semantic sim-
ilarity task. The method has considered two approaches to building a classifier for
the task.
The first approach is to build a classifier by integrating the distributional infor-
mation of each word of the pair and the pair of words relation information. Then,
these two pieces of information have been represented by two matrices, X and Y.
This approach overview is shown in Figure 5.1. Let’s assume the following problem
for this approach and explain the matrices. We have:
• m words;
• n features for each word (i.e. positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI)
values based on the co-occurrence data);
The distributional information is represented by a matrix X ∈ Rm×n where each
row of X represents the distributional features of a word. X can be approximated
by the product of two smaller matrices U and V, where U is a matrix of words and
latent features U ∈ Rm×k, and V is a matrix of distributional features and the same
latent features V ∈ Rn×k. The latent features size k can be chosen freely within
k << n.
Matrix Y represents the semantic relation between each word of the pair. The
matrix can be formulated as follow: Y ∈ {0, 1}m×m. Yi,j has value 1 if the first word
of the pair i is semantically related with the second word j, otherwise 0. Y can be
approximated by the product of matrix U and the transpose of matrix UT, where U
is a matrix of words.
More formally, X and Y can be factorized as follows:
X ≈ UVT (5.5)
Y ≈ UUT (5.6)
The problem is now to minimize the objective function with respect to L2 loss
function. The objective function is shown in Equation 5.10.
Like the first approach, the second approach is also building a classifier by inte-
grating different information. In this approach, the distributional information of the
first word of the pair, the second word of the pair and the semantic relation of the
pair of the words have been integrated to build the classifier. For these three pieces
of information, three different matrices (X, Y and Z) have been prepared. This ap-
proach overview has been shown in Figure 5.2. Let’s assume the following problem
for this approach and explain the matrices: We have
• m1 first word of the pair;
• m2 second word of the pair;
• n features for each word (i.e. positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI)
values based on the co-occurrence data);
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FIGURE 5.1: Visual overview of the matrix decomposition used for
semantic similarity between pair of words on two matrices.
The first matrix is X ∈ Rm1×n where each row of X represents the distributional
features of the first word of the pair. X has been approximated by the product of two
smaller matrices U and V, where U ∈ Rm1×k is a matrix of the first words of the pair
and latent features, and V ∈ Rn×k is a matrix of distributional features as instance
and the latent features. Here again, latent features size k has been chosen freely with
k << n for all matrices.
The second matrix is Z ∈ Rm2×n where each row of Z represents the distribu-
tional features of the second word of the pair. Z has been approximated by the
product of R and V matrices, where R ∈ Rm2×k is a matrix of the second words of
the pair and latent features, and V ∈ Rn×k is a matrix of distributional features and
the same latent features.
The third matrix is Y ∈ {0, 1}m1×m2 which contains the semantic relation between
each word of the pair. Yi,j has value 1 if the first word of the pair i is semantically
related with the second word j, otherwise 0. Y has been approximated by the prod-
uct of matrices U and R, where U ∈ Rm1×k is a matrix of first words of the pair and
latent features, and R ∈ Rm2×k is a matrix of the second words of the pair and the
same latent features.
More formally, X, Z and Y can be factorized as follows:
X ≈ UVT (5.7)
Z ≈ RVT (5.8)
Y ≈ URT (5.9)
The problem is now about how to minimize the objective function with respect
to L2 loss function. The objective function is shown in Equation 5.11.
MRMF Method - Learning Algorithms and Predictions
Like semantic classification task, the semantic similarity task has also used block
coordinate descent (CD) algorithm to optimize the objective function. As we have
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FIGURE 5.2: Visual overview of the matrix decomposition used for
semantic similarity between pair of words on three matrices.
mentioned in the semantic classification chapter (Chapter 4), coordinate decent min-
imizes along coordinate directions to find the minimum of an objective function.
This optimization algorithm has been the first proposed algorithm to minimize the
objective function for both approaches. However, the first approach matrices design
is not straightforward to calculate the derivation of the matrices by CD. Therefore,
this algorithm has been used for the second approach only. This algorithm is de-
scribed in Algorithm 3. The algorithm, first, initializes U, V and R matrices with
random values. Then the minimization problem is solved for each matrix. This is
repeated until convergence. This algorithm has been constructed to optimize the
objective function which is shown in Equation 5.11.
For the first approach, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm has been used
to optimize the objective function of the problem in Equation 5.10. SGD is a stochas-
tic approximation of the gradient descent optimization, and iterative method for
minimizing an objective function. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 4. In ad-
dition, the python script of MRMF on the SGD algorithm that we used in our study,
is given in Appendix A. In this algorithm, Ui ∈ Rk denotes i-th row of U (which
also can be interpreted as the latent features of the word i). Analogously, Vj and Uj
represent the j-th row of V and U. Before solving the minimization problem, the U
and V matrices are initialized with random values.
On both algorithms, after initializing the matrices (U,V and R) with random val-
ues, the minimization problem has been solved for each matrix. This is repeated
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until convergence. Both algorithms CD and SGD have been optimizing the matri-
ces with respect to L2 loss function as the functions are shown in Equation 5.10 and
Equation 5.11 respectively. The L2 loss function is basically minimizing the sum of
the square of the differences between the target value and the estimated values.
arg min
U,V
αX
1
2
||X−UVT||2F + αY
1
2
||Y−UUT||2F (5.10)
+
λU
2
||U||2F +
λV
2
||V||2F
arg min
U,V,R
αX
1
2
||X−UVT||2F + αZ
1
2
||Z− RVT||2F + αY
1
2
||Y−UUT||2F (5.11)
+
λU
2
||U||2F +
λV
2
||V||2F +
λR
2
||R||2F
Algorithm 3 CD algorithm for L2-MRMF
1: procedure MRMF-COORDINATE DESCENT
input: X, Y, Z, k, weight constants αx, αy, αz, regularization constants λu, λv, λr
2: U ∼ N (0, σI)
3: V ∼ N (0, σI)
4: R ∼ N (0, σI)
5: repeat
6: U ← (αxXV + αyYRT) (αxVTV + αyRTR + λuI)−1
7: V ←
((
αxUTU + αyRTR + λvI
)−1 (
αxUTX + αxRTZ
))T
8: R←
(
αzZV
(
αzVTV + λrI
)−1
+
((
αyUTU + λuI
)−1
αyUTY
)T)
9: until convergence
10: return U, V, R
11: end procedure
In both approaches, the matrices have been optimized by integrating the seman-
tic relation of the pair of words information with the distributional information ma-
trices. The matrices contain only the training pair of words. To predict the new pair
of words semantic relation, Equation 5.12 has been used for the first approach and
Equation 5.13 for the second approach.
Ytestij =∑
l
UilUjl (5.12)
Ytestij =∑
l
Uil Rjl (5.13)
Parameter Selection
A combination of learning rate, latent features and regularization parameters with a
wide range of values have been tested to find the best parameter values setting. The
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Algorithm 4 SGD algorithm for MRMF on two matrices to predict pairs
1: procedure MRMF-SGD
input: X, Y, k, αX, αY,λU ,λV ,
2: U(0) ∼ N (0, σI)
3: V(0) ∼ N (0, σI)
4: repeat
5: i ∼ U (1, m)
6: j ∼ U (1, n)
7: Ui ← Ui + µ
(
2 ∗ αX(Xi,j −UTi Vj)Vj + λUUi
)
8: Vj ← Vj + µ
(
2 ∗ αX(Xi,j −UTi Vj)Ui + λVVj
)
9: i ∼ U (1, m)
10: j ∼ U (1, m)
11: Ui ← Ui + µ
(
2 ∗ αy(Yi,j −UTi Uj)Uj + λUUi
)
12: until convergence
13: return U, V
14: end procedure
best parameter values minimize the objective functions and optimize the matrices.
On the CD algorithm, learning rates αx and αz parameters value with a number in
between the range 1#X_instances and 1 · 10−6, and in between the range 1#Z_instances and
1 · 10−6 have been considered respectively. The regularization constants λu, λv and
λr have used the same range of value which is in between the range 1 · 10−2 and
1 · 10−10.
On the SGD algorithm, the learning rate µ has been learned on values [0.1, 0.01,
0.001, 0.0001,0.00001] with a decay values [0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 1.0]. The other learning rate
αx parameter value has been learned in between the range 1#X_instances and 1 · 10−6.
The regularization constants λu and λv have used the same range of value which is
in between the range 1 · 10−2 and 1 · 10−10.
For both algorithms, the learning rate of αy has been set to 1; Because Y is the
matrix that we are building the model to classify the pairs to the Y matrix semantic
similarity relation information. Therefore, the full training information of the Y ma-
trix is needed. For the latent features k, we have considered values in between the
range 100 and 400. As Figure 5.3 shows, parameter value k = 300 has been giving
good result on SGD algorithm. The k parameter has been performed better with the
µ value (0.01) , decay value (0.95) and αx value (0.01). On CD algorithm, the k pa-
rameter value has been performing better when the value is 200. The performance
has been better when αx and αz parameter values are 1e-06 and 0.0001 respectively.
For both algorithms, the lambda values have been small which is close to zero to get
the highest performance.
5.4 Result
The results of the HsH-Supervised and the two baselines have shown in Table 5.3
on F1-score and accuracy percentage. The evaluation script has already given for
the shared task. Therefore the experiments have been evaluated using the given
evaluation script. The script evaluates the systems and gives their F1-Score result
as an output. The systems accuracy percentage which is given in the result table
collected from SVM.
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FIGURE 5.3: Accuracy of MRMF on SGD Algorithm with different k
and µ parameters value
As the result Table 5.3 shows, for the first sub-task, the HsH-Supervised could
not give better result comparing the simple cosine similarity baseline. However, it
has outperformed the addition system. In addition, it is clearly better than the naive
baseline that considers each pair to be related. However, if we see the accuracy
result of the HsH Supervised system and cosine, they have only a 0.02 difference.
Nonetheless, the cosine outperforms the HsH supervised system. For the second
sub-task, the F1-score of the HsH-Supervised is very low, but still far above the naive
baseline. Remarkably, the precision is quite high, and half of the pairs have found for
one of the four semantic relations, indeed have this relation. High precision relates
to the low false positive rate.
Task Method Precision Recall F-score Accuracy
Task 1
All True (Majority) 0.282 1.000 0.440 0.282
Cosine 0.590 0.713 0.646 0.780
Addition 0,362 0.094 0,149 0,698
HsH-Supervised 0.577 0.593 0.585 0,760
Task 2
All hypernym (Majority) 0,0897 0,318 0,140 0,090
HsH-Supervised 0.506 0.154 0.229 0,753
TABLE 5.3: Performance of the HsH-Supervised and two baselines
for both tasks
The MRMF method experiments have also been evaluated using the given Eval-
uation script to compare the results directly with the published systems result. In
addition, its accuracy percentage has also been calculated. The MRMF method re-
sults have shown in Table 5.4. Since the MRMF method has been studied after the
publication of the HsH-Supervised result, the MRMF method results can be com-
pared with the rest of the published systems results as well. This method has been
applied only to the first given shared sub-task. This is because even if the result on
the first sub-task is better than the HsH-Supervised and Cosine method (which is
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one of the baselines), it did not take the first rank (place) of the competition. There
are still four methods (GHHH, Mach5, LexNET, ROOT18 2) on top of the MRMF
method result just like the HsH-Supervised result. However, the MRMF method has
been found to outperform the HsH-Supervised and the baseline (Cosine similarity
measure). From the two approaches of MRMF method, the second approach which
integrates the three information and builds a model on SGD has outperformed the
first approach (CD) as the result table shows. The three integrated information in
the second approach is the first word of the pair, the second word of the pair and the
semantic relation of the pair of the words.
System F-score
MRMF (SGD) 0,680
MRMF (CD) 0,605
Cosine 0,64
Published Systems and Results
GHHH 0,790
Mach5 0.778
LexNET 0,765
ROOT18 0,731
LOPE 0,713
HsH-Supervised 0.585
CGSRC 0,431
TABLE 5.4: Performance of the MRMF method on the first given
shared subtask
The top five systems (GHHH, Mach5, LexNET, ROOT18, LOPE) which have
outperformed the HsH-Supervised and the MRMF method have explained briefly
as follows. However, the explanation focuses more on the systems first sub-task
method to compare our MRMF method as well which has implemented only in the
first sub-task. Many of the methods have used two different methods for both sub-
tasks separately.
The GHHH system (Attia et al., 2016) is the top-ranked method for the first sub-
task and ranked second on the second sub-task. This system uses the publicly avail-
able pre-trained English word vectors representations. The system simply uses Sim-
ple Logistic which is linear regression algorithm to train the model. First, each word
has represented by different word embeddings. Then, the cosine distance has com-
puted between the pair of words vector representation. The cosine distance result
of the pairs on each word embedding representation have aggregated and represent
the pairs. Finally, the model has been trained on the aggregated cosine distance re-
sults. The word embeddings are Google News 3 and Wikipedia + Gigaword 54. This
system is used for the first task but for the second task, Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) architecture is used. GHHH has used two different methods (linear
regression and CNN) for both sub-tasks.
The Mach5 system (Evert, 2016) is the second-ranked system for the first sub-
task and third-ranked for the second sub-task. This system uses the same approach
2https://sites.google.com/site/cogalex2016/home/shared-task/results
3https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip
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as our system to represent each word by a vector which is the co-occurrence distri-
butional semantics representation. However, the system has used different param-
eters tuning and different corpus. They used ENCOW English web corpus (Schäfer
and Bildhauer, 2012) which contains 9.5 billion tokens.The word has represented
on both a dependency-filtered (DepFilt) and a dependency-structured (DepStruct)
that is compiled from syntactic dependencies obtained with the C&C parser (Cur-
ran, Clark, and Bos, 2007). The 120,000 most frequent lemmas were extracted as
features for the (DepFilt). The 300,000 most frequent relation-lemma combinations
were extracted as features for the DepStruct. The system follows the Lapesa, Evert,
and Schulte im Walde (2014) framework by constructing the distributional features
representation. The basic parameters of Lapesa, Evert, and Schulte im Walde (2014)
are: using simple log-likelihood (simple-ll) as an association measure for feature
weighting and an additional log transformation is applied to the simple-ll scores. In
addition, medium-frequency features have used. Then, words on DepFilt have rep-
resented with 50,000 features (except for the 150 most frequent lemmas), the words
on DepStruct have represented with 100,000 features (except for 400 most frequent
ones). Then, the SVD dimension reduction method has applied on the DepFilt and
DepStruct vectors. Finally, each word vector representation is reduced to the first
600 SVD dimensions without power scaling (P = 1). They experimented different
methods for the system. For the first sub-task, the system uses distance information
( an angular distance which is similar to cosine distance) from the DepFilt which the
optimal cutoff threshold is determined to maximize F1 on the training data. For the
second sub-task, features from DepFilt and DepStruct are concatenated for a total of
1,200 feature dimensions. Then, a linear SVM classifier has applied to feature vectors
which contain the contribution (ai − bi)2 of each latent dimension i to the Euclidean
distance between the pre-normalized vectors first words x and y of a word pair.
The LexNet system (Shwartz and Dagan, 2016) is the third ranked system for the
first sub-task and fourth ranked for the second sub-task. This system is an integrated
path-based and distributional method for semantic relation classification. It repre-
sents pairs as a feature vector which is consisting of distributional and path-based
features. The mathematical representation of the systerm is ~V = [~A, ~Vpaths(x,y),~B],
where ~A and ~B are the first and second words of the pair embedding which pro-
vides distributional representation, and ~Vpaths(x,y) is the average embedding vector
of all the dependency paths that connect words of the pair A and B in the corpus.
The word embedding which is used in this system, is 50-dimensional pre-trained
GloVe word embedding (Pennington, Socher, and Manning, 2014) which is trained
on Wikipedia and Gigaword 5 (6B tokens). The dependency paths are embedded us-
ing a LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). This
vector is used as an input for a neural network that outputs the class distribution
~c, and then the pair is classified to the relation with the highest score r. Notations:
MLP is Multi Layer perceptron, W1 and b1 are the network parameters. The system
performed better when the hidden layer model is zero.
r = argmaxic[i] (5.14)
~c = so f tmax(MLP(~Vxy)) (5.15)
MLP(~V) = W1 · ~V + b1 (5.16)
For the first task, the system integrates the cosine distance between the pair of words
as well with LexNet score. To compute the cosine similarity, the word vectors have
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chosen among several available pre-trained embedding 5. Then, they score the pair
by a combination of LexNet’s score for each related class and the cosine distance as
shown below: where, wC and wL are the weights assigned to cosine distance and
LexNet’s scores respectively.
Rel(x, y) = wC · cos(~A,~B) + wL ·~c[i] (5.17)
The pairs are classified as related when Rel(x, y) ≥ t; otherwise, not related. The
weights and a threshold t have tuned using the validation set. For the second task,
the system uses just only LexNet.
The ROOT18 system (Chersoni, Rambelli, and Santus, 2016) is the fourth ranked
system for both sub-tasks. This system is simply a Random Forest classifier and it is
based on 18 features. These features are:
• Frequency: For each pair, three features have computed which are the fre-
quency of each word (Freq1,2) and their difference (Di f f Freq).
• Co-occurrence: co-occurrence frequency (Cooc) between the two words in each
pair.
• Entropy: For each pair, three features have been computed which are the en-
tropy of each word in the pair (Entr1, 2), plus the difference between the en-
tropies (Di f f Entr).
• Cosine similarity: compute the similarity distance between words of each pair
• LinSimilartiy: It is computed as the ratio of shared context between x and y to
the contexts of each word (Hovy and Lin, 1998):
Lin(~A,~B) =
∑c∈~A∩~B[~A|c] + ~B[c]
∑c∈~A ~A[c] +∑c∈~B ~B[c]
(5.18)
• Directional similarity: four directional similarity measures that were proposed
to detect hypernyms, such as WeedsPrec, cosWeeds, ClarkeDe, and invCL. These
methods have explained in detail in Lenci and Benotto (2012).
• APSyn: It computes a weighted intersection of the top N context of the target
words. Where F1 and F2 are the top N features of words x and y.
APSyn(x, y) = ∑
f∈N(F1)∩N(F2)
1
(rank1( f )) + rank2( f )/2
(5.19)
• APAnt: It is the opposite of APSyn. This method explained in their paper
Santus et al. (2014).
• Same POS: It contains a boolean value: 1 if the most frequent POS (part of
speech) of the words in the pair are the same, 0 otherwise.
54word2vec (300 dimensions, SGNS, trained on GoogleNews, 100B tokens) (Mikolov et al., 2013b),
GloVe (50-300 dimensions, trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword 5, 6B tokens) (Pennington et al., 2014),
and dependency-based embeddings (300 dimensions, trained on Wikipedia, 3B tokens) (Levy and
Goldberg, 2014)
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The LOPE (Luce, Yu, and HSIEH, 2016) is the fifth ranked system for the first
sub-task and last ranked for the second sub-task. For the first sub-task, they have
proposed to use word vectors and calculate similarity of the pairs. The words have
represented by the pre-trained Google News vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013a). Then,
the similarity distance has calculated between the words of the pair vector repre-
sentation. For the second sub-task, they have used a naive approach, by assigning
word pairs semantic relations based on their parts of speech. They have followed
the nearest neighbor position indexing by assuming the order synonymy, antonymy,
hypernymy, meronymy and random.
In general, each system has used different methods for each sub-task. In addi-
tion, except Mach5, the rest systems have used the pre-trained word embeddings.
Each system came up with different interesting approaches. But each of them has
to be investigated to find the reason behind getting the top rank comparing our
systems HsH supervised and MRMF. Two main points have investigated. 1. The
corpus size that has used to represent the words by a vector ( word embedding), 2.
The method which has used to train the model. Table 5.5 shows the summery of the
systems to make the conclusion on the above two points. As the table shows, all sys-
tems used very big corpus except ROOT18 which has used 2B corpus size like our
systems. However, the lowest ranked system on the first sub-task used 100B corpus
size. Therefore, it’s not only the corpus size which gave them top rank. Construct-
ing the word vector’s representation on a big corpus and the methods to build the
classifier have their own impact together for the better result. Specially, as Bullinaria
and Levy (2012) stated in their study, constructing vector representation on a big size
corpus gives high quality vector representation.
Published Systems
Corpus Size
Method
(#tokens)
GHHH 106B
SVM (input: cosine distance
from two word embeddings)
Mach5 9.5B Euclidean Distance
LexNET 100B Multi Layer Perceptron + Cosine
ROOT18 2B
Random Forest
(input: 18 similarity measures )
LOPE 100B Cosine Distance
HsH-Supervised 2B SVM
CGSRC 100B CNN
TABLE 5.5: Performance of the MRMF method on the shared task
5.5 Conclusion
The distributional vector for the pair of words can be generated by multiplication
(or using other mathematical operations). Pairwise multiplication is often in use to
represent pair of words by distributional vectors. Then, the pairs vector can be used
to train a supervised model which learns whether or not the words in the pair are
semantically-related. This method has been applied to the CogALex shared task.
The standard SVM has been used which optimizes the overall accuracy, while the
given official evaluation is the F1-Score on a small class. In fact, the accuracy is quite
high and the difference in accuracy between the simple cosine based method and the
supervised method is very small. Finally, we have the impression that the method is
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successful in recognizing a loose semantic relatedness, but is not able to distinguish
between very closely related words (like synonyms) and more loosely related words.
In our previous semantic similarity study, we have studied the relatedness of words
in a thesaurus. Here the supervised method also performs well on a pair of words
that are related to each other by some thesaurus relations via at most one interme-
diate concept. The performance is not good on pairs built from alternative labels for
the same concept. Here we have a similar situation, in which we only want to find
words with a specific and precisely defined semantic relation, while other words
that have alternative or looser semantic relations which are classified as unrelated.
Thus, it seems that the findings of the present experiment are in-line with previous
results for the same approach.
In conclusion, the HsH-supervised system has ranked fifth on the computation
from the total of six participants for the first task. The method which has been pro-
posed on the second phase (MRMF) has performed better than the HsH-Supervised
method and the baselines, but not above the top systems (GHHH, Mach5, LexNet,
ROOT18). Since the challenge was corpus-based challenge, MRMF method has not
been integrated with a different source of information such as WordNet to improve
the performance of the model. In general, MRMF can be used for semantic similar-
ity task since it has shown better performance when compared to HsH-supervised.
However, further studies are nonetheless required on different types of pairs which
are not challenging like Co-gALex pairs. Furthermore, additional sources of infor-
mation can be integrated with the distributional information using MRMF for better
performance of the model, and also different matrices structure approach can be
investigated to integrate the relations between the data.
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Chapter 6
Phrasal Semantics
6.1 Introduction
In the study of semantics, phrasal semantics is one of the main areas beside lexical
semantics. Phrasal semantics concerns the meaning of syntactic units larger than
the word, while lexical semantics is concerned with the meanings of words and the
meaning of relationships among words. Phrasal semantics is the study of the prin-
ciples which determine the construction of the meaning of phrases and a sentence
meaning out of compositional combinations of individual words (Firm, 2010).
This chapter discusses the phrasal semantics study which is a task beyond lexical
terms. The aim of this study is to investigate the multi-relational matrix factorization
method performance on phrasal semantics. The multi-relational matrix factorization
(MRMF) method has been showing good performance in our previous studies on
the lexical semantics tasks such as semantic classification and semantic similarity.
Therefore, this method study has been extended to a phrasal semantics task.
The idea behind the phrasal semantics task is computing the semantic similar-
ity of words and compositional phrases of minimal length. Thus, the main idea of
this study is to build a model using MRMF method which computes the semantic
similarity between words and compositional phrases. The phrasal words are a max-
imum of three. Basically, the first word is the semantic relation of two compositional
words.
For this study, the SemEval-2013 Task 51 is selected. This task is called Evaluating
Phrasal Semantics. The SemEval-2013 Task 5 has been used as a literary work to study
the performance of MRMF method on phrasal semantics. SemEval-2013 Task 5 has
two sub-tasks. From the two sub-tasks, phrasal semantics task is one of the sub-task
that has been used to study the performance of MRMF method. This sub-task is
written as SemEval-2013 Task 5a.
SemEval-2013 Task 5 is a shared task. For this shared task, around ten partici-
pants have proposed different systems. The participants’ studies and their systems
rank are summarized under Korkontzelos et al. (2013) paper. The highest ranked
method is called HsH. This system has used in our study as a baseline. It has ex-
plained in detail in the following sections with the MRMF method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses the SemEval-
2013 Task 5. Section 6.3 explains the given data. The methodology has discussed
in Section 6.4 which contains the highest ranked method (HsH) and MRMF method
explanation. Result and Discussion with conclusion have been explained in Section
6.5 and Section 6.6 respectively.
1https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task5.html
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6.2 Evaluating Phrasal Words
Evaluating Phrasal Semantics is the SemEval-2013 Task 5 task. Evaluating Phrasal
Semantics has two sub-tasks. These are: 1. computing the semantic similarity of
words and compositional phrases which have minimal length such as two; it is re-
ferred to as SemEval-2013 Task 5a. 2. evaluating the compositionality of phrases in
context which is deciding the compositionality of phrases in a given context; it is
referred to as SemEval-2013 Task 5b.
The scientific benefit of this shared task and the aim of studying the two subtasks
have described in two parts. The two parts have explained in their task description2
as follow: 1. It provides an opportunity to draw together approaches to numerous related
problems under a common set of evaluations. It is intended that after the competition, the
evaluation setting and the datasets will comprise an ongoing benchmark for the evaluation
of these phrasal models. 2. They anticipated that these tasks will stimulate increased interest
the general issue of phrasal semantics by bridging the gap between established lexical seman-
tics and full-blown linguistic inference. This could provoke certain established tasks such as
lexical entailment and paraphrase identification, and ultimately lead to improvements in a
wide range of applications in Natural Language Processing, e.g. document retrieval, cluster-
ing and classification, question answering, query expansion, synonym extraction, relation
extraction, automatic translation, or textual advertisement matching in search engines, all
of which depend on phrasal semantics.
This study is focused on the first sub-task, which is SemEval-2013 Task 5a. The
original aim of this subtask is to evaluate how well systems can judge the semantic
similarity of a word and a short sequence of words (like two words) (Korkontzelos
et al., 2013). For example: (dreamland, imaginary world); the meaning of the sequence
imaginary world as a whole is semantically-related to the meaning of the word dream-
land. When the meaning of the word is semantically different to the meaning of the
sequence, it is unrelated phrasal semantic words; For example: ( f acebook, f ireplace
accessory). In the example, the sequence fireplace accessory as a whole is not semanti-
cally related to the word facebook. In general, the participating systems are asked to
estimate the semantic similarity of a word and a short sequence of two words. In our
study, this subtask investigates the performance of the MRMF method on extracting
semantic relation in phrasal words.
From the list of methods which have proposed to solve the Evaluating Phrasal
Semantics shared task, the HsH method is one of the method which took the highest
rank comparing the rest of the participants’ methods. This method result is taken
as the baseline in this study to evaluate the performance of MRMF method, as men-
tioned briefly in the introduction.
The HsH method, in order to get the highest-ranked result, built a model by
using distributional similarities of the phrasal words. Before the model is trained,
various distributional similarity measures have used to compute the phrasal words’
similarity. Then the distributional similarities results have been concatenated as fea-
tures designed to represent the phrasal words by a vector. Basically, the distribu-
tional similarities are used to represent the semantic relation of the single word with
the two words sequence. Afterward, the model is trained on a supervised learning
algorithm by taking the phrasal words vector representation as an input. Finally,
the model is used to classify the single word with the two words phrase semantic
relation as related or not related. The method is explained in detail in section 6.4.2.
2https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task5.html
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6.3 Data
For the purposes of evaluating the Phrasal Semantics shared task, training and test
datasets have been provided. Thus, these datasets have been used directly in our
study. The datasets which have given for the first subtask targets on three differ-
ent languages - English, German and Italian. As Korkontzelos et al. (2013) explained
that the word-sequence pairs of the datasets prepared from the English, German and
Italian Wiktionary by downloading all Wiktionary entries. Wiktionary is a multilin-
gual, web-based project designed to create a free content dictionary of all words in
all languages. Then, part-of-speech has been tagged using the Genia tagger (Tsu-
ruoka et al., 2005). Afterward, to extract the word-sequence pairs, noun phrases
have been considered. Specifically, sequences that consist of adjectives or nouns and
end with a noun have been considered.
Even if the datasets are available in three languages, in our study, we consider
the English language datasets. For the first subtask, datasets which contain positive
and negative word-sequence pairs, have provided. 60% of the data is annotated
as positive/negative for training and, 40% unannotated for testing set. The total
number of the training set is 11, 722 annotated examples of training pairs, and 3,906
unannotated examples of a test set. The distribution of the negative and positive
examples of the training set is equal; 5,861 positive and 5,861 negative examples
are given. The test set is constructed by a random selection of an equal number of
1953 positive and 1953 negative examples from two labeled files. Then the randomly
selected word-sequence pairs put together in a single file. For the random selection,
the two labeled files contain 3907 positive and 3907 negative examples separately.
The sample data is shown in Table 6.1.
Word Sequence pair Class
time particular moment +
information abstract datum +
service religious rite +
day rotational period +
area geographic region +
area open space +
group functional entity +
child datum item +
world collective existence +
business particular situation +
time routine inspection -
information arrogant courage -
service particular style -
day decorative strip -
area lodge officer -
area tin foil -
group male human -
child positive result -
world inferior composition -
business keyboard key -
TABLE 6.1: The SemEval-2013 Task 5a sample data
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6.4 Methodology
This section explains the HsH system which took the highest score in SemEval-2013
shared Task 5, and MRMF method. The HsH system proposed by Wartena (2013).
Wartena (2013) followed a supervised learning approach which uses distributional
similarities information as features in order to predict the semantic relatedness of a
single word with two-word phrases. The second method, MRMF, has been selected
to evaluate its performance for a task beyond lexical words. The MRMF method has
been explained in the previous Chapters 4 and 5 on the studies of semantic classifi-
cation and semantic similarity respectively. Even if MRMF follows the same termi-
nology and idea, some details of the method are different in different tasks. MRMF
can integrate different sources of information easily and effectively and guarantee
the high quality of models for the given tasks.
Before the methods detail explanation, we can see the following examples to un-
derstand the phrase semantic task, clearly, that has considered in this study clearly.
Example-1: Let’s take two semantic composition words Dog and House, and their
semantic related word is Kennel.
Dog and House→ Kennel
Example-2: Let’s take two semantic composition words Royal and House , and their
semantic related word is Palace.
Royal and House→ Palace
The following subsections explain the HsH and MRMF methods in detail with
the words’ representation. Subsection 6.4.1 explains the two methods which have
used to represent the experiment dataset words. Subsection 6.4.2 explains the HsH
method which is the state of the art system. Finally, subsection 6.4.3 explains the
MRMF method in detail with its matrices structure and algorithms.
6.4.1 Word representation
The experiments have been started by representing each word of the dataset by a
context vector. Wartena (2013) represented each word by following a random index-
ing technique which has introduced by Karlgren and Sahlgren (2001) and Sahlgren
(2005). The main idea of Random indexing technique is to accumulate context vec-
tors based on the co-occurrence of words in contexts (Sahlgren, 2005). If this tech-
nique is used for word representation, separate dimension reduction phase does not
need (Sahlgren, 2005). Random indexing techniques have two steps which have
been explained in (Sahlgren, 2005) to construct a context vector. These are: 1. Each
word is assigned by d dimension index vector which contains unique or randomly
distributed small numbers +1s, 0s and -1s.; 2. A context vector is produced by scan-
ning through the text and each time a word occurs in a context (e.g. corpus), that
context’s d-dimensional index vector is added to the context vector for the word
in question. The context vector was constructed using the complete Wacky corpus
(UkWaC). When Wartena (2013) represents each word by context vector, all open-
class words (i.e. Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, etc) used as a context word, but not
Auxiliary, Pronoun, etc.). Finally, each word is represented by a 10 000 dimensions
vector.
In our study, each word has been represented by context vector which is con-
structed by following the word representation explanation in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1.
Then each word is represented by the 17 400 dimensions vector.
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6.4.2 HsH Method
HsH method trains a model on a supervised learning algorithm by taking the phrasal
words vectors representation as an input. The phrasal words vector representation
is constructed by concatenating results from various distributional similarity mea-
sures which have been applied to the phrase words. The distributional similarity
measures compute the similarity distance between the single word and the two se-
mantic compositional words (sequence pair).
To explain the distributional similarity measures, let us bring in some variables
definitions which have used in Wartena (2013). The two semantic composition words
(the sequence pair) are referred to as d1 and d2. The semantically related word of the
two semantic composition words is referred to as w. The two semantic composition
words together are referred to as d. This means d = (d1, d2). The d vector~vd has been
computed in three different ways: 1. by computing the context vector directly from
the corpus even if it has very few occurrences; 2. using the simple mathematical
operation addition: ~vaddd = ~vd1 +~vd2 ; 3. using multiplication: ~v
mul
d = ~vd1 ·~vd2.
The main similarity distance measures, which have used in the HsH system are
Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD), Cosine (cossim) and co-occurrence ratio (co-occ-ratio).
These three similarity measures have applied on the context vectors of each word of
the phrases in different ways. Then, eleven features have constructed from the three
measures to represent the phrases. JSD has applied on two different forms which are
normalized and not normalized (the normal JSD). The normal JSD formula is shown
below in Equation 6.1:
JSD(p, q) =
1
2
D(p||1
2
p +
1
2
q) +
1
2
D(q||1
2
p +
1
2
q) (6.1)
Where D(p||q) = ∑ p(i) logp(i)logq(i) i which is the KullbackLeibler divergence. The Wartena
(2013) new JSD measure is normalized JSD. The normalized JSD , first, models the
dependency between the JSD and the number of occurrences of the involved words.
Then we take the difference between the JSD of the co-occurrence vectors of two
words and the JSD expected (JSDexp) on the base of the frequency of these words as
a similarity measure. The normalized JSD is shown in Equation 6.2 with the JSDexp
equation. Given two words w1 and w2 the JSD of their context vectors can be mod-
eled as a function of the minimum of the number of occurrences of w1 and w2. Then,
JSDexp defined for the context vectors c1 and c2 for the words w1 and w2 respectively.
JSDexp(c1, c2) = a +
1
nˆ + c
JSDnorm(p, q) = JSD(p, q)− JSDexp
(6.2)
In the equation, where nˆ = min(n(w1), n(w2)) with n(w)which is the number of
occurrences of w in the corpus and with a,b and c constants that are estimated for
each set of word pairs (Wartena, 2013). a = 0.15, b = 0.3 and c = 0.5 are values for
the pair from the training and test set Wartena (2013).
The cosine similarity measure is applied between ~vw and ~vaddd . In addition, it
has applied between ~vw and ~vmuld . The last similarity measure co-occ-ratio use the
direct (first-order) co-occurrence between w and d by computing the ratio between
the probability with which w and d expect to co-occur in one sentence if they would
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be independent, and the real probability of co-occurrence found in the corpus. The
equation is shown as follow:
cooccratio(w, d) =
p(w, d)
p(w) · p(d) (6.3)
In general, Table 6.2 shows the two similarity measures (JSD and Cosine) with
the context vectors. In the table, the context vectors which have used the measures
have ticked. Except, the cooccratio method, the remaining ten methods which are
constructed by the cossim and JSD similarity measures, are shown in Table 6.2. This
table is taken from Wartena (2013) paper directly. The detail explanation of these
features can be found in Wartena (2013) paper.
Table 6.3 shows the eleven features which have constructed from the three sim-
ilarity measures. The eleven similarity measure results are considered as features,
and integrated in order to represent the phrasal words.
Vd Vd1 Vd2 Vaddd V
mul
d
JSD X X X X
JSDnorm X X X X
cossim X X
TABLE 6.2: Similarity measures used to compute the similarity of a
context vector of some word to various context vectors for a phrase d.
(Wartena, 2013)
# Feature
1 jsd(~vw, ~vd)
2 jsdnorm(~vw, ~vd)
3 jsd(~vw, ~vd1)
4 jsdnorm(~vw, ~vd1)
5 jsd(~vw, ~vd2)
6 jsdnorm(~vw, ~vd2)
7 jsd(~vw, ~vaddd )
8 jsdnorm(~vw, ~vd
add)
9 cossim(~vw, ~vd
add)
10 cossim(~vw, ~vd
multi)
11 co-occ-ratio(~vw, ~vd)
TABLE 6.3: The eleven features from the three similarity distance.
(Wartena, 2013)
Finally, the eleven features have been concatenated in order to represent phrases.
Then, a classifier has been trained on the phrases representation. The classifier clas-
sifies the phrases if the single word and sequence pair semantically related or not. To
build the classifier, SVM algorithm is used. The algorithm took the eleven features
as an input. The performance of this system (HsH) has used as a baseline, in our
study to evaluate the MRMF method.
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6.4.3 MRMF Method
MRMF method has been used for semantic similarity and semantic classification
tasks in our previous studies as explained in the previous chapters (Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 respectively). To use this method for the phrasal semantics task, the same
procedure has been followed.
MRMF has easy and effective nature of integrating different sources of informa-
tion and/or different relations of entities by a mathematical computation. By tak-
ing this into consideration, an approach has been designed regarding the matrices
type relations and structure. The approach contains three matrices which contain
distributional information and one tensor which contains a semantic relation of the
phrasal words. In this approach, the words of the phrases have split. As it is known,
the phrase contains three words. Thus, three words have found after the split. The
first word is the semantically related word of the two semantic composition words.
The second word is the first word from the two semantic composition words. The
third word is the second word from the two semantic composition words. Then,
three matrices have prepared to represent the first, the second and the third word.
The visual overview of this approach is shown in Figure 6.1 with the matrices and
tensor decomposition .
In the approach, each of the three matrices contains the context vector repre-
sentation of each word. This means that the three matrices contain distributional
information of the words. The fourth matrix is a tensor. A Tensor can be represented
as an organized multidimensional array of numerical values. The dimension of the
tensor is called rank or order or degree. The order of a tensor is the dimension of
the array that needs to be represented. For example, A 2-dimensional array is a ma-
trix, therefore, it is a 2nd-order tensor; A 1-dimensional array represents a vector,
therefore it is a 1st-order tensor; A 0-dimensional array is scalars which are single
numbers, therefore, it is 0-order tensors. In our study, a tensor represents a cube
which is an array with three dimensions, or it is called 3rd-order tensor. The tensor
contains the semantic relation information of the phrasal words. Then, MRMF has
been used to integrate the matrices with distributional information and the tensor
with semantic relation information.
Let’s assume the following problem, first, to see the method approach in detail.
We have:
• m1: the semantically related word of the two semantic composition words.
• m2: the first word from the two semantic composition words.
• m3: the second word from the two semantic composition words.
• n features for each word (the distributional information i.e. positive pointwise
mutual information (PPMI) values based on the co-occurrence data).
The features’ representation of the three matrices, and also the tensor have been
defined as follows:
• Z1 ∈ Rm1×n where each row of Z1 represents the feature vector of a word (m1);
• Z2 ∈ Rm2×n where each row of Z2 represents the feature vector of a word (m2);
• Z3 ∈ Rm3×n where each row of Z3 represents the feature vector of a word (m3).
• Yi,j,k has value 1 if the word i is semantically related with the words j and k,
otherwise 0.
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FIGURE 6.1: Visual overview of the matrices and tensor decomposi-
tion of the semantic similarity between a single word and two seman-
tic composition words on four matrices.
The idea of matrix factorization in this approach is that Z1, Z2, Z3 can be approx-
imated by the product of two smaller matrices ( i.e. A1 and B ,A2 and B, A3 and B re-
spectively). A1,A2,A3 are matrices of the first, the second and third of phrasal words
respectively and latent features. B is a matrix of context features(context words) and
the same latent features. The number of latent features size k can be chosen freely
with k << n. The Y tensor can be approximated by the product of three matrices
(A1,A2,A3 ).
The idea behind the MRMF is that both decomposition of the (Z1, Z2, Z3) and
Y use the same factor matrices A1,A2,A3 which are words by latent features. Thus,
the latent features form a link between the context features and the semantic relation
information of the words.
More formally, Z1, Z2, Z3 and Yi,j,k can be factorized as follows:
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Z1 ≈ A1BT
Z2 ≈ A2BT
Z3 ≈ A3BT
Yˆi,j,k =∑
l
A1i,l ∗ A2j,l ∗ A3k,l
(6.4)
MRMF Method - Learning Algorithms and Predictions
Two optimization algorithms have been proposed to build a model that predicts
the semantic relatedness of phrases (the word and the sequence pair) using MRMF
method. The first algorithm is Alternating Least Squares (ALS), and the second al-
gorithm is stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Each optimization algorithm has ex-
plained below in detail.
ALS is an algorithm to find an appropriate factorization of a large matrix, when
the objective function is given in the least square sense. The mathematical definition
of least square is a statistical method that is used to determine a line of best fit by
minimizing the sum of squares created by a mathematical function. The ALS algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 5. As the algorithm shows that it has new variables
such as F1, F2, F3, Y1, Y2 and Y3. These variables definition has been shown below:
• Yˆ = ArFTr (Fr is the matricization of the Ar
′
, r′ 6= r)
Yr can be denoted as the corresponding matricization of Y
For each r = 1,2,3; Y will be rewritten, then it becomes the matrix case:
0 = ∂A1 f (...) = −2(Z1 − ArBT)B + 2λAr − 2(Y− ArFTr )Fr
• Ar = (BTB + FTr Fr + λI)−1(ZrB +YrFr)
The matricizations are defined as follows:
– r = 1 : (Y1)n1,n2 N3+n3 := Yn1,n2,n3
(F1)n2 N3+n3,k := A
2
n2,k
A3n3,k
– r = 2 : (Y2)n2,n1 N3+n3 := Yn1,n2,n3
(F2)n1 N3+n3,k := A
1
n1,k
A3n3,k
– r = 3 : (Y3)n3,n1 N2+n2 := Yn1,n2,n3
(F3)n1 N2+n2,k := A
1
n1,k
A2n2,k
To understand how F′s and the Y′s variables have been computed in Algorithm
5, some examples have given below for each variable.
Let us see one example on how to calculate F1 while A2 and A3 are given:
A2 =
[
3 4 7
5 6 8
]
A3 =
[
11 14 17
15 16 18
]
In the example: NA2 = NA3 = 2, k = 3 i.e N is number of instances
so F1 is a (NA3 ∗ NA3)xk = 4x3 matrix:
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Algorithm 5 Alternating Least Squares algorithm for L2-MRMF
1: procedure MRMF-ALS
input: Z1, Z2, Z3, k, weight constants αz1 , αz2 , αz3 , αz1_bool , αz2_bool , αz3_bool , regularization
constants λa1 , λa2 , λa3 ,λb
2: A1 ∼ N (0, σI)
3: A2 ∼ N (0, σI)
4: A3 ∼ N (0, σI)
5: B ∼ N (0, σI)
6: repeat
7: A1 ← (αz1 Z1B +Y1F1) (αz1 BTB + FT1 F1 + λa1 I)−1
8: A2 ← (αz2 Z2B +Y2F2) (αz2 BTB + FT2 F2 + λa2 I)−1
9: A3 ← (αz3 Z3B +Y3F3) (αz3 BTB + FT3 F3 + λa3 I)−1
10: B← (αz1 Z1A1.T + αz2 Z2A2.T + αz3 Z3A3.T) (αz1 A1.T A1 + αz2 A2.T A2 + αz3 A3.T A3 + λB)−1
11: until convergence
12: return A1, A2, A3, B
13: end procedure
F1 =

3 ∗ 11 4 ∗ 14 7 ∗ 17
3 ∗ 15 4 ∗ 16 7 ∗ 18
5 ∗ 11 6 ∗ 14 8 ∗ 17
5 ∗ 15 6 ∗ 16 8 ∗ 18

Let us see another example on how to calculate Y1, Y2, Y3. All three variables contain
the same elements, yet they have different layouts.
For this example, Y is given. It contains the Y tensor items layout.
Y =
[
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
]
Y1 : (Y1)n1,n2 N3+n3 := Yn1,n2,n3
Y1 =
[
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
]
Y2 : (Y2)n2,n1 N3+n3 := Yn1,n2,n3
Y2 =
[
1 2 5 6
3 4 7 8
]
Y3 : (Y3)n3,n1 N2+n2 := Yn1,n2,n3
Y3 =
[
1 3 5 7
2 4 6 8
]
The second algorithm is SGD. SGD has been used in our previous semantic simi-
larity CogALeX-V 2013 shared task as well. SGD is a stochastic approximation of the
gradient descent optimization and the iterative method for minimizing an objective
function as explained in Chapter 5. This study has been followed the same idea and
procedure of the algorithm from the previous study. However it has different struc-
ture because of the number of matrices and structure. The SGD algorithm is shown
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in Algorithm 6. This algorithm has designed and implemented by following the
given visualization in Figure 6.1. In this algorithm, Ai ∈ Rk denotes i-th row of A′s
(which also can be interpreted as the latent features of the word i). This definition is
same for A1i , A
2
i , A
3
i . Analogously, Bj represents the j-th row of B.
For both algorithms, the matrices A1,A2,A3 and B have initialized with random
values. Now, the problem is to minimize the objective function. Both algorithms
ASL and SGD have been used to optimize the objective function with respect to
L2 loss function. This function is shown in Equation 6.5. The L2 loss function is
basically minimizing the sum of the square of the differences between the target
value and the estimated values, as explained in Chapter 4.
Both algorithms have been implemented and used in this study. However, when
comparing ALS with SGD, the SGD algorithm implementation is simple and does
not need large memory space as well. On the other hand, the ALS algorithm is
slow during computation, and it needs large memory space when compared to SGD.
Therefore, the experiments have proceeded with SGD algorithm for the reason of the
computation time.
Algorithm 6 SGD for MRMF
1: procedure MRMF-SGD
input: Z1, Z2, Z3, Y, k, weight constants αz1 , αz2 , αz3 , αz1_bool , αz2_bool , αz3_bool , regulariza-
tion constants λa1 , λa2 , λa3 ,λb
2: A1 ∼ N (0, σI)
3: A2 ∼ N (0, σI)
4: A3 ∼ N (0, σI)
5: B ∼ N (0, σI)
6: repeat
7: i ∼ U (1, m1)
8: j ∼ U (1, n)
9: A1i ← A1i + µ
(
αz1
(
Z1 − A1iBj
)
B + λz1 A1i
)
10: Bj ← Bj + µ
(
αz1
(
Z1 − A1iBj
)
A1 + λz1 Bj
)
11: i ∼ U (1, m2)
12: j ∼ U (1, n)
13: A2i ← A2i + µ
(
αz2
(
Z2 − A2iBj
)
B + λz2 A2i
)
14: Bj ← Bj + µ
(
αz2
(
Z2 − A2iBj
)
A2 + λz2 Bj
)
15: i ∼ U (1, m3)
16: j ∼ U (1, n)
17: A3i ← A3i + µ
(
αz3
(
Z3 − A3iBj
)
B + λz3 A3i
)
18: Bj ← Bj + µ
(
αz3
(
Z3 − A3iBj
)
A3 + λz3 Bj
)
19: i ∼ U (1, m1)
20: j ∼ U (1, m2)
21: k ∼ U (1, m3)
22: A1i ← A1i + µ
((
Yijk − A1i A2 j A3k
)
A2 j A3k + λz1 A1i
)
23: A2 j ← A2 j + µ
((
Yijk − A1i A2 j A3k
)
A1i A3k + λz2 A2 j
)
24: A3k ← A3k + µ
((
Yijk − A1i A2 j A3k
)
A1i A2 j + λz3 A3k
)
25: until convergence
26: return A1, A2, A3, B
27: end procedure
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arg min
A1,A2,A3,B
||Y− (A1 ∗ A2 ∗ A3)|| (6.5)
+ αa1
1
2
||Z1 − A1BT||2F + αa2
1
2
||Z2 − A2BT||2F + αa3
1
2
||Z3 − A3BT||2F (6.6)
+
λa1
2
||A1||2F +
λa2
2
||A2||2F +
λa3
2
||A3||2F +
λb
2
||B||2F
In the algorithms, the Y tensor contains the semantic relation information which
is only the training set of the phrases. This training set of Y information has solely
been used in order to optimize the matrices. However, only the distributional in-
formation has been used as input to test new phrases. Then the optimized matrices
predict the semantic relation of the new phrases.
Equation 6.8 is used to predict new phrases semantic relation. This equation
simply multiply the optimized context vectors of the phrase words. Then it predicts
if they are semantically related or not. However, before the prediction, a thresh-
old is learned on the training set to find the right split. Then Equation 6.8 output
has been used to predict the phrases relation. If the phrases output result from the
Equation 6.8 is above the threshold, they are semantically related, otherwise they
are not related. The threshold is computed on the training set. For evaluation, the
threshold has trained on the ten-fold cross-validation. In ten-cross-validation, 10%
of the data is a test set and 90% of the data is a training set. Then the threshold value
has been found to classify the phrases by taking the output value from Equation 6.8.
The threshold training has followed the procedure which has been used in MRMF-
SGD script which is written for the semantic similarity task 5. The MRMF-SGD for
the semantic similarity was shown in Appendix A.2. From the Appendix, functions
rank and f1_of_rank have been used to train a threshold. This procedure has been
extended for the phrasal semantics task.
For the prediction, the three words of the new (test) phrases are expected to be
in the optimized three matrices A1i,l , A
2
j,l , A
3
k,l to simply use them in Equation 6.8
as an input and predict their relatedness. Otherwise, Equation 6.7 optimizes the
new phrasal words representation by taking their context vector as an input. Then,
A1_Test,A2_Test and A3_Test can be calculated through the fold-in. Finally, Equation 6.8
takes A1_Test,A2_Test and A3_Test as an input and predict their relatedness.
A1_test = Z1_testB(BTB)−1
A2_test = Z2_testB(BTB)−1
A3_test = Z3_testB(BTB)−1
(6.7)
Yˆi,j,k =∑
l
A1i,l ∗ A2j,l ∗ A3k,l (6.8)
6.5 Parameter selection
This section explains the parameter selection of the SGD algorithm. In the study,
a combination of learning rates, latent features size and regularization parameters
with a wide range of values have been learned in order to find the best hyper-
parameters value setting and optimize the matrices. A range in between 1#_A1_instances ,
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1
#_A2_instances ,
1
#_A3_instances and 1 · 10−7 have been considered to find the best learning
rate of αa1, αa2 and αa3 parameters value, respectively. The learning rate of αy has set
to 1 because Y is the tensor that we are building the model to the Y semantic simi-
larity relation information and to classify the phrases relatedness. The µ parameter
value has been learned with the rest parameters value by the list of values [0.1, 0.01,
0.001, 0.0001]. For the regularization constant λ ranges between 1 · 10−2 and 1 · 10−10
has been learned. Finally, a range in between 100 and 400 have been leaned for the
latent features k.
The combination of the above parameters value has been learned on grid search
to find the right values which optimize the matrices. From learning the parameter
values, latent features size 100 has been showing a better performance with the µ
learning rate 0,001. µ has been learned with a decay values [0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 1.0].
The highest result has been reported with a decay value of 0.95. In addition, the
alpha parameters value has also played an important role. From the learned alpha
parameters (αa1, αa2 and αa3), the parameters with the value 0.0000001, 0.00001 and
0.0001, respectively, have been giving the highest result with the µ 0.001 and decay
0.95.
6.6 Discussion and Conclusion
The model accuracy has been measured by F-score measure. After learning the dif-
ferent parameters value in between large value ranges, the highest reported result
is 0,529 F-score. This result is reported from the SGD algorithm study. The ALS
algorithm experiment could not proceed due to the very long computation time.
Category Method F-Score
Report Result (Baseline) SVM 0.79
New Report MRMF 0.529
TABLE 6.4: Results of the HsH and MRMF methods
Evaluating the semantic relation of phrasal words is the other semantic similarity
task that MRMF method performance has been evaluated. However, this study is
on phrasal semantics but the MRMF method did not perform as expected like the
semantic classification task. As the result table, Table 6.4 shows, the MRMF model
which has built on the SGD algorithm did not outperform the HsH method.
The main idea of the MRMF method is to integrate different sources of infor-
mation effectively and optimize matrices for better representation. Although one of
the reasons for the poor performance of the MRMF method can be the additional
semantic similarity information of the words which have been integrated with the
distributional information, it was not enough to improve the matrices with rich in-
formation. In addition, the phrasal semantics may need a different approach in order
to integrate the matrices. Different parameter values and parameters have been in-
vestigated on the SGD algorithm. However, that did not increase the performance
of the model above 0.529. The approach that has followed to build the model, has
been showing positive performance on lexical semantics. But this approach did not
give a satisfactory result for phrasal semantics. However, this approach can be seen
from a different point of view, and more investigation can be done.
As a conclusion, the HsH method is still on the top rank to evaluate phrasal
semantic task. MRMF method could not outperform the HsH method. However,
the MRMF study on phrasal semantics needs more study. MRMF has shown good
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performance on semantic classification and semantic similarity. Therefore, if it un-
dergoes further studies on different algorithms and on different objective functions
and/or different approaches, it may have a chance to improve the performance. Al-
though, the further study has to be done in a very powerful system which can handle
long computation and loop in a short time and also which has large memory space.
One of the drawbacks of this study is the computation time because the matrices are
dense and large. For accurate and efficient results, a high-speed system is required,
such as systems with GPU.
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Chapter 7
Applications
7.1 Overview of the Chapter
In this chapter, the three applications which have been introduced in our study are
explained separately in more detail. Each application has a complete explanation un-
der the following each section. Each section includes an introduction, related work,
methodologies, result, conclusion and more specific details of each application.
The first application has been created to visualize the overall and main interest
of German companies by using their website information. The application takes a
German company website URI as an input and presents the information via concept
cloud visualization. The concepts are taken from the Standard-Thesaurus Wirtschaft
(STW)1 Thesaurus of Economics. It contains vocabulary for all economic topics
(ZBW - Leibniz Information Centre for Economics, 2014). STW has explained more
in Chapter 3under the introduction and experiment sections. In the concept cloud,
the colors of the concepts which have taken from STW, show the categories of the
concepts in the thesaurus while the cloud layout is organized by the semantic prox-
imity of the concepts. The semantic representations of concepts that are generated
from DeWaC corpus have been used to compute the similarity between concepts.
The distributional similarity that has used in the application is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the co-occurrence statistics which is often used to generate word clouds.
The second application has been created to automatically recognize and disam-
biguate the library of congress subject headings. We investigate the possibilities to
extract the Library of Congress Subject Headings2 from texts. The large number of
ambiguous terms turns out to be a problem. However, the disambiguation of subject
headings seems to have the potential to improve the extraction results.
The third application has created to automatically identify synonym relations
in the Dutch Parliament’s thesaurus. For indexing archived documents, the Dutch
Parliament uses a specialized thesaurus. For good results of full-text retrieval and
automatic classification, it turns out that it is important to add more synonyms on
the existing thesaurus terms. In this work, we investigate the possibilities of finding
synonyms for terms of the parliament’s thesaurus automatically. To do this, we pro-
pose to use distributional similarity. In the experiments, we train and test a classifier
using distributional similarity and string similarity with pairs of synonyms and non-
synonyms. We have been able to classify 75% of the pairs from a set of 6000 word
pairs correctly by using ten-fold cross-validation.
The three applications have been explained in the following sections in detail
with respect to the order of the above three paragraphs brief explanation.
1http://zbw.eu/stw/version/9.02/about.de.html
2http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html
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7.2 Constructing Concept Clouds from Company Websites
7.2.1 Introduction
People can have different reasons to search for information about a company. They
might be looking for a product, a cooperation partner, a job, or an internship. In ad-
dition, for business political strategies, it is important to know what companies are
active in a region and what they are doing (Garcia-Alsina, Wartena, and Lieberam-
Schmidt, 2015). However, there are hardly any good sources with thorough and
uniform information about companies. Most sources for information about compa-
nies are incomplete, outdated, or expensive and not easy to access. For example3: 1.
Annual reports which describe their activities over the previous year, including de-
tails of their operations and headline financial results. Some companies also include
their corporate social responsibility. 2. Internal documents which are not intended
for public viewing (memos, emails, presentations, strategy documents or evalua-
tions). On the other hand, almost every company has a website with information
about products, activities, organization structure, jobs, etc. However, we need to
visit each page of the website to know more in detail about the company; or one
page of the website can summarize about the company, but it is very brief usually.
This section explains a tool which extracts relevant information about a company
from the company’s website and presents the information in a concept cloud about
the company.
The tool generates concept clouds from German company websites. The main
idea of the visualization is designed to show the overall work and main interests of
companies in detailed cloud-based information solely on their own web page. The
concepts are taken from the STW Thesaurus of Economics. An economic thesaurus
has been used to find important concepts which have expressed on the web pages of
companies. All concepts related to products, economic sectors and several other cat-
egories are collected and presented in one concept cloud. In this cloud, semantically
similar concepts are grouped together. The presented concept cloud tool consists of
three components: keyword extraction from company websites, computation of the
semantic similarity between the concepts, and the generation of a word cloud.
Word clouds are used for the visual representation of texts. The font size and
color of a word show the importance and the category of the word respectively.
The position of a word in the cloud can be arbitrary or reflect the relation of the
word with other words. In our concept cloud, the colors of the concepts show the
categories of the concepts in the thesaurus while the cloud layout is organized by
the semantic proximity of the concepts. Concepts that belongs to the same category
(e.g. commodities, economics, sectors, etc) are marked by the same color.
Semantic representation has been used to compute the similarity between con-
cepts. Each concept has been represented by the context vector which has been con-
structed using DeWaC corpus. The distributional similarity is fundamentally differ-
ent from the co-occurrence statistics which are often used to generate word clouds.
This has explained in detail in the following sections.
The rest of the section which discusses the Constructing Concept Clouds from Com-
pany Websites has been organized as follow. Section 7.2.2 discusses the related work
of the keyword extraction and the word cloud. Section 7.2.3 explains the methods
that they have proposed for the challenge. The tool is explained in Section 7.2.4. Fi-
nally, Section 7.2.5 concludes this section (Constructing Concept Clouds from Company
Websites).
3https://corporatewatch.org/sources-of-information-companies/
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7.2.2 Related work
Keyword Extraction
Automatic keyword extraction has been studied since the middle of the previous
century (Salton and Buckley, 1988). In 1972, Spärck Jones (reprinted as Spärck Jones
(2004)) proposed a weighting for the specificity of a term. Spärck Jones (2004) argued
that terms should be weighted according to collection frequency. Then, it matches on
less frequent. This has become known as term frequency–inverse document frequency
(tf.idf ). tf.idf 4 is an information retrieval technique which weighs a term’s frequency
(TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). Each term has their respective TF and
IDF score. The product of the TF and IDF scores of a term is called the TF*IDF weight
of that term. However, it turns out not to be the only criterion for keywords. More
features can be found that indicate whether a term is suited as a keyword or not.
These features can be used in a supervised machine learning setting to learn how
to distinguish keywords from non-keywords together with the relevance weight of
the term. This approach was proposed by Frank et al. (1999) and Turney (2000) for
keyword extraction.
The other study is Wang, Liu, and Wang (2007) who provided keyword extrac-
tion algorithm based on WordNet and PageRank. Wang, Liu, and Wang (2007) use
PageRank to determine the most central words in the graphs which are constructed
with the WordNet relations between the potential keywords. WordNet is a large
lexical database of English which nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped
into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), as discussed in our semantic classifica-
tion study Chapter 4. In Wang, Liu, and Wang (2007)’s study, WordNet5 has used
as an undirected weighted graph, which defines synsets as vertices and relations of
synsets as edges and assigns the weight of edges by the relatedness of connected
synsets. Then, the PageRank has applied on the graph to prune the graph by doing
some word sense disambiguation. PageRank is an algorithm which is used widely
by search engines such as Google, for ranking the importance of website pages.
PageRank views the web as a directed graph. But, in the Wang, Liu, and Wang
(2007) study, the WordNet graph is undirected. Therefore, they have modified the
PageRank equation, in which, case the out-degree of a vertex is equal to the in-degree
of the vertex. The original PageRank formula is shown in Equation 7.1, and while
the modified formula is shown in Equation 7.2. Finally, the PageRank has applied
again, after pruning the original WordNet graph, to extract the keywords. Alterna-
tively, the set of possible keywords can be restricted by the terms of a thesaurus. This
approach is followed by Campos and Romero (2010), who use a thesaurus in combi-
nation with Bayesian statistics to suggest keywords. Bayesian Networks is a way of
representing the structure of the probability distribution of variables. Campos and
Romero (2010) followed this approach to build a model which classify documents by
automatically generating an ordered set of appropriate descriptors extracted from a
thesaurus. The Bayesian Networks has used in the method to model the thesaurus
and uses probabilistic inference in order to select the set of descriptors with a high
4https://www.elephate.com/blog/what-is-tf-idf/
5https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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posterior probability of being relevant given the document to be classified.
PR(Vi) =
(1− d)
N
+ d · ∑
p∈In(Vi)
PR(Vj)
Out(Vj)
Where:
N is the number of pages
d is called the damping factor and it is an arbritary weighting factor.
PR(Vi) is the PageRank of vertex Vi.
In(Vi) set of vertices that point to Vi,
Out(Vi) set of edges going out of vertex Vi.
(7.1)
PR(Vi) = (1− d) + d ∗ ∑
j∈In(Vi)
PR(Vj)
|Out(Vj)| (7.2)
Gazendam, Wartena, and Brussee (2010a) have introduced a new weighting schema
tf.rr which uses both a document and thesaurus information, and rank thesaurus
terms to be used as keywords for a document. The schema uses frequency infor-
mation of a term from a document, and the number of realized thesaurus relations
between the thesaurus terms found in the specific document. The tf.rr uses only the
thesaurus as a frame of reference. Equation 7.3 shows the formula tf.rr that Gazen-
dam, Wartena, and Brussee (2010a) used in order to rank the thesaurus terms for a
document by assigning weights to each term. In Gazendam, Wartena, and Brussee
(2010a) terms which have a large number of relations, acquire higher weights in or-
der to promote central concepts/keywords. Thus, the keywords central concepts
have been extracted by following the related approach from the thesaurus for our
tool as well.
t f .rr(t, d) = t f (t, d)rr(t, d)
where:
t f (t, d) = 1+ log(n(t, d))
rr(t, d) = 1+ µr1(t, d) + µ2r2(t, d); µ =
α
avlinks
; α = 0.5
r1(t, d); the number of realized relations at distance 1
r2(t, d); the number of realized relations at distance 2
n(t, d); the number of occurrences of t in d
αis a damping factor
avlinks is the average number of relations a term has in the thesaurus
(7.3)
Word Clouds
Clouds of words have already been popular for several years for presenting user-
generated tags. These clouds are called tag clouds. Word clouds usually denote
similar graphical representations of words which are extracted from one or more
texts. The words can be selected based on their frequency or more advanced key-
word extraction algorithms which can be used. Usually, the font size of each word
corresponds to the frequency or importance of that word. A number of popular
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tools, such as Wordle Viegas, Viegas, Wattenberg, and Feinberg (2009), are available
for constructing word clouds from text.
The words in a word or tag clouds can be ordered alphabetically or the posi-
tioning of the words can be optimized to fill all space (Kaser and Lemire, 2007).
Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana (2006) proposed a layout for tag clouds based
on the similarity of tags. Their algorithm is based on clustering tags and arranging
tags on lines. Later, Gambette and Véronis (2010) proposed a tree representing an ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering. The disadvantage of this approach is that only
the similarity of one word to the other word can be considered. This means, words
with two aspects will not be placed between the words to represent these aspects,
but they will just be tied towards one of the two words. In practice, highly similar
words often end up on completely different branches of the tree.
Jacomy et al. (2011) proposed an algorithm for a graph layout based on the cen-
trality of nodes and the strength of the edges. By a gradient descent method a lo-
cal optimum is found for the position of all nodes in a two-dimensional space. A
similar algorithm is proposed by Cui et al., 2010 as well. Cui et al., 2010 also use
distributional similarity for word cloud layout on English words from a collection
of documents.
In order to compute the similarity of words in a word cloud, word co-occurrence
is most commonly used (Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana, 2006; Gambette and
Véronis, 2010; Hirsch and Tian, 2013; Abulaish and Anwar, 2013). According to
the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954), words that frequently co-occur do not
have a similar meaning. E.g. the words paper and review co-occur frequently but
have different meanings. The words paper and article, on the other hand, are almost
synonyms but usually do not co-occur. Synonyms and other words with similar
meaning are rather found by comparing the contexts in which they occur. The re-
sulting similarity is called distributional similarity. In our study, we have proposed to
use distributional similarity for the semantic proximity of the words in the concept
cloud.
7.2.3 Method
The task which has been considered is visualizing German company websites using
keywords and the keyword’s context vector for the layout. Vectors of co-occurrence
features have been used to represent each keyword and compute the cosine similar-
ity between the keywords. The following subsections explain the consecutive steps
that have been followed to visualize the website in detail.
Harvesting of the websites
For harvesting the websites, the same procedure has been used as in Wartena and
Garcia-Alsina (2015). Wartena and Garcia-Alsina (2015) investigated the possibilities
to extract information from websites of companies, and classify companies and other
organizations using the website information. As a result, the websites are harvested
using crawler4j6. We limited the number of pages to be retrieved to 120. Since it
has crawled in a breadth-first search way, the most important information from the
highest levels in the site hierarchy has been found. Breadth-first search is an algo-
rithm for searching tree data structures. It starts at the tree root, and explores all of
the neighbor nodes at the present depth prior to moving on to the nodes at the next
6http://code.google.com/p/crawler4j/
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depth level. If there is a deep branch with a lot of specific information on one topic,
it thus will be excluded.
Sometimes the crawling is not successful. The main reasons for this are: 1) The
site forbids crawling, and 2) the site of the company redirects to another domain;
since the crawler only follows links to the same domain, nothing will be retrieved in
these cases.
Any boilerplate removal has not been used since it turned out that in many cases,
essential information is removed by most algorithms. For example, a list of products
or departments is often given as a menu. Thus, in many cases, important informa-
tion will be removed. Moreover, companies do not use advertisements from other
companies on their sites, so all the information on the site is usually relevant.
If all pages have been gathered from one site in order to count the words that
have been used on that site, the counts can be distorted by headers, footers, and
menus which appear on almost every page. In order to solve this problem, each
website has been rendered as plain text. Next, the text has been divided into smaller
fragments. Initially, the text was split on each blank line. Next, all consecutive frag-
ments consisting of less than 50 characters were merged. Finally, all duplicate frag-
ments were removed.
The tool has been developed for German company websites. For websites which
are hosted in Germany, an imprint is obligatory. It is called an Impressum in German.
An impressum is the term given to a legally-mandated statement of the ownership
and authorship of a website. An impressum is included in books, newspapers, and
magazines as well, which have published in Germany and certain other German-
speaking countries, such as Austria and Switzerland. These imprints usually contain
a lot of text that is not related in any way to the activities of the company. We use
a number of heuristics to find a page or a section that is the imprint. We mark all
fragments from the imprint and do not use these fragments for counting keywords.
Concept Extraction
The tool starts the process by extracting keywords from the company’s website. The
goal of keyword extraction is to find a few numbers of characteristic terms, usually
just 3 or 5 or 10 words at most. In a word cloud, much more words can be presented.
Thus, the exact ranking is less important. Moreover, the importance of a word in
a network structure is visible in the word cloud. It does not have to be computed.
A term that has many closely related terms in the cloud forms a cluster of words
around a central concept. Therefore, using a central concept becomes important in
the visualization, since the website text consists of many words. Thus, the terms
have been annotated by a concept. After annotating each related term via a central
concept, the frequency of the concepts has been considered in order to take concepts
for the cloud.
The STW Thesaurus for Economics7 has been used as a source to extract concepts
for the words that are searched in the web texts. For the annotation of the terms with
thesaurus concepts, we use a Gate pipeline (Cunningham et al., 2002) to perform lan-
guage identification, tokenization, sentence splitting, and lemmatization. Concepts
in the thesaurus were searched for with Apolda (Wartena et al., 2007). If a word is
ambiguous and represents two different concepts, the word is annotated with both
concepts. In order to increase the number of concepts, the enriched version of the
STW which has described in Wartena and Garcia-Alsina (2015) has been used.
7http://zbw.eu/stw/versions/latest/about.en.html
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Finally, the concepts are counted. The 40 most frequent concepts are passed to
the visualization component along with their frequency and their main STW class.
Similarity Computation
As Chapter 2 explained, in distributional semantics, the meaning of a word is repre-
sented by a vector of context features. As context features of a word, co-occurrence
data with the neighboring words in a large text corpus are used. In the end, we
do not measure how often two words co-occur, but we check whether they occur in
similar contexts or not.
To construct the context vectors of the concepts, we have followed the procedure
which has been explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1. However, since the concepts
are German, we have used DeWaK corpus instead of UkWaK.
First, it has to be determined what words are used as context features, i.e. what
words co-occurrence statistics have to be computed. Generally, it is found that mid-
frequency words are the most effective. We have found that including all words in
the frequency range from 4000 to 1 · 106 in the DeWaC Corpus is a good compromise
between optimal results and acceptable storage and computing efforts. Then, each
word is now represented by a vector of 16 565 features.
The labels used for the concepts in the STW Thesaurus for Economics are some-
times very frequent words but often infrequent words. It was shown in various
studies (Weeds, Weir, and McCarthy, 2004; Wartena, 2014) that most similarity mea-
sures have a strong tendency to assign small distances to frequent words. In order
to overcome these problems, the frequency adjusted cosine similarity has been used
from Wartena (2014) study. The adjusted cosine similarity gives us the difference of
the actual cosine and the cosine. We would expect on the base of the frequency of the
words in the corpus, if the cosine is smaller than the expected adjusted cosine, this
will be negative. We construct a cloud in which all nodes distance are measured by
edge weight if their adjusted cosine is positive. Now, the edge weight is the cosine
between the nodes.
7.2.4 Visualization
FIGURE 7.1: Concept cloud for a wood pulp ("Zellstoff") manufac-
turer
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To visualize the concept, the frequency has been used in order to determine the
font size and the category from the STW Thesaurus has been used to determine the
color. For the cloud layout, the Force Atlas algorithm has been used from Gephi
which is an open source software for graph and network analysis (Bastian, Hey-
mann, and Jacomy, 2009; Jacomy et al., 2011).
Figure 7.1 shows an example of the concept cloud for a wood pulp manufac-
turer company website. In the figure, the color shows the category of the concepts.
The purple concepts are commodities, blue is used for concepts from business eco-
nomics, red for general economics, light green for economic sectors and green for
all other categories. From the figure, we can see that related concepts are in most
cases adjacent. However, we do not see a clustering into different areas. We can
consider this as an advantage since a clear clustering often is not possible and con-
cepts are related to more than one area. From the cloud, we can see at one glance
that the main product of the company is wood pulp (Zellstoff ). Furthermore, we can
see that the company pays attention to quality management, learning on the job and
environmental protection as well.
In addition, Figure 7.2 shows the concept cloud of an "Orthopaedic" (Medizinische
behandlung) shoe manufacturer company website as an example. The cloud shows
that the main product of the company is orthopaedic shoes. In the cloud, the related
words are in most cases adjacent. If we see the related word’s position in the cloud,
words that are related to medicine are on the bottom; words that are related to ther-
apy, sports, and rehabilitation, are in the center; and words that related to business
and production are on the top. The concept cloud shows that the company promotes
some sports activities and psychotherapy too.
FIGURE 7.2: Concept cloud for an Orthopaedic ("Medizinische be-
handlung") shoe manufacturer
7.2.5 Conclusion
We have built a tool which is consisting of three components. Starting from a URL
of a Germany company website, German texts are collected and analyzed from their
website. Then, central concepts are extracted from these texts and visualized in a
concept cloud. The semantic proximity of the concepts in the concept cloud is based
on the semantics of the concept labels computed by statistical means from a large
text corpus. The tool can easily be executed in one batch process.
For future research, we have recommended the improvement of the similarity
computation. An interesting possibility that one can investigate is to annotate the
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whole text corpus with extracted concepts from the STW. Then, it is possible to com-
pute the distributional semantics of the concepts instead of the similarity of the pre-
ferred labels of these concepts. Since some concepts can have a large number of
different labels, it has been expected to get quite different results.
Besides concepts, it is possible to extract address information and links to other
companies from the web texts. The concept clouds eventually can be used to present
the search results.
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7.3 Automatic Recognition and Disambiguation of Library
of Congress Subject Headings
7.3.1 Introduction
Library of Congress (LoC) Subject Headings (LCSH) constitute a huge collection of
terms that can be used for indexing. LCSH should not be confused with the much
smaller and more structured Library of Congress Classification system. Yi and Chan
(2010) gave a structural analysis of LCSH. We investigate possibilities of assigning
LCSH terms automatically by extracting them from the abstracts of records which
have been manually annotated with LCSH. A specific problem in LCSH is the am-
biguity of many labels. LoC subjects may have a number of variants or alternative
labels. Two subjects can have the same word as a variant. If this variant occurs in a
text, it is not clear which subject should be used for indexing. E.g. the term plants is
a label of lcsh:sh851028398 (green-growing things) as well as of lcsh:sh85046823
(manufacturing facility). Usually, different LCSHs for a term refer to different as-
pects of the same concept. E.g. lcsh:sh85000800 (adaptation) denotes the adapta-
tion of plants and animals to ecosystems, while lcsh:sh85000892 refers to behav-
ioral adaptation in psychology.
Given the large amount of LCSH concepts, we cannot use classification, but we
should rather use keyword extraction. Pouliquen, Steinberger, and Ignat (2003) dis-
tinguish between conceptual thesauri and natural language thesauri. In the first
case, they argue that keyword extraction is not suitable since most concepts never
will be found in the literal form in texts. Here we should use keyword assignment.
LCSH clearly has characteristics of a conceptual thesaurus. For keyword assignment
Pouliquen et al. build signatures for each concept, where a signature is basically a
vector of word weights. As for classification, the need for the amount of training
material for each concept is the bottleneck of the approach. Wartena, Brussee, and
Slakhorst (2010) use distributional similarity between potential keywords and ab-
stracts to rank candidates. Below we use a similar approach to disambiguate am-
biguous keywords.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 7.3.2 we present
the data which have used in the study, and how it has constructed. The related
work is discussed in Section 7.4.3. In Section 7.4.4 we introduce the data used for
the experiment. Section 7.4.5 describes the experiment and Section 7.4.6 gives the
results. Finally, we reflect on the practical implications of the experiment and discuss
further steps in Section 7.4.7.
7.3.2 Data
The LCSH collection (9http://id.loc.gov/download/) consists of 414 355 subject head-
ings. 162 569 of these concepts are pre-combined concepts, e.g. lcsh:sh94004310
with the label Voyages and travel – Mythology. The labels with dashes will never occur
in running texts. Thus we removed these labels but kept eventual variants without
dashes.
There are 3605 headings that are meant to be used as subdivisions of the main
headings. We removed these headings, as well as all Children’s Subject Headings
8We use the namespace lcsh for http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/
9\unskip\penalty\@M\vrulewidth\z@height\z@depth\dp¸
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Records Subject headings Unique subj. head. Pre-combined Subdivisions
Original 12543 73528 11546 45857 104
Mapped 9982 48790 4259 30289 108
Combined 14267 89440 13428 47576 212
TABLE 7.1: Occurrences of subject headings in our data set.
and all inverted labels were removed. 497 427 labels now are left. Since many head-
ings are in plural, we have lemmatized all headings and added singular forms which
did not lead to ambiguity. As a result, we have added 75 270 labels.
Many (ambiguous and non-ambiguous) headings have some additional terms
which specify the intended sense. These terms are put in brackets as a part of the
label, like e.g. Taxis (Biology) and Taxis (Vehicles). We have removed these disam-
biguating terms, of course increasing the number of ambiguous labels. Now there
are 15 661 ambiguous labels. Most ambiguous labels (12 010 to be precise) just have
two senses, and over 1 000 of them have three meanings. The most extreme cases are
the words cooking, suites and concertos that each have over 400 senses. Finally, there
are highly frequent words with a very infrequent meaning: e.g. the word in is a label
for the subject lcsh:sh85069880 (Confucian Philosophy). Thus, we have removed
labels that have been found in a common stop word list.
For keyword assignment, we use data from the catalog of 200 scientific libraries
of the German Länder Bavaria, Brandenburg and Berlin, called B3Kat. The catalog
can be downloaded or queried over a SPARQL Endpoint10. We have retrieved about
16 000 records in English, with a title, a subtitle and an abstract of at least 200 char-
acters. After filtering out records with French and German abstracts, 15 629 records
have remained.
Next, we have retrieved for all records all available LoC subject headings and all
keywords from the authority file of the German National Library, the Gemeinsame
Normdatei (GND). Using the mapping from GND to LCSH which is a part of the
GND, we have managed to add more subject headings. The number of occurrences
of original and mapped subject headings with their number of pre-combined and
subdivision headings is given in Table 7.1. The table contains the information of
combined data as well, which is either an LCSH term or an LCSH term mapped
from a GND term.
7.3.3 Experimental Setup
In order to disambiguate the ambiguous headings, we have compared the words in
the title, subtitle and abstract of a record with the "glosses” of each potential subject.
As a gloss for the subject, we have been taking all preferred and alternative labels
of the subject and all disambiguating terms which have been used in the labels. The
subject with the largest overlap between the subject of the gloss and the abstract is
selected. In many cases, the text and the words related to the correct subject head-
ing do not have overlap. If the words are not the same but at least semantically
related, we can use distributional similarity to find the most likely subject heading.
Co-occurrence vectors present the meaning of a word quite well (see e.g. Kiela and
Clark (2014)). Thus, for each word, we have built a vector of co-occurrence fre-
quencies with 17 400 mid-frequency words from the UkWaC Corpus by following
10https://lod.b3kat.de/doc/sparql-endpoint/
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#predict- Original Mapped Merged
ions Recall Precis. Recall Precis. Recall Precis. F1
Unamb. headings 12,6 0,160 0,0535 0,195 0,0585 0,219 0,0728 0,109
All headings 37,0 0,180 0,0225 0,210 0,0236 0,242 0,0302 0,0537
+Pre-combined 43,3 0,182 0,0210 0,213 0,0217 0,245 0,0279 0,0501
Disambiguated 18,1 0,166 0,0374 0,192 0,0388 0,224 0,0501 0,0819
TABLE 7.2: Average results, evaluated on original, mapped and
merged annotations
the framework in Chapter 2 Section 2.5. We have computed the average of all co-
occurrence vectors of all words from the gloss. For this average, we give the words
which have been found in the scope notes with a smaller weight, instead of the labels
themselves. We have also computed the average co-occurrence vector of all words
in the text. Now we can compute the cosine between the average vectors and select
the subject heading with the largest cosine.
To extract the labels, we lemmatize the text using the Natural Language Toolkit11
and collect all occurrences of labels in the words and in the lemmata. We have been
doing 4 runs. In the first run, we have only considered labels without any disam-
biguation information. In the second run, we have included all these labels, but
without doing any kind of disambiguation. The third run is identical to the second
one, but we have added all pre-combined subject headings for which each of the
components have been found. The last run again is the same as the second one, but
now we have used the disambiguation to select the most probable concept for each
ambiguous term. For words which do not have enough co-occurrence values in the
UkWaC Corpus, we choose the subject without disambiguating terms.
7.3.4 Results and Conclusion
Table 7.2 gives the average results for the extraction of subject headings for all 14 267
records. We have evaluated against the original LCSH annotations (12 543 records),
against LoC headings obtained by mapping from GND-terms (9 982 records) and
against the merged annotations (14 267 records).
It becomes clear that extracting LoC subjects from text is a very challenging task.
We have over 400 000 subjects. The small test set of 14 267 records uses almost 90 000
different subjects. These subjects range from abstract classes like science to the name
of specific buildings on the fairground in Hanover (Halle 13) or to complex con-
cepts like Behavior therapy for children). It should be noted that keyword extraction
often yields a low recall, even if much smaller vocabularies are used. Gazendam,
Wartena, and Brussee (2010b) reach an average recall@5 of 0, 23 using a thesaurus of
3800 concepts, and Medelyan and Witten (2005) report a recall@5 of 0, 197 using the
Agrovoc-thesaurus (16 000 terms). Kim et al. (2013) report on a shared task for key-
word extraction from scientific articles in which 27 systems were evaluated. In this
task, keywords were freely assigned by authors and readers. The highest recall@5
was about 0, 13; the highest recall@15 was 0, 27. Paynter (2005) does not use key-
word extraction but assigns LCSH which is found in similar documents. As a result,
he reaches a precision of 0, 19 and recall of 0, 21. The overlap between the origi-
nal LCSH, and the mapped LCSH is also very low. The average Jaccard coefficient
is 0.18 for 8258 records with both original and mapped LCSH annotations. When
11http://nltk.org/
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we treat the original annotations as our gold standard and the mapped headings as
predictions, we have a recall of 0, 15 and a precision of 0, 27.
We see that the best F-score is reached when we do not consider ambiguous
labels at all. If we do not exclude ambiguous labels from the prediction, we get best
results when we disambiguate the labels. However, we get the optimal result when
we completely exclude all ambiguous lables from the prediction.
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7.4 Automatic Identification of Synonym Relations in the Dutch
Parliament Thesaurus
7.4.1 Introduction
The Information Service of the Second Chamber of the Dutch parliament (Tweede
Kamer der Staten-Generaal) archives and indexes of documents produced in the parlia-
mentary process, and other documents that are possibly relevant to the parliament.
The parliament is used for indexing a special thesaurus that covers all topics relevant
to the society. The Dutch parliament is investigating additional alternatives to make
information available via full-text search, automatic indexing and automatic classi-
fication. For full-text retrieval and automatic classification, it turns out that adding
more synonyms to the existing thesaurus terms for a good result is important.
In this work, we investigate the possibilities to find synonyms for terms of the
parliament’s thesaurus automatically. To do this, we propose using distributional
similarity. Distributional similarity assigns small distances to terms that are seman-
tically related. However, this relatedness does not correspond to any traditional
semantic relation such as synonymy. Terms that are related by distributional sim-
ilarity might be synonyms, or antonyms or other relation of the words as well. In
order to see whether distributional similarity can be used to distinguish between
related and unrelated terms in this thesaurus, we conducted an experiment on 6000
pairs of terms from the parliament thesaurus. Half of the pairs consist of related
words and the rest half of the pairs are not related. Regarding these pairs, we train
and test a classifier that distinguishes pairs of related from pairs of unrelated words.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 7.4.2 we present
the Parliament’s Thesaurus and its role in the information processes of the Dutch
parliament. The related work is discussed in Section 7.4.3. In Section 7.4.4 we intro-
duce the data used for the experiment. Section 7.4.5 describes the experiment and
Section 7.4.6 gives the results. Finally, we reflect on the practical implications of the
experiment and discuss further steps in Section 7.4.7.
7.4.2 Information Processes in the Dutch Parliament
Every day, the Dutch parliament processes and produces many documents. In order
to make the information available to the users – i.e. the internal users of the Parlia-
ment and also the Dutch citizens – documents are enriched with a large amount of
metadata, among which subject terms from a controlled vocabulary. A parliamen-
tary thesaurus (Parlementsthesaurus) has been used for many years as a source for
subject indexing of those documents that are produced in the parliamentary pro-
cess, as well as other documents that are relevant for the parliament such as reports,
articles in journals and newspapers, and interviews.
Indexing
In the past, subject metadata was the only source of information about the subject
of documents. Today, all parliamentary documents’ full text is available and also
searchable online. However, in order to make documents accessible in an organized
and coherent manner, subject metadata are still a valuable source of information. Us-
ing subject terms from a controlled vocabulary such as a thesaurus may add value
to the result of information seeking. In addition, both the fraction of relevant doc-
uments that are retrieved (recall) and the fraction of retrieved documents that are
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relevant (precision) can also enhance under certain circumstances. Furthermore,
subject keywords have been found to be valuable tools for enhancing the results
of keyword searching in Online Public Access Catalogs (OPACs) (Gross and Taylor,
2005). Gross and Taylor (2005) found that more than one-third of records retrieved
by keyword searches would be lost without controlled subject keywords. This find-
ing was recently replicated after the addition of automated enriched metadata such
as summaries and tables of content (Gross, Taylor, and Joudry, 2015).
Searching documents on a specific subject is possible via entering one or more
subject terms from the thesaurus directly. However, finding only documents that
have been indexed with a combination of the subject terms is in question. Subject
terms are used in the presentation of information, e.g. as a basis for word clouds and
indicate areas of interest of parliamentarians using the cloud. In order to enhance
the results of the full text search process, the thesaurus is linked to the search engine
e.g. by the use of synonyms. In principle, this applies to the semantic relations as
well. However, including semantic relations in the full-text search may affect the
relevance of the search results.
Subject indexing is performed manually by the information officers of the parlia-
ment (First and Second Chamber). This, of course, is a rather laborious process. In
order to improve the efficiency, the consistency and the quality of indexing, efforts
have been taken to automate subject indexing. Various forms of language technol-
ogy are used for this purpose. However, until now this has not lead to a useful appli-
cation of the technology. It is believed that this is due to the breadth of the thesaurus,
the large number of subject terms and the specific features of parliamentary docu-
ments. In order to improve the usefulness of the thesaurus for new applications,
one direction is to automatically add more synonyms to the thesaurus, especially
frequently used words in the parliamentary context.
The Parliament Thesaurus
The origin of the current thesaurus occurred in the 1980s when the first steps were
taken to develop a controlled vocabulary for the Dutch parliament. Nowadays, the
Parlementsthesaurus is a large polyhierarchical thesaurus that has been built around
on a number of main subjects or policy areas. A wide range of policy areas is covered
from health care and education to environmental planning and agriculture. The
thesaurus consists of > 4000 descriptors and > 6000 non-descriptors, along with
their semantic relations, synonyms and definitions (scope notes). Semantic relations
include hierarchical relations (broader, more general, and narrower, more specific
concepts), and also concepts that are otherwise related ("associative" relations).
Maintenance of the thesaurus is carried out by a thesaurus manager in consulta-
tion with a number of thesaurus editors and information officers who are specialized
in one or more policy areas and who are using the thesaurus in indexing. The nature
of this process enhances the substantive quality of the thesaurus. However, it also
makes the thesaurus less dynamic. In the present time, it is more desirable that it
takes less time to include new subject areas and new terminologies. Therefore, the
information office of the parliament is looking for a way to improve the dynamic
properties of the thesaurus while maintaining the substantive quality.
7.4.3 Related Work
The construction of thesauri is often mentioned as a possible application of distribu-
tional similarity (Crouch, 1990; Crouch and Yang, 1992; Curran and Moens, 2002).
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Nevertheless, there are only very few studies that concretely investigate the problem
of inserting new terms into an existing thesaurus.
Witschel (2005) uses distributional similarity to find the right insertion position
for new terms in a hierarchically organized taxonomy. Starting at the root, the tax-
onomy travels downwards as long as one child of the current node is more similar to
the new concept than all its sibling nodes. However, even in a very small taxonomy,
this method did not give very good results.
Meusel et al. (2010) use a web search engine and Hearst-patterns to find hy-
ponyms and synonyms for new words in an existing thesaurus. In order to reduce
the number of queries that have to be issued, the method is only applied to the 100
thesaurus terms which have the highest distributional similarity with the new term.
They tested their method on two different thesauri. For the two-way classification
between synonyms and non-synonyms, they got an accuracy of 98% and 85%. For
the more difficult two-way classification between synonyms and hyponyms, they
got an accuracy of 71% and 68%. Overviews of methods which are used in the more
general problem of automatic thesaurus construction, are given by Biemann (2005)
and Drumond and Girardi (2008), for example.
7.4.4 Data
In this section, we present the test sets that we have created and used for the exper-
iment, as well as the corpus which has been used to construct the context vectors of
all terms.
Word Pairs
There are two relations of the pairs which are not clear. These are: 1. how the re-
lation between descriptors and non-descriptors in a thesaurus has to be described
in traditional semantic terms, and 2. what type of semantic relation corresponds to
distributional similarity. To clear up these relations, a new test collection has been
developed. The goal of the test collection is to see whether distributional similarity
can be used in order to describe the relation between non-descriptors and descrip-
tors which are also known as the use/use-for relation in a thesaurus.
The test set consists of 6000 pairs of words. The 3000 pairs of words (a,b) where
a and b are a label for the same concept. These pairs have been sampled randomly.
For the negative pairs, a balanced quantity of easy and hard pairs has been included.
Hard pairs are the pairs that are hard to distinguish from positive pairs, unlike easy
pairs. To do so, 500 pairs of words have been selected that are labels for directly
related concepts. Any type of relations specified in the thesaurus have been used.
The next 500 pair of labels have been selected for concepts that are related by one
intermedi- ate concept. The next 500 pairs have been selected for the concepts that
have two intermediate concepts on the shortest path between each other in the the-
saurus. The remaining pairs have been found in the same manner for a longer the-
saurus distance each time.
Some examples of positive and negative pairs are given in Table 7.3.
Corpus
The distributional similarity between two words is basically a similarity in the dis-
tribution of those words in a large corpus. A corpus has been compiled to represent
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term 1 term 2 intermediate nodes synonymous
volksgezondheid gezondheid (health) 0 +
(public health)
regelgeving (regulations) wetsvoorstel (bill, draft law) 0 +
krijgsraad militair strafprocesrecht 0 +
(court-martial) (military criminal procedure)
schilderij (painting) beeldende kunst (visual arts) 1 -
volksuniversiteit rijksuniversiteit 2 -
(adult education center) (state university)
zwijgplicht (confidentiality) politierechter 3 -
(magistrate of a police court)
TABLE 7.3: Example of pairs of labels for the same and for different
concepts and the number of intermediate concepts in the parliament’s
thesaurus.
the words by distributional information. The corpus has texts that are quite char-
acteristic for the texts that are annotated in the Dutch parliament. Thus the words’
meaning and use in the corpus are expected to be similar to the thesaurus.
As a base for the corpus, texts from bestanden.officielebekendmakingen.nl
have been collected. The text contains all official publications from the Dutch gov-
ernment between the year 2010 and 2012. This site partially overlaps with the archived
material from the parliament. Due to server and connection timeouts, the corpus
does not contain all documents from more years. The raw corpus consists of 88,8
million words. Since many documents start or end with exactly the same formu-
lations, only unique sentences have been kept. In the end, the corpus contains 47
million words.
For the computation of the distributional contexts of each word, the words of
the corpus have been lemmatized using the TreeTagger with the parameter files in-
cluded in the distribution, and all stop words have been removed. Then, the corpus
is left with 40 million lemmata.
7.4.5 Experiment
In this section, a simple experiment has been described which trains a classifier on
the set of positive and negative examples. As input features, one type of distribu-
tional similarity and string similarity have been concatenated to train the classifier.
The following sections explain the two types of features (distributional similarity
and string similarity).
Distributional Similarity
Firstly, feature vectors have been constructed for each word in order to represent
them by a context vector. To construct the context vector, it is possible to tune dif-
ferent parameters like the window size of the context words, the frequency of the
context words in the corpus to be considered as a context word, and many more.
Though, the methodology that yields in most cases the best results (Bullinaria and
Levy, 2007; Bullinaria and Levy, 2012; Kiela and Clark, 2014), have been used. This
methodology has been explained in detail in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1. However, the
mid-frequency range between 200 and 1.106 occurrences in corpus has been used.
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This is because the size of the corpus is small compared to the English corpus Uk-
WaK that has been used to represent each word in other experiments of our projects.
Then, a total number of 11 080 context features have been constructed to represent
each word.
Finally, the cosine method has been used between the words’ context vectors to
measure the similarity distance. From the distance measures, cosine distance mea-
sure is the top from what we saw in our previous studies.
String Similarity
String similarity is one of the methods which has been used to find similarities be-
tween the words. This type of method can be captured easily with n-gram overlap or
with edit distance. In our case, the trigram overlap has been used, since that turned
out to be the most effective similarity measure. In addition, as far as we know, there
is no combination of different string similarity measures which are better than just
the trigram overlap.
For a word or string w=w0w1....wn, the set of trigrams has been defined as tg(w)
= ∪n−2i=0 {wiwi+1wi+2}. For two words w1w2 the trigram overlap has been defined as
the Jaccard coefficient of their sets of trigrams: overlap(w1, w2 ) = |tg(w
1)∩tg(w2)|
|tg(w1)∪tg(w2)|
Experimental Setup
For each pair of words, there are two features which are the cosine distance of the
pairs using their context vectors and the trigram overlap of the pair of words. To
train a classifier, Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been used with radial basis
function (RBF) kernel. SVM classifies the pair of words into related and unrelated
pairs.
LIBSVM has been used to learn the model and classify the word pairs which
have represented by the two features. The hyper-parameters of the model have
been tuned, using grid search. To find the best C parameter value, the numbers
in between 0 and 20 in step 0.05 have been investigated. Ten-fold cross-validation
has been used with stratified sampling for evaluation purposes.
7.4.6 Results
Table 7.4 shows the average results from ten-fold cross-validation. Distributional
similarity and the trigram overlap have been seen as useful features to classify the
pair of words. Clearly, using both features gives better results than using one of the
features individually. The reached accuracy 0.75 is clearly better than the majority
classifier (baseline), that would assign each pair to one of both classes. However, the
result has more room for improvement.
The experiments which have been carried out by Meusel et al. (2010) are quite
similar to our experiment. Since they use different thesauri and different test sets, it
is not really possible to compare the results. Nevertheless, the results that they gave
for the binary classification of synonym versus non-synonym terms are much bet-
ter than our results. However, they use random word pairs for the non-synonyms,
whereas we have deliberately selected difficult pairs, including hyponyms, co-hyponyms,
and more. In fact, Meusel et al. (2010) also tested the classification of such difficult
pairs in their classification of synonyms versus hyponyms. For this task, their results
are slightly lower than our results.
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Features Accuracy
cosine 0.69
trigram overlap 0.72
both features 0.75
TABLE 7.4: Accuracy results of classification with ten-fold cross val-
idation of 6000 pairs of labels for the Dutch parliament’s thesaurus.
Half of the pairs consist of labels of the same concept, while half of
the labels are from different concepts.
7.4.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that distributed similarity can be used to model the relation between
concept labels in a traditional thesaurus. In addition we have used string similarity
and trained a classifier to combine both types of features. The classifier has clas-
sified about 75% of the pairs correctly for a dataset of 6000 related and unrelated
word pairs which have been constructed for this task. Despite the fact that the pro-
posed features are useful for the considered task, the classification is still far from
the highest accuracy.
For future work, three different directions can be pursued. The first is studying
more distributional similarity. For example, using the cosine for the similarity of the
context vectors might not be a good choice in the given situation. Furthermore, the
Hearst patterns can be integrated as one feature.
The second interesting question which has to be answered is the influence of the
corpus which is used to construct the context vectors. While the influence of the
corpus size on distributional similarity has been studied quite well, the small size
of the corpus is known on the influence of the text selection. For the current task, it
is possible to compare a neutral corpus with a specialized corpus within the same
domain as the test set. Finally, the more realistic scenarios are extracting candidate
terms from the corpus, and assigning these terms to the most likely concept and
evaluating them manually.
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Conclusion and Future Work
This dissertation presents three major contributions to distributional semantics. The
first contribution is showing that the supervised learning approach performs bet-
ter than theunsupervised learning approach when it comes to building models for
tasks in distributional semantics. The second contribution introduces multi-relation
matrix factorization (MRMF) in distributional semantics as one of the supervised
methods which has the potential to improve some models in distributional semantic
by integrating different sources of information. The last contribution involves the
introduction of three distributional semantic-based applications.
8.1 Contribution of the Dissertation and Future Work
We have considered two tasks to reach the conclusion our first contribution that
is building models using the supervised learning approach outperforms the unsu-
pervised learning approach in distributional semantics. These tasks are semantic
similarity and semantic classification. These tasks have been analyzed by training
a model on supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. Then, the model’s
performance has been compared with each other, and also with state of the art the
unsupervised learning models performance which have been built for the tasks. This
study contribution is shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
In Chapter 3, models have been trained on supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing methods to classify semantically-related pairs of words. As a result, the mod-
els which have built by the supervised learning methods outperformed the unsu-
pervised models. In addition, these models have outperformed the state of the art
unsupervised learning models as well.
In Chapter 4, models which classify words to their semantic category, have been
studied on supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. Like, Chapter 3, the
models which have trained on supervised learning methods have outperformed
the models which have trained on the unsupervised learning methods to classify
semantically-related words including state of the art models as well.
These two Chapters (3 and 4) studies have contributed toward reaching the con-
clusion and recommendation i.e to use supervised learning methods and train a
model for tasks in distributional semantics. The supervised learning approach has
been using methods such as support vector machine (SVM) and logistic regression
(LR) to train the models for both semantic similarity and semantic classifications
tasks. For the semantic similarity task, the methods have been taking the context
vector of each pair of words as an input which has been constructed by simple
mathematical equation (i.e multiplication) to trained the outstanding models which
classify semantically related pair of words. For the semantic classification task, the
methods have been taking context vector of each word as an input to build the out-
standing models which classify semantically-related words.
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As a conclusion, our first hypothesis has been proved correct by the experiments
on the well known semantic classification and semantic similarity tasks. As a re-
minder, the first hypothesis that has stated in the introduction chapter (Chapter 1)
is that models which have trained using supervised learning approach to solve tasks in dis-
tributional semantic outperform the unsupervised learning approach. However, if it is
necessary, as a future work, this experiment can be studied further on additional
tasks.
As a second contribution, MRMF has been introduced in distributional seman-
tics. MRMF is mainly known for recommender systems. However, in this disser-
tation, the MRMF method has been studied to build a model for tasks in distribu-
tional semantics. One of the task that MRMF has applied and showed good perfor-
mance, is the semantic classification task. On this task, the method has been used to
build a model and categorize semantically-related words to their category. Then, the
model performance has been compared with the supervised learning models that
have trained on SVM and LG to classify semantically related words. These models
have already outperformed the unsupervised learning models as stated in our first
contribution. MRMF has outperformed these models which have been trained on
the supervised and the unsupervised learning approach. This method study and
output are shown in Chapter 4.
Basically, training a model with additional sources of information helps to im-
prove a model’s performance. MRMF has a smart way of integrating different sources
of information to train a model. This smart integration is the key of MRMF to per-
form better comparing other supervised and unsupervised learning methods. As
Chapter 4 shows that lexical and distributional information have been integrated
using SMV and MRMF to train a model which classify semantically related words.
Then, the model which have trained on MRMF have outperformed the rest of the
models. Finally, chapter 4 has concluded that MRMF can easily and naturally inte-
grate different sources of information, and train a better model.
The MRMF study has extended to more tasks such as semantic similarity and
phrasal semantic tasks since it showed good performance on semantic classification
task. The CogaLex shared task challenge has been used to study the MRMF perfor-
mance on the semantic similarity task. The idea of CogaLex shared task is to propose
a model which classify semantically-related pair of words. Thus, first, we have pro-
posed the same supervised approach method HsH-Supervised that we have proposed
in our previous semantic similarity study (Chapter 3). Then, MRMF has been stud-
ied to train a model for the task. As Chapter 5 shows that the model which has been
trained using MRMF has outperformed that of the HsH-Supervised. However, there
is more room to improve this model on this task. For example, the design of the
method can be seen in a different approach or direction. The design of the method is
the way that the matrices have visualized or structured to integrate the information
in the method. In addition, different algorithms can also be investigated.
For the phrasal semantic task, the SemEval-2013 shared task 5a challenge has
been used to investigate the performance of MRMF. The shared task has already
a supervised learning method which is proposed in a literature. However, MRMF
performance has been studied on this task, as well, since it showed performance
improvement on the models of semantic similarity and semantic classification tasks.
However, the method could not outperform the literature method performance. As
Chapter 6 shows and explains in detail, it did not perform better compared to the
literature method. As a conclusion of the experiments, the method performance
could not go beyond lexical word tasks. MRMF has been showing performance im-
provement in the lexical word tasks model, such as semantic similarity and semantic
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classification. However, the method did not exhibit the same performance for the
phrasal semantic task. However, there are more ideas and approaches to investigate
MRMF and improve the result of the phrasal semantic task model. This is explained
later in the following paragraph.
As a conclusion of MRMF, the second hypothesis which is multi-relation matrix
factorization method outperform the tasks’ model in distributional semantics which have
trained by the well-known methods such as, support vector machine (SVM), has been
proved correct on lexical term tasks. This hypothesis has been studied on lexical
and phrasal semantic tasks. However, the experiment outcome on phrasal semantics
was not like the lexical terms semantic tasks. After several experiments of MRMF
on phrasal semantic task, it has decided to postpone the study of this task as future
work because the method needs more investigation on different directions on this
task. For example, the algorithms that have been used for this task can be modified.
In other words, the statistical modeling of the algorithms needs to be investigated
again or different approaches need to be used. Otherwise, different algorithms can
also be investigated. In addition, more sources of information have to be integrated
for the quality of the model and performance improvement. However, all of these
have to be done with high speed and powerful system. One of the main challenges
of this study is explained at the end of this chapter.
Finally, three applications which have built based on distributional semantics,
have introduced. The three applications are an application: 1. for German com-
pany websites which visualize the overall concept of a company by concept cloud;
2. for the Library Congress subject headings which automatically recognize and
disambiguate library congress subject headings; and 3. for the Dutch Parliament
Thesaurus which automatically identifies a synonym relation in the Dutch Parlia-
ment Thesaurus. The main idea is to use distributional semantics in these kinds
of applications for better performance. As it has been expected, the distributional
semantics approach has helped to build the applications and showed better perfor-
mance compared to other approaches such as simple string similarity. However,
the applications have still more room for improvement to reach high accuracy and
performance.
In general, in the dissertation, the two hypotheses from the introduction Chap-
ter have proved correct. The performance of models which have trained in the su-
pervised learning approach tasks in distributional semantics has been investigated.
Then, it has shown that the first hypothesis is correct. The multi-relational matrix
factorization has also been investigated for tasks in distributional semantics. Then
it has been shown that the second hypothesis is correct. The success of MRMF in
distributional semantics has been shown on lexical terms tasks. On these tasks, the
method has performed better than the methods that have been used for the tasks
using the well-known methods in the field such as SVM. Then, this method per-
formance investigation has extended to phrasal words. However, the second hy-
pothesis did not find correct on the phrasal words. Although, it is expected that
the performance of this method on phrasal words might be improved by the future
work recommendations.
One of the biggest challenges that we have been facing n this dissertation, was
the MRMF experiments on the phrasal semantic task. This study’s experiments have
been taking really long times for computation. Therefore this study needs a very
powerful system for a very satisfactory work and good results. In the study, matrices
contain minimum 104 400 000 cells which need to be computed in an algorithm, and
minimum 60 times in a single experiment with only one round of parameters value
tuning. Therefore, we put this experiment in the future work for more investigation,
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but it has to be using powerful systems such as systems with graphics processing
unit (GPU).
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Appendix for MRMF
The following appendices show the scripts of MRMF with the coordinate descent
algorithm (MRMF-CD) and MRMF with the stochastic gradient descent algorithm
(MRMF- SGD).
A.1 MRMF-CD for Semantic Classification
This appendix shows the MRMF-CD script which has used to train a model for se-
mantic classification task. The script works for different datasets, but the following
script is an example on the SC53 dataset. The script has been used when we have
three different information to integrate on MRMF. In addition, it uses a coordinate
descent algorithm in order to optimize the matrices.
from numpy import linalg as LA
import numpy as np
import os
########## Reading files ############
def data_reading(data):
data_read_dict = {}
data2 = open(data)
for i in data2:
i = i.strip().split('\t')
i2 = i[1].split(',')
data_read_dict[i[0]] = map(float,i2)
return data_read_dict
########### Initialize the matrices ############
def random_matrices(m,n,c,l,k):
U = np.random.randn(m,k)
V = np.random.randn(n,k)
C = np.random.randn(c,k)
B = np.random.randn(l,k)
return U,V,C,B
###### Structuring the Y and have only the class index in a vector. Eg.
sc53 has 53 classes. In MRMF Y is a matrix with 53features#####
def construct_y(Y):
y = []
for i in Y.keys():
y.append(list(map(float,Y[i])).index(1))
return y
####### L2 loss objuctive function #############
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def
L2_loss(X,Y,Z,U,V,C,B,alpha_x,alpha_y,alpha_z,lambda_u,lambda_v,lambda_c,lambda_b,y):
arg_min = float(alpha_x*0.5)*((LA.norm(X-np.dot(U,V.T)))**2) +
float(alpha_y*0.5)*((LA.norm(Y-np.dot(U,C.T)))**2) +
float(alpha_z*0.5)*((LA.norm(Z-np.dot(U,B.T)))**2)
return arg_min
### The multi-relation matrix factorization (MRMF) corrdinate decent
algorithm ######
def
MRMF_CD(X,Y,Z,alpha_x,alpha_y,alpha_z,lambda_u,lambda_v,lambda_c,lambda_b,k,y):
m = len(X) # Around 17400
n = len(X[0]) ### Context features length
c = len(Y[0]) ### Features length
l =len(Z[0]) ### broad words length
U,V,C,B = random_matrices(m,n,c,l,k)
I = np.identity(k)
arg_min = 1
arg_min_old = 2
while np.fabs(arg_min_old - arg_min) > 0.2:
U = np.dot((np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_x))*X,V) +
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_y))*Y,C) +
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_z))*Z,B)) ,
LA.pinv(np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_x))*V.T,V) +
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_y))*C.T,C)+
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_y))*B.T,B) +
np.array(float(lambda_u))*I))
V = np.dot(LA.pinv(np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_x))*U.T,U) +
np.array(float(lambda_v))*I),
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_x))*U.T,X)).T
B = np.dot(LA.pinv(np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_z))*U.T,U) +
np.array(float(lambda_v))*I),
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_z))*U.T,Z)).T
C = np.dot(LA.pinv(np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_y))*U.T,U) +
np.array(float(lambda_c))*I),
np.dot(np.array(float(alpha_y))*U.T,Y)).T
arg_min_old = arg_min
arg_min = L2_loss(X,Y,Z,U,V,C,B,alpha_x, alpha_y, alpha_z, lambda_u,
lambda_v, lambda_c, lambda_b, y)
return U,V,C,B
def predict(X_test,Z_test,U,V,B,C,alpha_x,alpha_z,lambda_u,I):
U_test = alpha_x*np.dot(np.dot(X_test,V),LA.pinv(np.dot(V.T,V))) +
alpha_z*np.dot(np.dot(Z_test,B),LA.pinv(np.dot(B.T,B)))
Y_test = np.dot(U_test,C.T)
return Y_test,U_test
def performance_test(X_test_data,Y_test,Y_test_result):
performace = 0
num_tests = 0
for i in range(len(list(Y_test))):
num_tests +=1
if X_test_data.keys()[i] in Y_test_result.keys():
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if list(Y_test[i]).index(max(list(Y_test[i]))) ==
Y_test_result[X_test_data.keys()[i]].index(
max(Y_test_result[X_test_data.keys()[i]])):
performance = performance + 1
return num_tests, performance, (performance/float(len(list(Y_test))))*100
def
dir_reading(x_tr_path,x_ts_path,y_tr_path,y_ts_path,z_tr_path,z_ts_path,alpha_x,alpha_z,k):
###### Reading the training and test set files from a directory and sort
#####
X_train_path = sorted(os.listdir(x_tr_path))
X_test_path = sorted(os.listdir(x_ts_path))
Y_train_path = sorted(os.listdir(y_tr_path))
Y_test_path = sorted(os.listdir(y_ts_path))
Z_train_path = sorted(os.listdir(z_tr_path))
Z_test_path = sorted(os.listdir(z_ts_path))
num_words = 0 #### counting the number of test words to evaluate the
model
corr = 0 #### counting the number of correctly classified test words
##### 10-fold cross validation ########
for cv in range(0,10):
#### Integrating the directory path and file name to read the file
#####
X = str(x_tr_path + X_train_path[cv])
Y = str(y_tr_path + Y_train_path[cv])
Z = str(z_tr_path + Z_train_path[cv])
X_test = str(x_ts_path + X_test_path[cv])
Y_test_result = str(y_ts_path + Y_test_path[cv])
Z_test = str(z_ts_path + Z_test_path[cv])
####### Alpha Y and Regularizer parameteres value ########
alpha_y = 1
lambda_u = 0.0001
lambda_v = 0.0001
lambda_c = 0.0001
lambda_b = 0.0001
######### Reading files ##################
X_data = data_reading(X)
Y_data = data_reading(Y)
y = construct_y(Y_data) ###### To make Y convenient for computaton
by a dictionary
Z_data = data_reading(Z)
X_test_data = data_reading(X_test)
Z_test_data = data_reading(Z_test)
Y_test_result_data = data_reading(Y_test_result)
###### Calling MRMF #########
U,V,C,B = MRMF_CD(X_data.values(),Y_data.values(),Z_data.values(),
float(alpha_x), float(alpha_y), float(alpha_z), float(lambda_u),
float(lambda_v), float(lambda_c), float(lambda_b),k,y)
I = np.identity(k) ###### Identity matrix
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Y_test,U_test = predict(X_test_data.values(), Z_test_data.values(),
U, V, B, C, alpha_x, alpha_z, lambda_u, I) ### Predict Y test
set classification
num_tests, performance,perc =
performance_test(X_test_data,Y_test,Y_test_result_data) ### Test
corr = corr + performance
num_words = num_words + num_tests
co = float(corr/float(num_words )) * 100
print ('Finally, correctly categorized words : ',corr, ' Lambda
',lambda_u,' alpha x ',float(alpha_x),' alpha z ',float(k),' In
percentage : ', float(corr/float(num_words )) * 100)
def __init__():
for k in [50, 100, 200,300, 400]:
for alpha_x in [0.001,0.0001,0.00001]:
for alpha_z in [0.0003, 0.0001,0.00001]:
dir_reading('\X_train\\', '\X_test\\', '\Y_train\\', '\Y_test\\',
'\Z_Train\\', '\Z_Test\\', alpha_x, alpha_z, k)
A.2 MRMF-SGD for Semantic Similarity
This appendix shows the MRMF-SGD script which has used to train a model for
semantic similarity task. The script works for different datasets, but the following
script is an example on CogALex2016 shared task dataset. It uses SGD algorithm to
optimize the matrices. This script can be modified for the phrasal semantics as well,
because, the phrasal semantic task has used MRMF with SGD as well.
import numpy as np
import math
import random
import sys
def similarity_mf(w_1,w_2):
try:
n_1 = words.index(w_1)
n_2 = words.index(w_2)
return np.inner(np.array(U[n_1]),np.array(U[n_2]))
except:
return 0
## To train the threshold/split which says semantically related or not ##
def rank(data,simfun):
ranked_list = []
for w_1, w_2, v in data:
ranked_list.append((w_1,w_2,v,simfun(w_1,w_2)))
return sorted(ranked_list, key=lambda x: x[3],reverse=True)
def f1_of_rank(rank):
th_f1 = []
true_pos = 0
false_pos = 0
false_neg = len([a for (a,b,V,t) in rank if V])
for w_1,w_2,trueval,th in rank:
if trueval:
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true_pos += 1
false_neg -= 1
else:
false_pos +=1
if true_pos:
prec = float(true_pos)/float(true_pos+false_pos)
rec = float(true_pos)/float(true_pos+false_neg)
f1 = 2*prec*rec/(prec+rec)
else:
f1 = 0
if len(th_f1) > 0 and th == th_f1[-1][0]:
if f1 > th_f1[-1][1]:
th_f1[-1] = (th,f1)
else:
th_f1.append((th,f1))
return zip(*th_f1)
################### Predict the similartiy of the words #######
def rank_pred(data,simfun,th):
ranked_list = []
ranked_pred = []
for w_1, w_2, v in data:
n_1 = words.index(w_1)
n_2 = words.index(w_2)
ranked_list.append((w_1,w_2,v,Y_test[n_1][n_2]))
treshold_loc = sum(Y_test[n_1])/float(len(Y_test[n_1]))
if float(Y_test[n_1][n_2]) >= float(treshold_loc):
ranked_pred.append((w_1,w_2,v,True))
else:
ranked_pred.append((w_1,w_2,v,False))
return ranked_pred
################### Evaluate the predicted results #################
def evaluate(pairs):
true_pos = 0
false_pos = 0
false_neg = 0
for w_1,w_2,trueval,predval in pairs:
if trueval and predval:
true_pos += 1
elif trueval and not predval:
false_neg += 1
elif not trueval and predval:
false_pos +=1
if true_pos:
prec = float(true_pos)/float(true_pos+false_pos)
rec = float(true_pos)/float(true_pos+false_neg)
f1 = 2*prec*rec/(prec+rec)
else:
f1 = 0
return f1
###### The SGD algorithm ###############
def SGD(X,Y,k, alpha_x, alpha_y,mu, lambda_u, lambda_v):
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m = len(X)
n = len(X[0]) # Around 17400
I = np.identity(k)
stand_dev = np.std(I)
U = np.random.normal(0, stand_dev, size=(m,k))
V = np.random.normal(0, stand_dev, size=(n,k))
####### The index of each value of the matrix #####
loop_size =len(X)*len(X[0])
itere = 0
while itere < 60: #### Since the computation time is really slow, the
convergernce has limited by limited number loops ##
itere += 1
index_loop = 0
while itere <= loop_size:
i = random.choice(list(range(0,len(X))))
j = random.choice(list(range(0,len(X[0]))))
prediction_ij = np.dot(U[i].T , V[j])
eij = X[i][j] - alpha_x*prediction_ij
U[i] = np.array(U[i]) + mu * (2 * eij * np.array(V[j]) + lambda_u
* np.array(U[i]))
V[j] = np.array(V[j]) + mu * (2 * eij * np.array(U[i]) + lambda_v
* np.array(V[j]))
i = random.choice(list(range(0,len(X))))
if (i,j) in train_dict.keys():
eij_y = Y[i][j] - alpha_y*(np.dot(U[i].T , U[j]))
U[i] = np.array(U[i]) + mu * (2 * eij_y * np.array(V[j])
+ lambda_u * np.array(U[i]))
index_loop += 1
### L2 loss objective function. Error rate computation ###
error = 0.0
for i in range(m):
for j in range(n):
prediction_ij = np.dot(U[i].T , V[j])
error += (X[i][j]-prediction_ij)**2
error = math.sqrt(error)
print(error)
mu = 0.95*mu
return U, V
########## Read the experements dataset ###########
def read_data(fname):
instances = []
f_train = open(fname)
data_dict={}
for line in f_train:
w_1,w_2,sim = line.strip().split('\t')
n_1 = words.index(w_1)
n_2 = words.index(w_2)
data_dict[(n_1,n_2)] = sim
if(sim == 'TRUE'):
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instances.append([w_1,w_2,True])
else:
instances.append([w_1,w_2,False])
f_train.close()
return instances,data_dict
####### Read file and return matrix and the list of words ##########
def read_ppmi_matrix(file_name):
matrix = []
wordlist = []
f = open(file_name)
for line in f:
word, v_as_string = line.strip().split('\t')
matrix.append(list(map(float,v_as_string.split(','))))
wordlist.append(word)
f.close()
return wordlist, matrix
######## Reading the ppmi matrix from a file ##########
words, X = read_ppmi_matrix('All_train_test_X.txt')
words, Y = read_ppmi_matrix('All_train_test_Y.txt')
######## Reading the training and test sets from a file ##########
traindata,train_dict = read_data(r'gold_task1_train.txt')
testdata,test_dict = read_data(r'gold_task1_test.txt')
for k in [50, 100, 200, 300, 400]:
for mu in [0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001]:
U,V = SGD(X,Y,int(k),float(1.0),float(1.0), float(mu),0.0015,0.0015)
Y_test = np.dot(U,U.T)
###### Call rank and f1_of_rank functions to train the threshold/split ####
rl = rank(traindata,similarity_mf)
ths_tr,fscores_tr = f1_of_rank(rl)
## Extract the best threshold which has the higest F1Score in the training
set ##
thre_fscore_tr =
float(ths_tr[fscores_tr.index(float(max(list(fscores_tr))))])
###### test set ########
pred_data_fi = rank_pred(testdata,similarity_mf,thre_fscore_tr)
real_f1_ts_fi = evaluate(pred_data_fi)
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